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Selected As A Beat All Round
BER 9, 1971
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
The gusty winds today plagued
the City Police Department. The
various burglar alarms over the
city kept sounding off in the
Police Department, caused by
the high winds. Of course they
checked them all out..

In Our

Murray, Ky., Friday

92nd Year

10' Per Copy

,moon, December 10, 1971

High Winds Cause
Damage over Wid
Area This Morning

High winds and rains caused
scattered damage over much of
West Kentucky and West Tennessee this morning with electric
power reported "on and off" in
many places at different times
throughout the morning.
Got sort of rough this morning
A tornado was reported to have
with the high winds, then the touched down in the southern
downpour. As often happens part of Marshall County, overhere, of course, after the storm, turning a mobile home. The
the sun came out later in the mobile home, owned by Bob
morning. Someone has said that Pickles, overturned on top of an
if you stand in one place in automobile, the Marshall County
Murray, you will get almost any Sheriff's office said.
kind of weather in due course
The Marshall County Sheriff's
office also reported that the roof
Now ladies it's not fair to hang
a house owned by a Mr.. Odom
up stretch stockings for was blown off during the storm.
Christmas.
The mobile home that was blown
over was located on the "SlickWilliam Green of New Concord back- road and the Odom house
Route Five brings in a flowering is on the Boy Scout camp road in
weed of some kind. It is in full Marshall County The sheriff's
bloom here on December 10 office said that no one was inwhich is unusual to say the least. jured in either of the incidents.
We have a Forsythia which is In Murray, the city police
blooming but it is on the south department received scattered
side of the house. Mr. Green reports of trees, limbs and
says this particular area where television antennas being down
he found the blooming weed and a report that the patio of the
misses the frost for some reason Max Morris home at 1711 Wells
or other.
Extended had been damaged. A
spokesman
at the police
Fellow says now is the time to department said that a concrete
bone up and be ready for block from the patio had been
Christmas party bores who'll be blown onto the top of Morris's car
wanting to bet you that you can't causing considerable damage.
name all eight of Santa's rein- The roof of the carport at the
deer,
Robert Waters home on Highway
641,just south of the Clarks River
Teacher asked the kid what the bottom was also rePorted to
Great Plains are and he answers have been blown off
"the 747's"
Shingles were blown off of
homes in Hazel and also from the
Sigh in machine shoe: 'Girls, Hazel Methodist Church acif yotu- sweater 15
laree far cording to reports received from
machines, witimmoweptimitto. Aim at Hazei,

Vol. LXXXXII No. 290,

City to Build
New concrete
Bridge on 2nd

Located in Porter Court, on the
north side of Paris. No injuries
were reported to the occupants of
the homes.
711e Murray City Council had a leaks in the system which were
Reports of a tornado in South
agenda last night, however discovered in the recent leak
short
Fulton, Tennessee could not be
important business was survey. New orders for service
some
confirmed, however many trees
are being processed as quickly as
accomplished.
were uprooted in Fulton and
policemen were possible.
new
Two
South Fulton, a spokesman at the
employed, qualifications for the The City will construct a new
Fulton Daily Leader said. The
DIRECTORS HONORED for SerN ice with the American Red Cross in ceremonies Dec. 5 in Murray
were concrete bridge on South Second
scoreboard at Fulton High School were, left to right, Holmes FAD- 18 years, Ann Hays, 17 years, Leonard Vaughn, 7 years, Harvey Murray Fire Department
was reported to be almost totally Ellis, 15 years, Henry Holtea, 6 ...Ars and Fleetwood Crouch who receis ed a pin denoting 35 years of changed and a new bridge will be street to replace a wooden
constructed by city employees. bridge
The bridge is near
destroyed.
Photo By Allen Cunningham
continuous Red Cross service
Bill McDougal, a former Parker Popcorn and is used
Widespread minor damage was
policeman and James Earl extensively both by customers of
also reported at Mayfield and in
•
were both employed..as this firm and also the livestock
Lamb,
most other places in West Kenpatrolmen. The hiring of these yards in the same area
The
tucky. The State Police said that
two men will bring the Police bridge will be of concrete and will
they had received no repoMa ct
Department to full strength. A
Concrete slabs
major damage but had been
Sgt. Stephen G. Nanny has total of nine applications were be 12' x 20' x 26'
on the bottom
poured
both
will
be
notified of several trees down
completed his tour of duty for considered by the Council.
across roads in West Kentucky.
of the bridge,on which the bridge
eighteen months on the island of
The winds blew relatively By CHARLES S. ALD1NGER
are fully aware that the Guam with the Air Force and is Qualifications fur the Murray will be placed, and on the
Sheriff's now spending his leave with his Fire Department were changed. roadbed.
strong all through the night and MEMPHIS, Tenn. r UPI
the
:iembers of
seemed to reach their peak Tears streamed down th( (epartment and members of parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lester A person now must be twenty-one City Police Officers sift
high
between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m, this chubby cheeks of Sheriff Roy
the Memphis Police Depart- Nanny of Canterbury E.stateS, years of age and have a
school education or its equivalent commended last night fee No
morning, Tbe wine,
41piew signs, Nixon while nine policerner, :nent are dedicated, God- M ay.
manner in which they handled
Christmas decorations, tree were bailed out of jail on fearing men whose principal The Murray man will report to before he can be employed. The the breakin of the Murray Water
the
limbs and other debris into the charges ranging from first aim in life is the protection of Barksdale Field, Shreveport, former ordinance called for
men have
age of 18 years as a minimum. System this week. Two
streets of Murray.
degree murder to neglect of all of us," he read from a typed La., after his leave.
the been charged in the breakin after
authorized
Council
The
statement.
The U.S. Weather Service duty.
Nanny volunteered for the Air Mayor and Rex Billington, a shoot-out with police officers
Issued tornado warnings today in Over Nixon's head, etched in ''There is nothing in the Force in April 1969 and had his Superintendent of the Murray „ A natural gas line was conthat
an area bounded on the west by a snowy slab of marble on the events of today (Thursday)
basic training at Lackland Air Sanitation System to sell the 1962 sidered for Highway 94 East,
U.S. Highway 41 from Henderson courtroom wall, was the should shake that confidence," Force Base, Texas. He had GMC sanitation truck. This will however it was felt that it is not
said.
he
to Hopkinsville and bounded on promise: "Law, Rights and
advanced training at Fort Worth, still leave one spare truck since feasible at this time. Natural gas
the east by a line from Covington Responsibilities. The Basis of And while Nixon read, three Texas, and Wichita Falls, Texas, the system just got in two new lines now extend to about where
of his deputies and six City before his transfer to Guam.
to Harrodsburg to Albany, Ky. Liberty."
the old Winslow Engineering
"I am satisfied that the policemen were released from While on the Pacific island, trucks.
building is.
Superintendent
Continued on Page 16
Doran,
Wayne
citizens of Memphis and Shelby jail. They had been booked in Nanny was on temporary duty for
Eighteen pair of boots were
Natural
Gas
Murray
of
the
the alleged clubbing death of a six months with the Air Force in
System reported that emphasis is authorized for use by the Murray
black youth on Oct. 15 following Thailand.
being placed on repairing the Sanitation System employees.
a police these
Death Sparked Riots
The death of Elton Hayes, 17,
first reported by police to be a
fatality, sparked five
Waffle
Members and sponsors ot the Calloway. Hickman County,
a(la] violence in
Beta Club of Calloway County Fulton County Lowes, Reidland, days of
The Murray State University
err cillaton
Hash gebool attended the arm-IA..tv teeter creirda
11:711016 Neal brims
,,raikleek out tor we
'
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s
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i
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mska:
convention County Janey Ketso of Calloway
tuckv
State
Beta
Club
Meeting
of the fall term on W.A.SHINGT(IN
[I'M
—
Four
men,
including
the
three
you're too large for your sweater, a barn located on the north edge
The exporter will be eligible
held in Louisville last weekend. is reporter for the First District,
Tuesday, December 14, at seven President Nixon's $15.7 billion to defer taxes on his export
look out for the machinists "
of town and belonging to Burlon Twenty-seven members and Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Riley, deputies, were charged with
first degree murder. Each was pin. in Room Three of the tax cut bill was finally in his income. Car and truck buyers
Holsapple, was blown over.
P.
Student Union Building.
hands today, and he was will get the 7 per cent auto and
Continued on Page 16
The administrative cost of The high winds shifted two the two sponsors, Mrs. T.
released on $10,000 bond.
Vernon Riley,
All gifts for the children in the expected to sign it.
Medicare is $397 million dollars mobile homes from their block Jones and Mrs.
The four included County
10 per tent light truck excise
made the trip by chartered bus
annually.
Police Lt. Theodore Willis, the Middle School Class are to be in Congress sent the three-year taxes repealed.
foundations in nearby Paris, leaving early Friday morning,
only Negro among the nine at this meeting.
Tennessee, heavily damaging December 3, and returning about
plan to cut corporate and
Working parents will get tax
This is an important meeting
Cincinnati Post says that most one of the homes and causing
Continued 00 Page 16
personal taxes to him Thurs- deductions for the cost of
midnight
Saturday.
and all members are urged to
older citizens could make it minor damage to the other. A
day, four months after he babysitters.
Miss Janey Kelso and Randy
attend, according to a club
The Lord's
financially if:
plate glass show window at a Lee represented the Calloway "Peace—It's
proposed it to stimulate the
spokesman.
Campaign contributors next
Thing" is the topic chosen by
Inflation were brought under downtown Paris department
economy.
and the First District in the Rev. Charles H. Moffett for his
Club
year will be able to get up to a
control. Retired persons living store was also blown out.
talent
show.
They
sang
two
songs
A week ago there was serious $25 a couple tax writeoff, if
on fixed incomes simply can't Both of the mobile homes were
sermon on Sunday morning at the
Send A Christmas Card
for the program.
doubt whether Nixon would they donate to any political
First Presbyterian Church.
survive in a bloated economy.
Walker,
Dr.
Newman
make the bill law. That doubt campaign.
The service of worship will be
The burden of financing public
To Our Men In Service
superintendent of the Louisville at 10:45 a.m. with Church School
was removed when Houseschools were shifted from the
The controversial plan to
City Schools, was the math classes at 9:45 a.m. A nusery is For the next two weekends the Sgt. Jimmie D. Boyd
Senate conferees knocked out a
local property tax to the state
Murray
Art
Guild's
new
gallery,
finance presidential elections
the convention.
speaker
at
that
provision
controversial
income tax. Otherwise, older
provided during the services.
located at 103 North Sixth Street, 2383083
by letting taxpayers divert $1
During the Friday night
would have financed the 1972
V.M.F.A. 232 Elect.
persons won't be able to pay the
will
be
open
to
the
public
of their tax bills to the
each
session, campaign speeches were
presidential elections with tax
taxes on their homes
So many have expressed an FPO San Francisco 96602
party of their choice is in, but
heard
from
each
of
the
candollars.
As recommended by President
interest to see it that the guild'
only for the 1976 elections.
A two car collision occurred didates for state officers. Mark
Pvt. Ronnie L. Boyd
Nixon, the minimum Social
There is a little something for
executive
board
voted
to
open
it
this
Greenville,
state
Nixon threatened to veto the
morning at 12:15 at the in- Adams of
Security payment were raised to
everyone in the bill. The
December 11, 12, 18 and 19 in 2554209
tersection
of
North
12th
and
Olive
president,
presided.
Charles
entire
tax package if that
M.A.C.G.-2
8
M.A.S.S.-1
$150 a month for a single person
poorest taxpayers will be
Overbey, Jr., junior at The Twin Lakes Coon Club will order that the community can see (Comm)
provision applied to the 1972
Streets,
according
to
the
report
Irvine
and $200 for a couple by 1974.
removed from the tax rolls. For
filed by the officers of the Murray North Marshall High School, was have a U.K.C. Hunt on Saturday what has been accomplished thus 2nd M.A.W. M.C.A.S.
elections, a move Republicans
Future increases should be tied to
other people, there will be tax
far.
The
members
would
like
for
Police Department. No injuries elected as president for the state night, December 11.
as bailing out the debtsaw
28533
Point,
N.C.
Cherry
the cost of living.
reductions, but relatively small
everyone to keep in touch and
high school honor organization Entries will close at eight p.m.
saddled Democratic party with
were listed on the report.
ones, affecting 1971 and 1972
Registered and grades dogs will watch the progress.
Cars involved were a 1e71 for the coming year.
$20.4 million in public funds.
Pvt. Daniel R. Wilson
income.
It
was
decided
to
postpone
the
night,
but
Pontiac driven by John Thomas Also winning second place at be hunted the same
The final debate in both
310-56-7467
For the businessman there House and Senate was routine.
Brandon of Murray Route One, the convention was the scrapbook each one will be hunted in Grand Opening until late spring, H.H.C. 315th C.S.B.N.
but so many have contributed
will be a discount on machinery The House passed the measure
and a 1969 M. G. driven by for the First District composed of separate cast.
toward getting the gallery in 1st Cav. Div.
and equipment through a 7 per 320 to 74 and the Senate
Had- clubs from South Marshall, All hunters are invited.
William J. Emerson of
76545
Texas
Ft.
Hood,
order (by gifts and labor) that it
cent tax credit—a reduction of approved it 71 to 6.
denfield, N. J.
was decided to open the gallery to
The Murray talloway County
his taxes by $7 for every $100 of
Emerson, going west on Otive,
Continued on Page 16
the public.
Jaycees will be distributing said he couldn't stop in time to
qualifying purchases.
On Saturdays, the gallery will
Christmas food baskets to needy avoid colliding with the Brandon
be open from 10:00 a.m. until 4:00
throughout
the car going north on North 12th
families
p.m. In order that people may
surrounding area during the Street, according to the police
attend church and have dinner, ohe Calloway County National
week of Christmas.
report. Both men involved in the
the gallery will not open on Farmers Organization will meet
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The a child under 15, or disabled
Some of the food for these collision were charged with
dependent or spouse in the
baskets will be donated by driving while intoxicated, the LOUISVILLE, KY. (UPI)— evidence of New Vigor in the Sundays until 1:00 p.m., but will Monday, December 13, at seven tax-relief bill at a glance.
close at 4:00 p.m.
State Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud- Democratic party.
patrons of the local food mer- police report said.
p.m. at the NFO Collection Point Personal Tax Cuts: $650 home. The family ot individual
chants as they prepare their
at the former Shoemaker Stock personal tax exemption for income must be under $18,000,
Damage to the Pontiac was on dleston of Elizabethtown, made "I want to be a part of this new
taxpayers and each dependent however.
Christmas feast. The Jaycee the right side and to the M. G. on his expected declaration of spirit—this new sense of
Yard on -Highway 94 East.
candidacy today for the U.S. responsibility—this new deterbaskets will be on display in the the front end.
Johnny Williams, president, to $675 for 1971 income, and to Job Credit: Employers hiring
respective stores.
said plans for a grainery at $750 for 1972 income. 1,0W welfare recipients under the
Thursday at 9:35 a.m. the Senate seat now held by mination to serve the people,"
A project originated by the police investigated a collision at Republican John Sherman the Democratic candidate said.
Puryear, Term., and a barge income taxpayer could earn government's work incentive
Jaycee chapter a few years ago, Tenth and Main Streets between Cooper.
A native of Cumberland
point at Eggners Ferry will be $2,050 without paying tax for program could get a credit
1972 income. For 1971 income, equal to 20 per cent of the
these food baskets are to provide a 1972 Dodge four door owned by In a room at the Executive Inn, County, Kentucky, Huddleston
The Murray Unit of the discussed.
food that would not be otherwise Taylor Motors, Murray, and filled to near overflowing by first became involved in politics National
Hairdressers and All interested farmers are level would be $1,775. Standard employe's salary.
Political Credit: Contributors
available to approximately 50 driven by Glenn Crawford Democratic party faithful, in 1962 as state youth chairman C,osrnetoligists Association will urged to attend, Williams said. deduction for those not itemizing expenses would go from 13 to 1972 local, state, national
underprivileged families.
Wooden of Murray, and a 1970 Huddleston said he wants to bring for the U.S. Senate campaign of have its annual Christmas party
per cent of taxable income (up elections or primaries could get
The primary source of funds, Ford Econoline van driven by the Democratic party its first Wilson W. Wyatt, Sr.
and dinner at the Red Carpet
SHRINE BREAKFAST
other than food donations, is the Merles Rudolph Thurman of 108 representative in the Senate in He made his first bid for public Dining Room, Paris, Tenn., on The Murray-Calloway County to maximum deduction of tax credit for half of their
annual road block, which will North 9th Street, Murray.
more than 15 years.
office in 1965 when he was elected Monday, December 13.
Shrine Club will have its monthly $1,500) for 1971 income to 15 per contributions. The maximum
take place this Saturday from 10 Police said Thurman, going
Huddleston, a 45-year old radio state Senator from the 10th
Members will meet at the Ezell fellowship breakfast at the cent (with $2,000 maximum) in that could be subtracted from
taxes would be $12.50 for an
a.m. until 3:30 p.m.
on Sunday, 1972.
north on 10th, stopped for the stop station executive and son of a district comprising Hardin and Beauty School, Murray, at six Holiday Inn
The Jaycees will be taking sign at Main, but failed to see the Methodist minister, said he Meade counties.
p.m. to go as a group to Paris for December 12, at nine a.m. All Excise Taxes: Repeals 7 per individual or $25 for a couple
contributions at various -places Wooden car going west on Main, would retain his seat in the state He was re-elected without the meeting to start at 6:30 p.m. members and their families are cent auto excise tax retroactive filing a joint return In lieu of
to Aug. 15, 1971, and the 10 per the credit, a person could
around the city.
and pulled out into the path of the senate" because I feel a strong Opposition in 1969, was chosen Three dollar gifts will be ex- invited to attend.
cent light truck excise tax deduct $50 from income subject
responsibility to represent those Democratic caucus chairman in changed.
Dodge.
to taxes`, or a couple $100.
retroactive to Sept. 22, 1971.
Damage to the Dodge was on who elected me and a the 1968 and was made majority
Disc:
Allows
Future Campaigns: Starting
companies
to
set
SALE
BAKE
responsibilityto
lend
what
help
I
floor
1970.
1
leader
in
the left front fender and bumper,
up Domestic International Sales in 1973, a taxpayer could
As state campaign chairman. The French Classes of Murray
and to the Ford on the right front. can to our new Governor."
Corporations (DISCS) to ship allocate on his 1973 form $1 to
"I will be available to continue Huddleston managed the suc- High School will have a bake sale
overseas U.S. goods and per- the party of his choice for the
GOSPEL SINGING
my
position of majority cessful primary and election In front of Rose's Department
Mostly cloudy and warmer
mits DISCS to defer taxes on 1976 presidential campaign. The
today with rain and high winds A gospel singing will be held at leadership if the members so races of Gov. Wendell H Ford. Store in the Central Shopping
half the. DISC's income.
money, however, would have to
12th Street on
evident. Highs in the low to mid the Story's Chapel United desire," Huddleston said.
Married and the father of two Center on
Dare Care: Allows working be
appropriated
later
by.
60s. Cloudy and mild with chance Methodist Church, located south- Huddleston, the first candidate sons, Huddleston is general Saturday, tiriber 11, from ten
families up to $400 a month Congress and would apply to
of rain tonight and Saturday. west of Lynn Grove, on Sunday, to declare for the seat Cooper has manager of radio station WIEL a.m to two p.m. Cookies, cakes,
SHOPPING Days
deduction for household ser- the 1976 elections, not the 1972
Lows tonight in low to mid 406. December 12, from two to four said he will relinquish next Elizabethtown, and also owns and pastries will be included in
"III. CHRISTMAS
vices by a domestic if there is contest.
year cited what he called and operates WI.13N. Lebanon the sale,
Highs Saturday in the mid 50s. p.m. The public is invited.

Stephen Nanny
Nine Policemen Charged Sgt.
Now Home On Leave
With Murder In Memphis

Twenty-Seven Beta Club Members
At Calloway Attend State Meet

Dames Club Meets
On Tuesday Evening

Nixon Expected To Sign
Tax Cut Measure Today

Sermon Topic Is
Given For Sunday

Murray Art Guild
To Open Gallery
For Two Weekends

Collisions Are
Investigated

Twin Lakes Coon
Club Plans Hunt

Roadblock By
Jaycees Sunday

Huddleston Announces
For Cooper Senate Seat

Calloway NFO Plans
Meeting On Monday

Hairdressers Plan
Dinner On Monday

The Weather
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The Tax Relief Bill At A Glance
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Ten Years Ago Today
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LEDGERa TIMES YHA
Gus Geurin of Murray Rade Ilk died yesterday at the Murray
Hospital.
Leonard Vaughn was named as Mary Pro-tem by the Murray
Qty Council. He will serve as mayor when Mayor Holmes Ellis is
absent.
Hayden Rickman presented a check for $125 from the Murray
Civitan Club to Dr. C. C. Lowry, president of the Murray Lions
Club, for the Crippled Children's Telethon on WPSD-TV,
Paducah.
Mr and Mrs_ Alfred H. Young are the parents of a baby boy
born this week at the Murray Hospital.
In basketball the Calloway County High School Lakers beat
Fulton Cranny 89 to 48, and the Murray High School Tigers beat
Trigg County 41 to 37
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Miss Alhe Short, age 67, died last night at the Murray Hospital.
The Murray Lions Club will present a minstrel on December 18
and 19 in the Murray High School auditorium.
Serving aboard the destroyer USS Yarnall, operating in Korean
waters. is Rob W. Parker, electrician's mate fireman USN,son of
Mr and Mrs. R. Don Parker of Murray Route Three.
Rev. Paul T. Lyles will speak on "Face For A Lifetime" at the
meeting of the Murray Training School PTA.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Clark Gable in "Across The
Wide Missouri".

; Bible Thoughtfor Today

i

Enter not into the path of the wicked, and go not in the way of
evil men.--Proverbs. 4:14.
The world desires peace but fails to conduct its life in harmony
0o'
: with the will of God. Jesus' life and teachings are a pattern for
world peace.

a

I'

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

1

L

Those experts who splash around in the think
tanks of universities and private corporations, those
thinkers who either have everything all figured out
or are trying to draw a curtain over what they can't
figure out, may indeed be experts, but what this
country needs are fewer experts and more
professionals--which is to say that the professional
'-, has the holes in his socks mended. The expert throws
them away.

"The best hand at dice-playing is not a theorist but
a good dice-player."
--Paraphrasing Plato
.. —
•.
•
.;

i

Bumpy Flight
One moment Myrtle
LOVE MEANS NEVER HAVING TO SAY YOU'RE SORRY
There is a saying that Dad really likes. It is, "Love means
never having to say you're sorry." Dad really likes that. He said
that was the theme that should rule the universe. He asked me
what I thought about it. I said it sounded good but I wasn't sure of
Its meaning. I wasn't sure that it was the truth.
Dad doesn't mind people having other opinions as long as they
don't differ from his; so he dismissed me as being little, but with
still time to learn.
Dad said the beauty of any slogan rested in its use. The sere
aronity Of the Megan rested nn Its rtrasology, but the beauty of It
had to be released in actions. Dad believes in putting what you
believe into action.
Dad is a big man,and I guess he has a big foot. Well, anyway,
he walked over to Mom and, he didn't mean to but he stepped on
her little foot. Since, he believed in putting his beliefs about love
into action, and since he loves Mom dearly, he said, "I'm not
sorry."
Mom didn't understand Dad's comment of love. From the look
on her face I thought she was going to take care of Dad right then
and there.
I withdrew a safe distance and pondered the meaning of what I
had just witnessed. My conclusion was that, "Love means you
won't break someone's neck."
Afterward. I asked Dad what he had done with the poster that
had the love message on It. Dad answered that he had given it to
Mom with a long explanation written on it.
Bob Little

Brotherly Love Has Specia• l
Meaning To Kidney Recipient
r.•
Stanley will
— perfect match.
Tenn
.1 NASHVILLE,
.1:-. Brotherly love has a very special never miss the kidney he gave
meaning to Edward and Stanley Edward since one is adequate for
,;avlick of Swoyerville, Penn- normal body function."
.
., ,ylvania. They both recently "We need a yearly minimum of
• -eturned from the Veterans 25 live related donors and at least
-kciminis:ration Hospital in Nash- 50 cadaver donors to meet the
rifle where they both underwent immediate demand" Dr. Johnson
,-. sidrey surgery. Brother Stanley continued. "'The basic objective
-ad surgery on September 5, to of the kidney program is to
. gave one of his kidneys removed transplant chronic kidney
to be transplanted into brother patients as soon as a suitable
Edward who was suffering from organ becomes available. Most
patients can be maintained by
chronic kidney disease
"I was fortunate to have a means of mechanical dialysis,
brother whose kidney matched however, unless they are tranmy tissue typing", said Edward, splanted, all available facilities
'.. "it gives me a great feeling to will soon be overrun and enable
know that my brother would give to handle the patient load."
The transplant program is
:- me one of his kidneys so that I
7: might return to a productive successful in 75 per cent of the
cases and this percentage is
.: life."
,-. Edward age 25 first began constantly increasing.
1,:' having kidney problems in 1965.
It will be several months before
:: He was receiving treatment from he can resume a normal work
1 the V.A. Hospital in Philadelphia schedule, however, Mr. Gavlick
.
•
when they transferred him to does expect to begin working a
; Nashville for further treatment. few hours each day within about
.
• In May of this year he moved his Six weeks Prior to moving to
• wife and two
children to Vanleer, Tennessee for treatment he was
4
h
1. Tennessee so they would be near an accountant in Swoyerville. He
$ the dialysis center at the V. A. will return periodically to the V.
Hospital in Nashville.
A. Hospital in Nashville for
.1..: During the months while checkups.
A waiting for the transplant
"The people of Vanleer,
• Gavlick had to have his blood Tennessee were really great to
mechanically dialyzed three me and my family," said Mr.
times weekly to remove im- Gavlick. "I want to thank them
purities and excessive fluid. This for all their kindness while I was
procedure alone required 6-8 undergoing treatment "
Mr. Gavlick attended Kings
, hours for each treatment.
Dr. Keith Johnson of the College in Pennsylvania. He is
:- nephrology staff at Vanderbilt married and the father of two
e
'And V. A. Hospital said. -'a live children. Edward Jr., age 4, and
2. Stanley, his
/
. donor organ is usually better for Christine age 11
.e;
2; transplant. This always involves wife Donna and children reside at
leg a member of the immediate 7 Watkins Street in Swoyerville.
'.' family whose "tissue typing" is
the same. In Edward's case
A person can maintain his
brother Stanley's typing was a drive by keeping physically fit

i

I

REAL FREEDOM
If you and I are equal, both
having rights, and
free to act as
we wish, being equal,
then we are limited
by each other, so
freedom exist in
bonds and bounds.
I am free to say this,
you are free to disagree.
-Tom Perkins

GRANDMOTHERS GARDEN
Do you remember or have you forgot
The old fashion garden with quaint four o clock
The morning-glories that grew by the wall
And giant hollyhocks so proud and tall.
The walkways, were planed and carefully laid,
Where all kind of flowers were out on parade,
There were wonders within it. And beauty galore
The old fashion garden by grandmother's door.
The sweet honeysuckle arid roses so fair
Were bored and tended with tenderest care
The lilac of springtime is in every mind
Its beauty is bored by all mankind.
The tulip beds with daffodils and hyocinths too
Were bordered all around with canterbury blue
larkspurs geramiums and peonies bold,
Dahlias Asters and pretty marigold.
Sweet-Williams snapdragon mums and sweet peas
Were every where for the neighbor to see
And the memory of sweet odor brings longing and tears
long linked with the thought of earlier years
You may boast of your gardens on display
But my thoughts wonder to gardens of yesterday
The garden that bloomed by grandmothers door,
The old fashion garden is gone; it's no more.
Annie Johnson
Americans bought more than
Kentucky I.ake orTennessee
one million new automobiles in in November showed a total iif
October
62.000 ducks and 12.000 ('anada
The average automobile lire geese
rotates more than 30 million
Kindness most always makes
times during its lifetitne
two or more people hops

was gazing peacefully out the airplane
window, admiring the view. The
next moment the plane struck an
air pocket, lurched downward,
and tossed Myrtle -right out of
her seal.

"WEST SIDE STORY"
10P.
4•4
"

Covered with hide tough as
hickory bark and thick-studded
with bristles, it disdained
thorns, briars, and even the
fangs of outraged rattlesnakes
which it often killed and ate.
-+
•
Its long sensitive snout could
scent the wind like a fox, yet
tear through root), rocky soil
like the metal-shod foot of a
bull-tuniguii plow,
' 13o1 d. ct5ftv,'ant/ efvu geous. and armed with lushes
formidable as a medieval Turkish blade, it was afraid of
nothing and would joyfully
fight anything contesting its
right, be it bear, catamount,
The jolt dislocated her shoul- dog. or man. When not rooting
der, and in due course she filed
a damage suit against the airline. for its dinner. it Was either
-As a common carrier," she sleeping or planning devilment
argued, -the airline was obliged against some unguarded cornto deliver me safely to my desti- patch or garden. Also, accordnation. This they failed to do."
timer who used,to
However, the court ruled that ing to an old
the plane's sudden plunge was an hunt down these wide-ranging
"act of God.". hence nobody's razorbacks for a winter suppl
fault. The court said that a bump- of pork. it "bore grudges,
less ride is not yet possible under brooded over indignities-real
today's technology—and even a
showed a
common carrier should not be ex- or imagined-.and
remarkable understanding of
pected to do the impossible.
Nevertheless, it is expected to human speech. especially cuss
do all it can. In another case, a words.
pilot neglected to turn on the
Backwoods jokes about the
FASTEN YOUR SEAT BELT
are *ion. One is
razorback
had
plane
sign even though his
already entered a zone of turbu- that this wild porker had to be
lence. This tints, when a passenger was injured in an accident
The Almanac
like Myrtle's, he was held entitled
to collect damages from the air- By United Press International
line.
Today is Friday, Dec. 10, the
In a third case. a man was as- 344th day of 1971.
there
sured by a stewardess that
The moon is between its last
was "still time" to go to the washroom, just as the plane was ap- quarter and new phase.
The morning star is Jupiter. ,
proaching a known patch of
The evening stars are Saturn.i
choppy air. Again. injury. And
again, airline liability.
Venus, Mars, Mercury and
pasthe
But, it is also true that
Jupiter
senger must do his share to miniThose born on this day are
mize the risk.
the sign of Sagittarius.
under
One passenger obediently
American poet Emily Dickinhooked up his seat belt when the
warning sign went on. But he left son was born Dec. 10, 1830
On this day in history:
so much slack in the belt that
there was still plenty of room for
In 1817 Mississippi was
the
when
And
him to bounce.
admitted to the Union as the
plane hit turbulence, he did
20th state.
,.
bounce —hard.
In 1898 Spain signed a treaty
Afterward, the man tried to
collect damages for the injuries officially ending the Spanishhe had sustained. He blamed the American War. It gave Guam,
stewardess for not double-check- Puerto Rico and the Philippines
ing his belt.
to the United States.
Rut the court threw out his
In 1901 distribution of the
an
achaving
suffered
claim. For
Prizes began on the
Nobel
easily
have
avoidcident he could
ed, said the court, he had no one anniversary of the death o
Alfred Nobel.
to blame but himself.
In 1941 Japanese troop
tin American Bar Association
fter‘ice feature by Win landed on northern Luzon in the
Bernard.
Philippines.

SHE'S ON TARGET
HOUSTON. Tex IAPi -Seonaid Legge is a college coed
with a pretty face a quick wit
and a deadly aim
Miss 1,egge is a member of
the national champion University of Houston rifle team.
which set a national intercollegiate firing record last
spring
She fired a 285 out of a possible 300 to help her three fellow
male teammates win the title

DEAR A
in his dre
day, so I ask
and he said y
As I was
of paper wit
girl's name
ber hearing
My hu
customers. B
Should I
what to think

G

Nitely at 7:30 Only

iti64
,J0/00
60iglghfy

A thought for today: American poet Emily Dickinson said
"Success is counted sweetest by
those who never succeed."

THE EVIL TREE
ERMELO, The Netherlands
(UPI)—Negative votes of Calvinists in the municipal council
have blocked the erection of a
Christmas tree in front of the
town hall, city officials said
today The Calvinists say the
The game of darts now Christmas tree is a work of
claims an estimated 3 2 million Satan
fans in the United States

k,

Children's Moyle
Sat. 10 am-5 pm

All Seats 50'
or admission FREE
with ticket from
participating
merchants.
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DEAR
raving beau
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Children
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Adults
'1.50

Regular
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20 Years Ago Today
3

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
"sideways." Shooting at it
The "razorback" is de- shot
.any °Wei direction was
from
scribed by Webster as a "thin'
to waste lead. Shooting at this
bodied. Iong-legged,
pig from front or rear was like
hog" and. as far as ,it goes. this
at the cutting edge of a
aiming
definition is correct. There is,
butcher knife and about as
however, much more to be told
effective. In case of a - direct
about this special-type critter
hit, the rifle ball either split in
that once roamed the woodthe middle and whined off
lands of Eastern Kentucky.
harmlessly in two directions, or
An offspring of dottiest]. ricocheted away to puncture
aft'
rated. hogs_ "g,onesornebeirly in the next county
being turned loose to "fatten
on the mast"--a widespread
custom in the early days 01
East Kentucky pork production. the razorback developed a
.physique and mentality unique
among four-footed animals.
Shaped in front like a dogwood "glut" used in rail splitting, it had a long, shingleEffective Wed. December 8th
shaped body, thin legs. and
sharp hoofs fitting it to glide
through, threkets like a snake,
run through open spaces like a
deer, and scale rail fences and
other obstructions with all the
ease of a feral tomcat.
•
All Snack Bar Prices Remain The Same

* New Price Policy *

Ava(fil

LED0Z1

While the razorback's meat
was "good eating," it didn't
produce much lard for greasing
skillets. The most popular
method for rendering out this
lard was to swing the carcass
by its tail from the mandepiece
over the fireplace in which a
hot fire was going, and catch
the drippings in a saucer.
All this, of course, is merely
folktale. In reality, the razorback contnbuted a great deal
16 backwoods living in the
early days. It provided pork
and pork products until better
breeds_ _could be developed.
Being hardy, prolific, and
extremely self-sufficient, it
provided meat and shortening
long after other table game had
disappeared. before improved
methods of agriculture produced sufficient grain for feeding hogs in pens rather than
fattening them in the woods on
— beechnuts-and irCorirs.—
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Mis Randy Mouser of Murray
attended the wedding of Miss
Diana JW Cox and Kenneth Owen
The Murray State University
Carpenter at the First Christian
its annual
Church, Dawson Springs, on Dames Club held
at Barkley
banquet
Christmas
20.
November
Lodge Friday, December 3, with
members as
Mary Schrader of Hazel has the husbands of the
been dismissed from the Henry guests.
The Club is made up of wives of
County Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
full-time students and married
Recent visitors at the home of women students.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Bradley, P.H.T. (Push Hubby Through)
Murray, were Mr. and Mrs. Degrees were awarded to the
Harley Bradley of Bowsman, members whose husbands were
Manitoba, Canada. Mr. Harley graduating in December.
Mrs. Barbara Bruschi, wife of
Bradley, a retired rancher, had
not seen his local cousins for over
forty-five years. He and his wife
were on an extended automobile
trip to Kentucky and the western
states.

DEAR ABBY: I have a 27-year-old daughter who is no
raving beauty, but she is a lot better looking than most of
the girls whose pictures you see in bridal veils in the Sunday papers. She is very intelligent and has lots of dates, and
I know she has turned down several good marriage
proposals.
When I ask her what she is waiting for, she says,
"Don't rush me, Mom."
Is there any way I can get her to hurry up and think
seriously of marrying and settling down? I am 50 years old
and would like to see a few grandchildren before I leave
MINNEAPOLIS MOM
this earth

A Christmas party was given by the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi, Saturday
December 4, at Western State Hospital. Surrounding the tree clockeisr from the left are Julia Cain,
Joann Turner, Frances Armstrong, Karen Bolls, Jerrie Parkin, Martha Ails, Beverly Herndon and
Melissa Overbey.

Nothing looks less desirable or feels more uncomfortable than chapped lips.
Protect them with moisturizer-rich lipsticks or slick
on a glossy bp tint over
your favorite lip color.

Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
Sorority Has Party For Hospital Ward

DEAR MOM: Many moms who have rushed their
daughters into marriage see more of their grandchildren
than they expected to. 'They're raising them because the
marriage didn't work att.l if you're eager to see things
hatch, settle down on a chicken farm
DEAR ABBY: My husband keeps our receipts and bills
in his dresser drawer I needed one to refer to the other
day, so I asked him if I could go into his drawer and get it,
and he said yes.
As I was looking thru them I came across a small piece
of paper with a long distance telephone number on it, and a
girl's name under it. It's no one I know, and I can't remember hearing my husband mention her name.
My husband works in a garage, so it could be one of his
customers. But why would he keep just that one?
Should I ask him about it, or keep quiet? I don't know
what to think or do.
HURT AND WONDERING

DEAR ABBY: It's amazing to me how seemingly good
parents will buy such dangerous toys for their children. It's
bad enough that toy manufacturers are permitted to put
them on the market.
There was a fair here recently where double-barreled
popguns with strong springs and loose corks were sold
Every boy on our block got one—except mine
Once the corks were lost, the children would shoot rocks
at each other.
Bows and arrows with rubber. tape that came oh easily
were also sold.
Abby, please say something about these weapons and
the accidents they can cause So many children are blind in
one or both eyes because of such toys."
I can't keep my children from playing with their
friends. All I can do is tell them to look the other way when
IRATE IN DANVILLE, PA.
fired upon
DEAR IRATE: You have also alerted other mothers
I and children] to the danger by writing to me. Thanks!
DEAR ABBY: What happened to the letter you asked
your readers to vote on?
CURIOUS IN ASHVILLE, N. C.
DEAR CURIOUS: I am still tabulating my responses.
To date I have received over a half a million pieces of mall
on that one, and they're still coming in. Please be patient?
what's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700 Los Angeles, Cal,
90065. For a personal reply eaciose stamped. addressed
envelope.

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi traveled to
Hopkinsville where they entertained approximately thirty
women from two wards at
Western State Hospital with a
Christmas Party Saturday,
December 4.
This was the third year for the
Gamma Gamma sorority women
to participate in this most enjoyable program for the patients
at Western State Hospital.
Each sorority member sent
food which was placed on tables
decorated by the patients. There
were sandwiches, potato chips,
various fruits, cookies,candy and
punch for all to enjoy.
Brightly wrapped individual
gifts were placed under the
Christmas tree and then given to
the ladies during the party. Each
gift box included a variety of
personal items that were donated
by the chapter members. The
sorority also purchased canteen

Dan Armes,Reread Euphonium,
Friday, December la
Murray will be held in the Recital Hall,
North
The
Homemakers Club will have its Fine Arta Annex, at 3:30 p.m.
annual Christmas potluck lun- Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith of Phil Bruschi, a drama and
cheon at the home of Mrs. Murrray Route Three will be speech major, both from New
Barletta Wrather at 11:30 a.m. honored on their 50th wedding Jersey, was chosen as "Ideal
on her qualifications of
Gifts will be exchanged.
anniversary with an open house Dame"
to the club. She
contributions
her
at the home of a daughter, Mrs.
The Sea Mists will present a John Nanny, Coldwater Road, was given a disk and chain along
with a yellow rosebud. Mrs.
special water show at the Murray from two to four p.m.
Bruschi is employed by the
State Pool at eight p.m. No adMurray Ledger and Times as a
mission.
Monday, December LI
comOugrsPhic
School
Sunday
Euzelian
The
A movie, "Shoot The Piano Class, First Baptist Church, Mrs.
the
by
sponsored
Player",
Myrtle Wall, teacher, will have a
Murray State Student Govern- potluck supper at the church at
ment, will be presented at the 6:30 p.m.
University School Auditorium a
Board of Directors of the Quota
7:30 p.m. Admission will be fifty The Omicron Alpha Chapter of Club will meet at Southside at
cents per person.
Tau Phi Lambda will have a 5:30 p.m.
potluck dinner at the home of
The Senior High members of Mrs. Loretta Jobs at 6:30 p.m.
The Sigma Department of the
have
Church
Baked Port Chops
the First Baptist
Murray Woman's Club will have
Yam and Apple Casserole
been invited by the Baptist The Penny Homemakers Club its Christmas party at the club
Salad Bowl Student Union to an all-night
Green Peas
at the home of Mrs. house at 6:30 Guests will be
Beverage bowling party starting at mid- will meet
Fruit Cake
Ruby Harrell at ten a.m. for a Santa and Sigma children.
YAM AND APPLE
night until 2:30 a.m. The cost will
potluck dinner and exchange of Hostesses will be Mesdames
CASSEROLE
be one dollar and call 753-1854.
Fred Wells, John Gregory, Hal
gifts.
Easy to assemble because before Wednesday.
Houston, George Ed Waldrop,
pantryshelf yams are used.
The WSCS of the Martin's Ron Christopher, and A.W.
2 cans (each 1 pound) whole
The Murray Welcome Wagon
uossoa methodist Churchi Simmons, Jr.
ram* ..remtfl
mob
s.e-s.
rilev.vasoersi
mthet at me borne or istrat
""
4 medium apples, cored But second annual Christmas Ballall
atfilk
Ralph Robertson at seven p.m. The Alrno School PTA will meet
tapeeled and cut into rings
the Calloway County Country
at the school at seven p.m. with
14 cup firmly packed light or
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m,
dark brown sugar
Bell Hays Circle of Willard Ails as speaker on
Mattie
The
"Ironstone".
with music by the
1 teaspoon salt
the First United Methodist
The public is invited to call Mrs.
% teaspoon mace
bet753-1975
Brandon
Barbara
1/4 cup (% of a quarter-pound
ween seven and nine a.m. for
stick) butter
Cut yarns in half lengthwise. ticket information.
In a buttered 2-quart round
The Murray-Calloway County
glass casserole (8% by 234
inches) or similar utensil ar- Senior Citizens Club will have its
range in layers half the yams, Christmas potluck luncheon at
apples, sugar, salt and mace; the social hall of the First United
arrange remaining half of these Methodist Church at noon.
Ingredients in the same way; Turkey, dressing, and crandot with butter. Bake, covered, berries will be furnished. The
Stand up —
In a preheated 350-degree oven program will be given by Mrs.
Swiss
until the apples are tender— Richard Vanetta and her speech
pinch your tummydiscovery makes
about 50 minutes. Baste with students from Murray State.
can you hold a fold
• of flesh? Bad,
juices at bottom of casserole.
every woman's
very bad.
The annual Christmas program
Makes R sen..trws
true!
come
dream
will be presented by the children
of Kirksey School in the gymnasium at seven p.m.
Spare tire?

books for each of the patients to
be used as they desire.
After refreshments were
served and gifts opened, the
patients and sorority members
gathered around the piano and
The
sang Christmas carols.
afternoon proved to be a warm
and meaningful experience for
those participating.
Members of Gamma Gamma
making the trip Saturday were
Mesdames Willard Ails, Jerry
Bolls, Larry Cain, Bill Overbey,
Wallace Parkin, Terry Turnex,
and Misses Frances Armstrong
and Beverly Herndon

Campbell Home

is
Scene Of Luncheon
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
held its annual Christmas potluck
luncheon at noon on Tuesday,
December 7, at the home of Mrs.
Vernon Campbell.
Mrs, Otis McNelis presented a
most inspiring talk on "What I
Want For Christmas And On
How Happy We Could Be Listing
The Things We Don't Want." She
also presided at the business
meeting.
The closing prayer was led by
Mrs. Vernon Campbell.
A luncheon was served at noon.
Following the program a social
hour was held with the exchange
of gifts by the eleven members
present

Saturday
Supper

S1 flu rs:

? Super S o(4. k

Oomphies make wonderful holiday gifts. In bright
glimmering styles and colors, they'll keep a
holiday spirit all year long. Give Oomphies. Ask
for Oomphies. And make this holiday super special.

The Dorcas Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church
will have a dinner meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6.30 p.m.

Gamma Beta Phi Scholastic
Honor Society at MSC will have
annual egg sale from 9 30 toll 30
Sunday, December 12
The Murray Woman's Flub will
have its annual Christmas
program, presented by the Music
Department, at three p.m at the
club house. Decorations will be
by the Alpha and Zeta Departments and the hostess chairmen
are from the Delta Department,

Shoe Store
eal.o• •r
Ine.•••• rvler,••• 4 Ovall•
••••••• ye.* A.ty
so GA. paws Go •

et

'—"--4

If you can't see your ribs
you're overweight.
Sorry,
but it's
true.

Saturday, December 11
i tie Nellie Outland Sunday
School Class of the
Cherry
Corner Baptist Church will have
a potluck supper from members
and their families at the church
at 6:30p.m. Each one is to bring
one dollar for equipment for the
kitchen instead of exchanging
gifts.
bazaar,
The
Christmas
sponsored by St I.eo's Catholic
Church, will be held at Gleason
Hall from nine a.m to three p.m.

Ryan's

Meat buying
Buying meat in quantity
can be a money-saver—but
no. always. Check what you
are buying carefully and
u s e U. S. Department of
Agriculture information to
know the grades and cuts.

Li.s hurt?

By Abigail__Yetauren

BUCY GIRL
Sara Lynne is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bury of
Murray Route One for their baby
girl, weighing seven pounds 33,4
ounces, born on Monday,
December 6, at 9:11 p.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed by
the General Tire and Rubber
Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Bury and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph C. Williford, all of Murray
Route One. Great grandparents
are Mrs. Birdie Lawson of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Bury of Paris, Tenn.

First District VFW will meet at
Triangle Inn at one p.m. for a
dutch dinner and a business
session.
Senior Recital of Don Foster,
Burna, percussion, will be held
at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Building, it 2:30 p.m

Look
at the back of your 07Liths.
are they ,'good grid t crec11)?(
Bulge, when you sit
They shouldn't

FREE!

Ternmal Accelerated
Timmy treatments to
tat first al women hi .1
sir Caws. as a resolt
St this advertusensent

1

IF YOU QUALIFY FOR
THE ABOVE CALL 753-2962
NOW FOR FREE FIGURE
ANALYSIS ANO CONSULTATION
•

GUARANTEED
WEIGHT LOSS
IN WRITING)
rfo PILLS NO DRUGS
EXERCISE OR CALORIE
COUNTING'

One quick and easy way to
Lose weight.
? CHRISTMAS?
Why Not a Shapemakers
Gift Certificate
Phone 753-2962
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Murray State Entertains
Illinois State Saturday
Murray State's Racers, 1-1 for points a game, Smith 7.3, Murray
the season after last Saturday's 3.8, and Litwiller 1.3. Reserve
one-point loss to Cheyney State, Ron de Vries has averaged 12.5
will play tough Illinois State and reserve Stepney Bacon 8.0.
Saturday and Western Carolina Bacon is top rebounder with 12.8
Monday. Both games will be at a game, and de Vries is next with
Murray.
12.0. As a team the Redbirds
lllinois State is 2-2 for the have averaged 83.8 points and
season, having beaten Western 58.5 rebounds to their opponents'
Illinois 70-50 and Southwest 73 points and 51.8 rebounds.
Missouri 99-70 and lost to Oral
Murray has averaged 79.5
Roberts 95-93 and Eastern Minois points and 44.5 rebounds to op77-73. The Red birds played ponents 73.5 and 40.0.
Southeast Missouri Wednesdas Western Carolina was 25-5 last
night.
season and Catamount Coach
Murray Coach Cal Luther said Jim Hartbarger says his team
scouting reports showed Illinois this year is "Isuicker, smarter,
State to be one of the stronger and deeper".
teams and Redbirds guard Doug "We won't overpower anyone
Collins perhaps the best in- on the boards", Hartbarger said,
dividual player the Racers will "but we'll beat them with our ball
face this season.
handling, finesse, defensive
"They're certainly one of the pressure, and depth. We have
biggest
teams we'll play," nine, maybe ten, players who can
They have four start and do the job and this
Luther said.
starters 6-6 or better and they should win a lot of fourth quarter
have a 6-7 reserve forward and a garnes for us.6-11ks reserve center who play The Murray freshmen, beaten
almost as much as the starters." 10044 at Southern Illinois
Collins, was honorable mention Monday night to end a 27-game
All-American last season as a unbeaten string for Racer freshsophomore when he averaged men
teams,
will
play
211.6 points a game and scored 40 Southeastern Community College
points against Oral Roberts.
in a prelim to the Murray-Illinois
"They like to run, they're good game and Paducah Community
shooters, and with their great College in Monday's prelim.
size they'll really give us trouble Forward Mike Coleman is
on the boards" Luther said. pacing the frosh in scoring with
"We'll have to play exceptionally 27.7 points a game. Center T.C.
well to beat them."
Jamison was averaged 23.7
Starters for the Redbirds are points and guard Darrell Adell
Collins and Dan Witt, guards; 17.0.
Dennis Murray, center; and Jim
Smith and Myron Litwiller,
forwards. Witt has averaged 12.5

Erving Hits
College Basketball Result
Free Throws,
Squires Win

Boros Inspires Older
Generation At Bahama

Kirksey And New Concord
dvance To Championship

turned in their finest effort of the
BY MIKE BRANDON
New Concord and Kirksey season. Bobby Futrell paced the
advanced to the finals of the Redbirds with 16 while Steve
County Junior High Cunningham managed 13 points.
Jones canned Putts of 15 12, Calloway
By DON C. BECKER
Tournament by Randy Herdon played a fine role
Basketball
FREEPORT, Bahamas (UPI) 18, 12 and 16 feet. In the throes
fought victories over in reserve and scored eight points
hard
taking
-Big Julie Boros, the slow of a slump after earning $55,915
their opponents last night. The to spark the victory.
moving master of golf's most in his second full season on the
Redbirds of New Concord edged The nightcap was an exciting,
relaxed swing, continues to be tour last year, Jones said he
Lynn Grove 49-40 while Kirksey's well played contest that found
a source of inspiration to all of was happy to finally have a
squeezed by Hazel 48-43. Kirksey coming back from a
Eagles
the pappy guys in gold galleries really good round.
New Concord took the lead for three point deficit at halftime to
around the world.
Drawing J.C. Snead and good over the Wildcats of Lynn win the game in the second half.
Just recovered from a cold George Archer, both two-time
Grove when Steve Cunningham Kirksey and Hazel traded
and yawning on the first tee for tournament victors this year,
hit on a rebound shot to give Bob baskets in the first quarter until
the start of the $130,000 were alone in second place one
Allen's crew a 6-4 lead. The first Tommy Futrell hit at the buzzer
Bahamas National Open Thurs- stroke behind Jones. Bert
period ended with the Redbirds to put Kirksey up at the quarter
day, the 51-year old two-time Yancey was tied with Soros at
stop 10-8.
holding a 10-6 advantage.
US. open champion put on a 67 and George Johnson, Harry
With 3:39 left in the half,
The Redbirds looked as if they
dazzling display over the first Toscano, Bruce Fleisher and
might make a runaway of the Kirksey was enjoying a 16-10
nine holes.
Curtis Sifford were at 68.
game as they pulled to a 23-10 lead. But the Lions of Hazel
- Hitting his drives and irons At 69 were Ron Funseth, Bob
came roaring back with eight
Lead at halftime.
with phenomenal accuracy over Goalby, Harry Hooper, Ron
In the third period Lynn Grove straight points to go in front by
the par 71, 6,805 yard Lucayan Cerrudo, Bob Dickson, Larry
nipped away at the Redbird lead. two. Hazel stretched the margin
Country Club, Soros reeled off Hinson, Joe Porter, Chris
Cunningham picked up his to five points before Barry
Steve
six birdies, sinking only one Blocker, Bruce Devlin, Jim
fourth foul of the game with 2:12 Joseph scored from under the
long putt in the process. Bogies Wiechers, Randy Wolff and Bob
left in the quarter and from that basket as the clock went off to
on the 10th and llth holes gave Payne.
point on the Wildcats gave the pull Kirksey within three at the
Julie a final score of 67 which Defending champion Doug
top seeded Redbirds all they half, 24-21.
put him two strokes behind a Sanders had a 75 which
The Eagles of Kirksey took the
could handle.
youngster half his age, 25-year virtually knocked him out of
Leaping Alvis Calhoun hit on a lead for good at the outset of
old Grier Jones, who parlayed contention. Juan "Chichi" Rorebound shot with 2:49 left in the second half as Tommy Futrell
some sensational putting for his driguez, who set a course
ballgarne and pulled Lynn Grove scored on two layups in a row.
first round lead.
record 64 in a pro am to within eight, 39-31. But Con- Kirksey stretched the margin to
competition on Wednesday, had cord managed to stave the rally eight points at one time before
73.
Hazel came back to make it 37-33
and hung on for the win.
Thirteen players were tied at
Callioun turned in a brillant an a bucket by Lance Hooks.
70 and 22 players shot even Par ' performance and led all scorers Tommy Futrell once again hit
71s.
with 23 points as Lynn Grove from underneath at the buzzer

Schwenk Fired
For Difference
Of Philosophies

Oral Roberts Rolls To Fourth
Straight Win Thursday 83-74

and his basket lifted Kirksey to a New Concord (49)-Futrell 16,
39-33 lead at the end of the third Pittman 3, Cunningham 13,
Hendon 5, Raker land Herndon 8
stanza.
8 16 9 10-43
Hazel
Three times in the final period
10 11 18 9-48
Hazel managed to trim the Kirksey
margin down to two points but Hazel 433-Byars 24, Hooks S.
could come no closer as Kirksey Coles 9, Paschall 2 and Brayboy
managed to grab some clutch 3.
rebounds in the final minute of Kirksey
48 -Futrell 20.
play.
Joseph 14, Armstrong 5, Beane 5
Tommy Futrell lead Kirksey and Isbell 4.
with 20 points while Barry Joseph
followed with 14, Hazel's Gregg
MEN NEEDED
Byars turned in an outstanding
this
performance and led all scorers
with 24 points.
The consolation tilt between
LIVESTOCK
r sr
Hazel and Lynn Grove gets underway Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
The championship game between
New Conceird and Kirksey begins
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE,'
at 8:30.
HOGS AND SHEEP
at
played
•1 sale Is•rn• lood lots •nd
Both games will be
ranch•• Vtl• profit, to train man
the Calloway County High School
2110 55 •011110••tock sottrt•nc•
inter-skit. orilt• ed.
loc
Gym. Admission is 75 cents for
phone adOt•ss and backotp,d
students.
for
adults and 50 cents
NATIONAL MEAT PACKERS
SCORING
TRAINING
Lynn Grove (40)-Calhoun 23.
P0 Box 1543 Pept KY-64
and
Farris
4
3,
Adams 2, Doron
Atlant...' 60 3C 30 1
McCuiston 8.

10"

BUYERS

Rem.lasae'. Pete 30Alseee.
Rem. 742 Auto 30.06 reg.
Rem. 7114 B 243 reg. W scope
Rem.760 Slide action 30 06 reg
Rem. 550 Auto 22 cal reg
Rem. mod. 1100 V R reg
Rem. mod. 1100 plain
Rem. mod.870 V.R.
Rem. mod.870 plain
Winchester-mod. 1400 V.P.
Win mod. 1400 plain
Win. mod. 1200 V.R .
Win. mod. 1200 plain
Win. mod. 3/0 Single shot
Win. mod. 270 Auto 121r
Win, mod. 290 Auto 221r
Win. mod. 190 Auto 22 Ir
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Kentucky
Virginia
Pittsburgh
Floridians
New York
Carolina

Utah
Indiana
Memphis
Dallas
Denver
Th
Virginia 115
Kentucky 1
Pittsburgh
Only ga
Pittsburgh
At Greens
Floridians a
Indiana vs.
Memphis at
Denver vs

Lak
Rec
By United
The eye!,
Basketball
focused on 1
That's w
Lakers a tt
league reco
victories w
the Phoenix
put themsel

WAS.. NOW
$ewas $174.95
169.95 154.95
111 95 99.00
149 95 136.95
69_50 59.50

NEW ORLEANS (UPI)--New
209.95 174.50
Orleans Saints General Manag189.95 154.50
er Vic Schwenk wasn't fired
149 95 129.95
129.95 109.50
because he didn't do a good job
By United Press International
189.95 134.50
-but because of a "difference
154.95 126.50
Oral Roberts 83 Hofstra 74
By GREG GALLO
difference. Woods, who had to Tracey. "We want to play a
of philosophies" with owner
154.95 119.50
Mrychrst Coll. 82 Elmira Coil
UPI Sports Writer
be helped from the floor at the national independent schedule
John Mecom Jr., Mecom said
124.95 99.95
82
41.95 36.95
Oral Roberts didn't need close of the first half when he coast to coast. Mr. Roberts said
Thursday.
66.9$ 59.50
university
a
major
he
wanted
CCN-Y 88 Lehman Coll. 69
Julius Erving has given the "For the past several months much divine assistance to win injured his right knee, kept the
62.95 54.95
Long Island U 84 Wagner 56
New York Nets one more there has been an increasing its fourth straight game of the Titans in the game as Fuqua program and wanted to win the
52.95 47.95
Brdgewater 84 Wstn Maryland reason to question the value of difference in philosophies in- season Thursday night -Richie watched from the bench with national championship. We've
WAS.. NOW
56.50 49.95
Ruger-1022 Auto 22 Ir
ethics.
volving management and the Fuqua and Eddie Woods were four personal fouls for the first got 19 majors on our schedule
54.00 49.00
Roger Bearcat 22 cal
same
for
and
the
this
year
Missouri 73 Va. Commonwealth
Erving wanted to sign with ownership regarding the opera- plenty.
69.50 59.95
6:40 of the second half. Woods
Roger Single six w-mag. cylinder
78.00 68.00
as
Roger Super Single Six w mag cylinder
New York last summer, but the tion of the Saints organization," Oral Roberts, a Baptist hit three baskets and was a next. We're trying."
98.50
89.50
"nag
Blackhawk
357
Ruger
In the second game of the
Sipprs Rock 99 Calif. ( Pa. 86
Nets turned him away because Mecom said.
institution in Tulsa, Okla., terror under the boards.
WAS..NOW
Bellarrnme 74 Ind. at. Evrisv- he had completed only his "Since the gap has been founded by evangelist Dr. After the game, Woods was doubleheader, 15th-ranked Penn
109.95 89.95
Savage-mad 311 DBL
41.50 36.50
le 70
Savage mod 90c Single shot
Junior year at the University of widening, it was felt that the Granville Oral Roberts, rallied taken to the trainer's room routed Manhattan 87-66 behind
51.9$ 46.95
Action
Bolt
511D209A
mod
Stevens
.A.ssumption 111 Worcester 95
Massachusetts and still had damage was irreparable and in the second half behind the complaining of chest pains. Dr. a 33-point, 15-rebound perfor41.50 36.50
Stevens srcql/*IMP *owe_ 550'
Penns 8 Manhattan 68
Ism
WAS..NOW
another season of college there was no solohon other shooting of Fuqua to defeat Roberta, who was Le the mance by Bob Morse. Morse, a
Bfsrwts, 22.010
6400t-11
forward,
hit
P
on
14
ficiestra
83-74
Sri
the
opener
of
a
oreastrqg
room
to
congratulate
of
21
69.95 54.95
Marovusn 86 Drew CS
taken.
then the course we nave
Rossi 18 Revolver
66.00 511.5o
Minnesota 77 Butler 56
Erving then turned to Vir We fully realize Mr. Schwenk's college basketball doubleheader Coach Ken Trichey and the shots from the field and five of
sups 4E95
Glentield 75 auto w scope 221r
34.95 27.95
Mrylnd Eaten Shri 94 Lincoln ginia, which quickly grabbed excellent abilities and feel at Madison Square Garden. The players, rushed to Woods' side six from free throw line to pace
Clark 22 Revolver
47.50 37.50
Basque 22 Ir auto
91
ham, and just as quickly he certain that he will be an asset Titans had previously won to offer assistance. Roberts the Quakers to their fourth
22.50 19.50
PG 22 Revolver
Bentley ',OS Ma (Portland- became one of the top stars of to any organization in pro three cliffhangers from Illinois rubbed the stricken player's straight win.
Titan 25 auto NKL
39.95 34.95
In
other
games,
Gorham
State, Cal. Poly, and Morehead chest five times with his allMinnesota,
Valor 25 auto NKL
39.95 34.95
the American Basketball As- football."
Western
34.95 29.95
Single
Six
22ca'
Branch 86 (
sociation. His two free throws Mecom denied making any State by a combined total of healing hand and a few seconds No. 16, defeated Butler 77-66,
High Standard 22 double n,ne n,ckei
75.00 65.00
Syracuse
downed
Cornell
later
a
five
points.
smile
spread
95-82,
!
across
RI 80 New Hampshire 73
with three seconds remaining in commitments
High Standard 22 Derringer
replace
64.95 39.95
to
Boston
College
3.8
65.03
Special
defeated
Revolver
Stonehill
90
Fuqua,
selected
to
UPI's
little
Woods'
face.
''The
Canisipain's
St. Michaels 97
overtime Thursday night gave Schwenk with astronaut Dick
5 W Hiway Patrollman 167 mag
126.00 111.00
team
as a gone," said the astonished us 76-58, Mississippi Mite
St Frncs i N.Y.) 92 Adelphi the Squires a 115-114 victory Gordon, a close friend of the All-America
S & W K38 Combat masterp,ece
107.50 97.50
edged Southern Mississippi 77201"
Sophomore last year, scored 29 Woods.
S & M mod. 33 38 cal
over New York.
92 00 86 00
owner
73,
Shaw
defeated
Trickey,
who
Steubenville
Colgate 102 Lehigh 91
points,
six
corning
in
the
final
took
Dr.
RoThe Nets appeared to be in "As far as Capt. Dick Gordon
Ithaca Coll. 90 Hartvrick 83
control with a one-point lead is toes_ea lied, I have made no three minutes as Oral Roberts berts' challenge to buikl a 74-65, LIU routed Wagner 84-56,
Syracuse 95 Cornell 82
and in possession of the ball commitments whatsoever with pulled away to the delight of national champion three years Rhode Island defeated New
Colt goldenspike 22 cal.
Boston Coll 78 Canaisius 56
when Virginia's Charlie Scott him regarding a position with Dr. Roberts himself, David ago, is slowly working toward Hampshire 80-73, Colgate
Colt Alabama Sesq. 22 cal
111.00
downed
Lehigh
Colt Missouri Sesq. 22 cal
Conn
50
102-91,
Wstrn
Missouri
Dowling 96
125.00
stole the ball with 20 seconds to the New Orleans Saints, al- Hall, the governor of Oklahoma that goal. Oral Roberts has
Colt
New
frontier
22
w-mag
c
y
$5.00
Shaw 74 Steubens-ille 65
play. Bill Melchionni then though we have discussed and 17 cheerleaders and porn gone into the major college stopped Virginia CommonColt Peace maker 22* mag. cyl
74.50
TCU $4 Wyoming 79
Colt Police pos. special 311 spl
fouled Erving and he connected several proposals with him porn girls who raised over division this year and so far no wealth 73-66, TCU downed
96.93
Colt
Wyoming
84-79,
Detective
111.00
Rockford
72
Utah
State
special
80
Tech
nickel
test
of
to
New
York
one
can
say
they've
been
over
Ill
for
38 WI with his 28th and 29th points of relative to the possibility of his $2,000 to fly
Colt Diamond Back 38 sPl.
135.00
routed West Texas St. 100-82
Utah St. 100 W. Tex. St. $2
matched.
the game.
eventually being employed in the game.
Colt Lord Derringerset 22
57.50
Colt Trooper N11(111357
Brig. Young 90 New Mex. St. 80 Scott led all scorers with 35 some capacity with Mecom Fuqua's long range jump "Our goal is to play the best and Brigham Young stopped
142.00
Colt coiteer auto 22 Ir
65.00
New
Mexico
State
90-80.
San Diego St, 69 Arizona 67
and
4e
feet
and
in
the
shots
from
30
teams
country,"
said
points while Rick Barry had 30 interests, which could include
NC (Asheville( 72 Erskine 73 far the Nets.
the rebounding and defensive
the Saints," Mecom said.
Pfeiffer 90 NC 4Wllminglont 73
three The actual firing 'Thursda y play of Woods proved be be the
Kentucky remained
Catawba 89 Presbyterian 60
games in front of runnerup came after rumors,/ to that
NBA Standings
Rollins 71 Otterbein 70
Virginia in the East Division by effect circulated within New By United Press International
ObrIn 107 C.arnge Mellon Pa edging the Indiana Pacers, 103- Orleans. Schwenk reportedly
Eastern Conference
72
101, and in the only other action didn't get along with the Saints'
Atlantic Division
Whelling W.Va.) 72 Ohio Wes ,the Pittsburgh Condors rallied new coach, J.D. Roberts, and
W. L. Pct. GB
57
for a 124-113 triumph over the Mecom reportedly backed Ro- Boston
17 10 630 ...
Central St 94 W. Va. St. 90
Dallas ChaparraLs.
berts.
New York
14 12 .538 24
Marietta 94 Muskingum 88
Kentucky held what appeared Schwenk told reporters about Philadelphia
13 14 .481 4
(301'
to be a comfortable 86-69 receiving the pink slip.
Leisure footwear for men
Buffalo
11 15 .423 5e2
Capital 77 Wilmington 67
advantage entering the final "I today received a letter
Central Division
Weber 79 Midwestern 67
quarter, but Rick Mount scored from Mr. Magnusun of Lenly
W. L Pet GB
Oklahoma 54 Stetson 78
hall of his game-total 20 points and Kelleher law firm which Baltimore
11 15 .423 ...
Westmnstr (Utah) 89 N-M Kids in that session to help Indiana stated: 'John Mecom Jr., has Cleveland
9 18 .333 2102
77
whittle its margin to a field instructed me to inform you Cincinnati
8 17 .320 211
Wis. (maw.) 97 Seam Ill 85
goal at the end Mel Daniels that your services as general Atlanta
8 18 .308 3
Wisc. (GBifl2 St. Ilry's (Mai.) also had 20 points for the manager and as a member of
Western Conference
77
Pacers and rookie Artis Gil- the executive committee of the
Midwest Division
wisc. (Stout) 93 Augsburg III more of the Colonels took game New Orleans Saints are terW. L Pet GB
Brandeis 88 Amherst 71
honors with 34.
minated immediately.'
Milwaukee
24 4 .857
John Brisker scored 37 points "No reason or reasons were Chicago
18 8 .692 5
Alabama Classie (Dees's( to pace Pittsburgh, which had Oven, and other than that, I
Phoenix
15 11 .577 8
Rood)
to overcome a 51-49 halftime have no other comment," Detroit
11 15 .42312
Miss. St. 77 Suthrn Miss 773
deficit. Don Freeman topped Schwenk said
Pacific Division
Alabama 123 So Fla r
;Dallas with 26 points
club
He had been with the
W. L. Pet GB
since it was created five years Los Angeles 25 3 .893 ...
ago in the NFL expansion. He Seattle
18 11 621 Ps
was first hired as director of Golden State
16 14 .53310
' player personnel under then- Houston
6
.21419
General Manager Bert Rose. Portland
5 22 18519,02
He replaced Rose in a frontThursday's Results
office shakeup in 1968 and had Detroit 110 Chicago 107
held the job since then.
[COLLECTOR 'S ITEMS 11
Phoenix 135 Atlanta 155
Mecom said he was firing Los Angeles 124 Golden St. 111
TRAVELER ...100% orlon alpaLa kint ,espaSchwenk at this time to give
Only games scheduled)
drille. Terry line throughout. All white Airhim a better chance of going
Friday's Games
Fli te soles.
with another club in the league. Boston at Milwaukee
Colors: Kelly Green,Seaman Blue, Pebble Tan.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia
Bone, Maize, Cruise Blue, Black. Burnt Orangr.
Baltimore at Chicago
White, Clay Green
HAIL GETS AWARD
Phoenix at Los Angeles
SCALA A
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -All- Atlanta at Houston
4
>s
SAKK .4/1
""''A'
s.e.
SUS
America linebacker Willie Hall Golden State at Seattle
SS S. r
.11.1.1
1.1.11
ssi SI 1
I ISIS
1 .1 1.
trl s.
received Southern California's Portland at Buffalo
Mike McKeever Memorial Detroit at Cleveland
Award Wednesday night as the
most valuable Trojan football
Ppm State's individual basSI-40E STORE
play& of the season.
ketball scoring record was set
#rnelk
by Jesse
Now a univer •
Pevious winners were O.J. say trustee. Arnelle scored 44
D own tow n, Murray
,r••• sr ,ssasor
INSIAPS•e
Simpson in 1967 and 1968 and points against Bucknell on Jan
( 210 Main St.
cos., to
SA OM 1.•••
Ph. 753-5617
ele
Jim Jones in 1969 and 1970
5 1955
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2 Slightly Used Browning Shotguns,
}ne with and one without vent. rib129A
1 Used Webley .38-Cal.,
was 175' Now '50"
2 Used Mod. 1897 Winchester
Shotguns.
1 Used Webley .38-Cal.
Was '75.00 Now '50"
1 Stevens Double Barrel - 155.00
1-7 mm Mauser - 129.95
1-7.65 Mauser - '31.95
1- 12-Ga. Single Barrell '15.00
1 Set (4) WWI Colt .45 Auto.
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Murra
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,
Smooth Transition
ABA Standings
exchangad
Virdon
and
Sports
Brown
Parade
By United Press International
their hellos over the phone and
East
then the Pittsburgh general
W. L. Pct. GB
perfecll
that
manager, in
Kentucky
19 7 .731 ...
businesslike way of his, aske&
Virginia
17 11 .607 3
know where he
Virdon:
wonderful, but it could turn out first place and the Pittsburgh finding out beforehand about think I can manage, I don't going to say 'I
By MILTON RICHMAN
Pittsburgh
13 16 .448 71
2
/
got that, he got that from
"Would you like to manage
When
otherwise.
you
Writer
that
Sports
a
UPI
stop
Bill Virdon, the manager.
want their money."
12 15 .444 71
Floridians
brass is happy about
2
/
Murtaugh."
the ball club"
NEW YORK (UPI)—Danny minute to figure out the because a number of Pirate
The Pirates signed Virdon to Virdon is 40, put in 11 years
New York
10 16 .385 9
Virdon was in San Juan a few
Carolina
9 17 .34610 Murtaugh, a fellow who enjoys situation you realize that if Bill players like Bruce Kison, a one-year contract. That suits playing time with the Yankees, weeks back when somebody
Virdog
would,"
"Yes, I
Virdon
comes
up
with
whenever
another
people
Zisk,
encouraging
him fine.
West
Rennie Stennett, Richie
Cardinals and Pirates and told him there was a long answered.
W. L. Pct. GB he can, had a small piece of winner next fall there'll be John Lamb, Milt May, Jose "I
"Okay, make yourself 4,
wouldn't want anything believes there is only one secret distance call from Joe Brown in
Utah
208.714 ... advice for Bill Virdon when he those who'll say so what, and if Pagan and Carl Taylor are else,"
Pittsburgh. That could have reservation and be in Pitts-,
says the man who first to managing.
he
doesn't
there'll
be
Pittsburgh
the
those
over
who
turned
Incliarw
15 11 .577 4
"Fairness," he says.
meant a lot of things to Virdon. burgh tomorrow afternoon,"
'reported to the Yankees as a
Memphis
12 14 .462 7 Pirates' managership to him. say so long. Virdon isn't
Bill Virdon couldn't have He knews Murtaugh was about Brown said.
the
centerfielder
same
time
"Quit while you're ahead," he worried five cents worth.
Dallas
11 17 .393 9
Bill Virdon was there So was
Mickey Mantle was beginning picked the more perfect word. to make a decision whether to
"If I've got a choice, I want
Denver
10 16 .385 9 said.
"From fairness you get continue managing the Pirates Danny Murtaugh.
to
establish
himself
there.
I
"If
Danny Murtaugh was kidding the club that can win," he says.
Thursday's Results
The passing of the baton was
don't do the job or they don't respect, and I think respect is or go back to scouting for
"Why not? I'd sure as hell
Virginia 115 New York 114 (OT) Bill Virdon. up to a point.
the only thing you really must them.
accomplished without a hitch.
rather
start
with
a
Club
good
club
Winning
a
Wants
Kentucky 103 Indiana,101
have to manage. If you're fair
KENTUCKY LAKE
Concerned about his health than a bad one. If you can
Pittsburgh 124 Dallas 113
Bowling League
such a thing as a racial issue
.L
and the welfare of his family, manage, then you can manage Team
Only games scheduled)
never arises. When Danny was
Murtaugh did precisely what he any club, a winner or a loser, Mutual of Omaha
Friday's Games
37 15
managing our club and I was
MOST DOWNTOWN
and
feel
I
I can manage."
34 18
advised Virdon to do. He quit
Jerry's
Pittsburgh vs. Carolina
coaching for him, he'd tell me
33 19
All Jersey
Likes 1-yr Contract
while he was ahead, leaving
At Greensboro
2 191/2
1
32/
who to play and I'd make out
Caesar's
AJ BC
Virdon, who was one his Virdon is doing that right Fenton & Hodge
2
1
Floridians at Kentucky
2 22/
1
29/
,90%.1ineup. I remember the
Bowling League
now.
24
28
He's managing San Juan Moose Lodge No 2
Indiana vs. Virginia at Norfolk coaches this year, with a world
lithe last season when a lot was
17 25 earn
of the Puerto Rican League, Lindsey's
W L
championship club.
Memphis at New York
rnide over the fact he and nine
27 25
Winchester Printing
•
has
the
'Sounds
up
club
right
that
in
it
of
there
face
the
On
27
25
Denver vs. Utah at Logan
Colonial Bread
23 17 black players in the lineup for
utters
28
24
Lanes
Corvette
'18'?
eacemakers
the first time. I never even
20 32 Torpedoes
Murray Auto Parts
21 19
17 35 Head Pins
Palace Drive Inn
21 19 realized it when I wrote the
2 Challengers
/
2 351
1
16/
State Farm Insurance
20'? 19'.? names on the card. I've heard
1
2 MO/2 Be Bops
1
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Moose Lodge No 1
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19 21 people question Danny about it
Road Runners
High Team Game (SC)
3'
19 21 and he always tells them 'I
Ball Returns
Ni Glory Stompers
All Jersey
2
/
2 211
/
181
played nine Pirates; I never
954 Bowlers 4
Caesar's
17 23
948
All Jersey
thought about whether they
High Team Game (SC)
were black, white or Latin."
High Team Game (NC)
511
Torpedoes
By United Press International the record Thursday night when three losses came When West
1082 Road Runners
The most important thing
Caesar's
491
The eyes of the National they beat the Golden State was out with an injury'.
1053 Peacemakers
Mutual of Omaha
476 Virdon learned from Murtaugh,
1048
Basketball Association will be Warriors 124-111, their 19th In the only other NBA action, All Jersey
High Team Game (HC)
he says, was patience.'
699
Peacemakers
focused on Los Angeles tonight. consecutive victory.
Phoenix routed Atlanta 235-215
High learn Series (SC)
Plays by Ear
699
Torpedoes
2822
the
set
That's where the Los Angeles The Milwaukee Bucks
and the Detroit Pistons edged All Jersey
696
Road Runners
"A good example of that was
2652
of
Mutual
Omaha
685
Gutters
Lakers attempt to tie the record of 20 last season, the Chicago Bulls 110-107.
2644 Glory Stompers
Jerry's
685 in August when things weren't
league record for consecutive breaking the mark set the Connie Hawkins hit 11 of his
High Team Series (SC)
going well after we had gotten
High Team Series (NC)
victories when they play host to previous season by the New 30 points in the last period to
1456
Road Runners
off to such a great start. He
3065
All Jersey
14413
Torpedoes
the Phoenix Suns. The Lakers York Knickerbockers. Should spark the Suns over Atlanta. Mutual of Omaha
2994 Glory Stompers
1371 never panicked. He knew the
2974
put themselves in position for the Lakers tie the record Atlanta cut a 29-point Phoenix Caesar's
High Team Series (HC)
club was good enough."
2071
Road Runners
against Phoenix, they can lead to Just eight with three
Like Murtaugh, Virdon is
High Ind. Game (SC)
2034
Stompers
Glory
break it Sunday at Los Angeles minutes left, but the Suns Jim Washer
246 Gutters
2024 something of a conservative.
223-219
against the Atlanta Hawks.
ripped off 10 straight points to Steve Seltzer
High Ind. Game (SC)
Like Murtaugh also, he has a
221 Bob Hargrove
167
Guards Jerry West and Gail pull away. Paul Silas added 24 Jeff Heher
162 tendency to play a lot of things
Beverly Rogers
Goodrich combined for 74 points for the Suns while Lou
High Ind. Game (14C)
160 by ear. That doesn't mean he
Larry Evans
263
Jim Washer
High Ind. Game (HC)
points Thursday night to spark Hudson led Atlanta with 41.
249 Becky Chancey
Dale Sykes
210 has patterned himself completethe Lakers' triumph. West hit Jimmy Walker hit a pair of Steve Seltzer
243 Janie Lamb
,
208 ly after the man he's suc13-of-18 shots and had 38 points three-point plays and Bob
206 ceeding.
Sandy Emerson
High Ind Series (SC)
206
Beverly Rogers
while Goodrich hit 16-of-28 for Lanier added six more crucial Steve Seltzer
647
-Danny has told me several
High Ind Series (SC)
617 Larry Evans
36 points. West scored six points during a fourth-quarter Jim Washer
477 times I can't manage like he
605
Heher
Jeff
458
Beverly Rogers
points during a 10-0 burst in the rally that enabled the Pistons
455 did," Virdon says. "But I
Bob Hargrove
third quarter that broke open to defeat Chicago. Detroit
High Ind. Series (HC)
be some
imagine there'll
High Ind Series (HC)
707 Beverly Rogers
the game.
590 situations where people are
trailed by 21 points at one stage Steve Seltzer
675 Janie Lamb
Dale Sykes
562
Golden State rallied in the but erupted for 15 consecutive Jim Washer
668 Bob Hargrove
551
NEW YORK iA1)) - They
final period but it wasn't points in the fourth quarter to
High Averages
High Averages
1/9 may not be the best bowlers in
Larry Evans
enough to erase a 26-point take a 105-100 lead.
187
Dennis Goodwin
145 town but one night each week
David Copeland
Open 3:30 to 6:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri
Laker lead. Cazzie Russell led
Lanier led the Pistons with 35 Dan Jones
186 Garry Evans
144
League
182
the Warriors with 28 points.
139 the Broadway Show
points and Walker had 29. Bob T.C. Hargrove
Bob Hargrove
178 Paul Holland
Lyman Dixon
138 goes into action
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Saturday
The victory was the 25th in
Love was high man for the Jim Washer
177
134
The league was started in the
Alan Jones
175
Seltzer
Steve
and
all
Angeles
Los
Chilcutt
for
Charles
games
Bulls with 28.
131 tall of 1963 by the late John
Richard Scott
1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday
118
Beverly Rogers
126 Effrat. a former president of
`Phillip Adams
122 the Actors Fund of America
Randy Wright

Murtaugh Advises New Bucs Mentor To Quit While Ahead

BOWLING
STANDINGS

BOWLING
STANDINGS

PARIS STORES

ARE NOW OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.
For Your Shopping Convenience
PARIS RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOC.

Lakers To AttemptTo Tie NBA
Record For Consecutive Wins

r

Interior Furnishers

of Murray
Carpet & Accessories
Located at Hale's Trailer Court
at 5 Points

* SPECIAL *
1st Quality RubberBack Carpet
'2.95 sq. yd.

Over 100 Samples To Choose From

Anew

member in
your family? Divisional Races Tighten As
Call your Welcome Wagon
hostess. She has a basket
of lovely gifts and helpful
information for the new
parents and baby.

NFL Regular Season Near Over

By JOE CARNICELL1
bons between leaders in three San Francisco after Oakland (7UPI Sports Writer
races. Only 3-2) had been upset by Atlanta.
of the five
the The Chiefs are looking for their
of
With only two weeks left in Cleveland,
winner
the season, only one of the American Conference Central first division title since 1966.
Adams
Linda
Phone
National Football League's six title despite a 7-5 record, has In other AFC action Sunday,
753-2378
divisional races has ended. made the playoffs.
the New York Jets are seven
That could change this week-i Two of the confrontations will point favorites over
New
end.
take place Saturday when the England, San Diego is six over
There are direct confronta-J Miami Dolphins take on the Denver, Cincinnati 10 over
'Baltimore Colts and the Min- Pittsburgh and Houston and
nesota Vikings play host to the Buffalo are rated even in their
Detroit Lions.
battle to decide the No. I draft
Miami leads the FAC East choice in February, an "honor"
and which probably will go to the
mark
9-2-1
a
with
Baltimore, the host team, is 9-3- loser.
0. The Dolphins seemingly had
to wrap up
the race wrapped up a week Dallas, looking
13 over the
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NFC
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roof,
ago but were upset by New
1971 Cadillac Sedan Deville, all power.and air, vinyl
New York Giants, San Francisfor
stage
the
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England
new.
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Murray car, clean
Saturday's encounter. The Colts co is six over Atlanta, Green
and
1970 Cadillac Sedan Devine, all power and air, vinyl root.
are four-point favorites over Bay three over Chicago
over St.
Sharp!
Miami, which may be forced to Philadelphia three
Conferplay with quarterback Bob Louis in other National
New
and
Cleveland
1970 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hardtop, all power and air,
ence
play.
Griese, flanker Paul Warfield
Maroon with black vinyl roof, clean as brand new.
even in the
and running back Larry. Csonka Orleans are rated
game
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only
in sub-par condition.
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1969 Oldsmobile 98, 2 door hardtop, power and air,
is six
Angeles
Los
Sunday
while
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Minnesota, which
roof, Murray car, She's new as a broom.
NFC Central with a 9-3 mark, over Washington in Monday
air, vinyl roof,
is favored by seven points over night's NFC clash.
1969 Ford LTD,4 door hardtop, power and
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Detroit, second at 7-4-1. The Dallas, which erupted for 52
She's a little
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Vikings, who have had prob- points against the Jets
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second
1969 Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser all power and air,
lems scoring lately, have been week, looks to secure its
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winning with their defense. straight NFC East title while
are
Detroit quarterback Greg Lan- San Francisco and Atlanta
conten1969 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door hardtop, power and air.
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Washington,
to Philadelphia but is expected
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a
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meet in
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NFC
1968 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door Sedan, power and air.
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1968 Buick Electra, 4 door hardtop, all power and air,
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Oakland. Kansas City, a four- Angeles. Allen was
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Washington
1968 L'hevy Impala, 4 door hardtop, power and air, vinyl
divisional lead with an 8-3-1 players with him to
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record last week by beating in experience-for-youth
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135 00
111 00
125 00
85 00
74 50
96 50
111 00
135 00
57 50
142 00

:d

1967 'Thunderbird, 4 door, all power and air.

10

1967 Pontiac Station wagon, power and air, Red as a fox.
1965 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hardtop, power and air
1965 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, power and air.

Only a few New '72's left at the old price. Come
in and beat the 21-2 percent increase.
SPECIAL
Catalina
Ponttae
1965
1963 Cadillac

Your Choice

•
i 17

$200.00

Sanders-Purdom
Main Street

WEIGHT FINE
RACING PROGRAM
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
New York State Racing As- TULSA, Okla. (UPI
Cincinnati
sociation announced Thursday a Johnny Bench of the
average
249-day Thoroughbred Program Reds, whose batting
following a
for 1972 that runs from March 1 fell to .238 in 1971
1970 season is) which he was
to Dec. 15.
League's
Aqueduct will have 153 dates, voted the National
Belmont 72 and Saratoga 24. No Most Valuable Player, admitted
Rods' mandates were assigned for Finger Thursday that the
him 150 for
fine
agement
will
lake.
every pound he is over 195
--to spring
LOSES SUIT AGAINST OTB when he reports
training.
NEW YORK (UPI) —A suit
brought Yonkers Raceway Bench said he thought the
against the Off-Track Betting ruling was "ridiculoti,' but
Corp., was dismissed Thursday that he would comp')
by Supreme Court Justice
Nathaniel T. Heiman.
Air Force freOmian Ben
The Yonkers Raceway suit Phillips of Honolulu sop
a
sought to enjoin 0Th from school record of seven i:oals
entering into a contract to when the Falcon's wale: polo
jeam crushed Denver. 24t
televise harness racing.
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From the people
who help bring you
Christmas...
please mail early.
By Dec.1st

By Dec.10th

By Dec.15th

Mail all out-of-town packages

Mail all local packages and
out-ol-town cards Christmas
means a lot more when it son time

Mail all local cards Thanksand Happy Holidays'

Well be sure lo d.si,ver
them by Chrostmac
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New fisherman's shears do
everything but catch the fish.
the manufacturer says. The
shears feature a serrated blade
that permits no slip cutting
when removing tough fins, tails
and heads. The sharp blades are
ideal for gutting fish, while the
back of the top blade is a
scaler • so designed that scales
fly away from the user. Handles
can be utilized as a screw cap
opener and bottle opener. The
back of the handles can be
used as a pair of pliers and the
extreme end of the handle incorporates a fish hook extractor. Blades can be taken
apart for easy cleaning.

FOR CORRECT
Tii4k sod

TEMPERATURE
DAY OR

NIGHT

1AL 753-6363
I'BPIF'S BANK
cousms.

of
Murras. bentut ke

South African Miners Learn Special Underground Language
By KENNETH L. WHITING
JOHANNESBURG. So
Africa I AP) — A language
tailored for those who work
deep under the earth is learned
each year by tens of thousands
of Africans
Fanakalo is a special tongue.
a sort of underground Esperanto, as necessary in gold
mines as dynamite and drills
Most beginners pick up a
working knowledge of some 200
words in eight or nine days
Those who fail the final exam
don't go down a shaft until they
are proficient
Nearly all the half million
white and black miners in South
Africa speak the language Millions elsewhere have acquired
it during stints on the mines and
it is a widely used lingua
franca
Fanakalo has a formal vocabulary of several thousand
words, a dictionary and a
simple phrase and grammar
book

The people we lend money to

tell us what to do.

R

R VI

FRIDAY—DECEMBER 10, 1971
them about fanakalo. This can
be slow going because the instructor may have to say it in a
dozen tongues.
After that •it's learned by a
variation of the Berlitz system
repetition by the class of each
word and phrase to connect
them to pictures and objects.

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use
service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills,
-3 And we know how educational expense.
to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year
a seasoned money
nro .he man at PCA

Jackson Purchase Productior

Credit Association
Office Manager
hone :5„s 5602
305 North 4th Street
Keys Keel,

Words include ••smesh'. for
accident. "feva- for fever.
shifbas - for shiftboss.
"spukiiiitik" for blockhead.
"skaf" for food and "boboianspanela" for monkey wrench
The mine language evolved
late in the last century mostly
from the "nguni" group of dialects spoken by Zulus. Swazis.
Xhosas. Shangaans and others
It also has many words derived
from English and Afrikaans,
the country's two official
tongues
The word fanakalo comes
from "fana." meaning like or
alike Fana-kalo means "like
this'
Apart from its use as a label,
fanakalo is frequently used in
conversation. When demonstrating some technique to a trainee
miner which he is to repeat, one
says - enza fanakalo," which
means do it like this or do it in
this manner.
Linguistic purists sneer at it
as a "monkey see, monkey do"
pidgin
"A pure language has system. logic and definite rules in
its construction." said one
teacher "A language like fanakalo has none of these quali-

safety and productivity in
bridging a vast communications gap
White miners invariably
bring Afrikaans or English to
their work Afrikaans, like fanakalo. is less than a century old.
It evolved from the Dutch spoken by Boer Pioneers
The mines recruit black labor
from Malawi. Rhodesia. Botswana. Lesotho. Portuguese
Mozambique and Swaziland as
well as from a half dozen tribes
in South Africa.

ties and the sooner the authorities get rid of it the better for
our pure Bantu African) languages
"Today our Bantu languages
are acknowledged as some of
the most beautiful in the world,
but if we continue to speak fanakalo this beauty will soon disappear"
Fanakalo may never be
taught at Berlitz, but there is no
chance it will be suppressed
It's too valuable in terms of

tinuity Swanepoel believes for their crash course in fanthat, however crude an instru- akalo
Trainees are classified by
ment, it provides inspiration
'Most come to us as unsure their tribal language and diaand as apprehensive as any le< t and then the teacher tells
people could be. By the time
-4110,-0.,aMat 41=0 t) AMMI00.41110-e4Ma- t, -mew 4111111.0.1111
they leave they have become
men
men with desires and
For Senior Citizens)
ambitions of their own. They
State Approved and Licensed
have begun to understand what
to be open January 1, 1972
education really is They undera
Write to Box No 2, Murray,Ky.for Reservation
stand what it can mean for their
km.° 4am00-4=111.04111111aIi11E100.1•11100 4=11001111111110.0.41=100!0.41111
own children.'
Recruits are given aptitide
and other tests at Randfontein

FERN TERRACE LODGE

Costly humidity
NEW YORK (UPI) - Low
humidity in your home can be
not only uncomfortable but
uneconomical.
When the air is too dry you
feel colder because of excess
moisture evaporation from your
body. As a result you need a
higher room temperature to feel
comfortable. Studies by Honeywell, producer-of home comfort
controls, indicate that a 40 per
cent drop in humidity must be
offset by a five-degree increase
in room temperature to maintain the body comfort balance.
This temperature increase can
raise your fuel bill
to 15 per
cent.
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A new fabric collection is
Cold statistics
dedicated to conservation.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Only
Called "Wild Life-Wild Places,- 2.5 per cent of the homes in the
tip collection is part of the
United Kingdom have freezers,
manufacturer's continuing ef- compared with 30 per cent in
fort to preserve the natural
the United States.
environment. Designers portray
This industrialized nation is
several bird, animal, tree and
seen as a good potential frozen
plant species that are in danger food market that should deveof becoming or have already
lop rapidly, according to the
become extinct. Included in the
Bureau
of
International
Commerce
11 screen-printed patterns are
designs of Audubon's prairie
chickens, exotic birds, wood
MORE ARSON
ducks, redwoods, medicinal
Fires,in 1970, took more than
plants and more. Each was
12,000 lives in the United States
thoroughly researched and suband caused $2,750 million in
mitted to the World Wild Life
Fund for approval before pro- 'damage.
duction. The fund supports
programs designed to preserve
endangered land and species.
To this end, the fabric-maker
is donating royalties on the
sale of fabrics in this new
collection.

NEW LANGUAGE — A special language for the men who work
in South Africa's mines is being learned each year by thousands
of Africans It is called "fanakalo
this scene the instructor
points to a hand, which is "sandhla" in the unique language

Men
Morning WO
Evening we0

''In

New Mt. ,

Morning WO
Evening. V

-They come here in most
Estates and then put in the
cases able to speak only' their
hands of one of 60 black instrucown dialect," says Manuel Swators, most of them multilingual.
nepoel Swanepoel supervises
the school at Randfontein Estates mine which handles 3.000
blacks a year
"When they leave they are
well on their way towards an
education They can speak with
anyone in the mines and all of
us speak fanakalo."
The mines have a 20 per cent
labor turnover each year and
the language helps assure con-
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SERVICE
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(Greeff Fabrics, Inc., 150
Midland Ave., Port Chester,
N.Y.).
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Secretary of State William Pr
Rotates haw rated that United
States passports will be denied
those Americans who refuse to
take an oath of allegiance to the
Constitution
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All

or any one of the following
Gorham Sterling place-setting
pieces and you
receive a
fourth matching piece
at no extra charge.

Me
Cain

Ambits'
Five Points

Teaspoon. Knife
Fork — Individual Salad Fork,
Place Spoon Butter Spreader
Demitasse Spoon.
Cocktail Fork,
Iced Beverage Spoon

Car
1105 Pogu

Coloni
A ChOiCE

GORHAM

Hwy 641 1

Spec
ials
fioliday

STERLING

Cor
BOWL
14',

F
•
•
•

E?

CHOOSE FROM 22
GORHAM ORIGINALS

SERVING PIECES
OFF

25%

Ducking under for a little duck shooting? Whooping it
up on soft white sands? Or just hanging around the nest
and doing a little patching up here and there?

REGULAR RETAIL PRICES
Just in time Ir.'. elegant Holiday
entertaining
you may buy
any one or more of the following
Gorham Sterling sen..ing pieces

However you care to spend it, we have money that would
love to be a loan with you . . anytime, anywhere on
earth!

Butter Serving Knife, Sugar
Spoon, Tablespoon, Pierced
Tablespoon, Cold Meat
Fork, Gravy Ladle, Pie Server

Money to fly on, money to buy on .
that can. . . .

FOR A
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

LINDSEY'S JEWELERS
114 So 5th Street

.•it's all at the bank

BANK OF MURRAY
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Phone 153-1640

It
9
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ScoNS Greve
11:00 a.m.
1Norship Service
Evening worship
7:300.m.

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.rn.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Ernialanmei Missionary
Warship
11 a om
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

University
Morning Worship
'0- 30a.m.
Evening Worship
6 - 00p.rri.

Morn.ng

Ori en Plain
Morning Worsnip
1045 a.M.
Evening Worsnlp
7 p.rri.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.nk

For where your treasure is there mit yam ller be sISO"
First Baptist
Morning worship
10:45 a.tvt.
Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.

Nortliside
Morning Worship
Evening Warship

.1•L

.•.

Mariam Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a sm
Evening Wors/11p
7p.m

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 am 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel UnitSunday School
10 a m
Worship Service
11 a rn

Pentecostal

Hazel baptise
Morning Worship
Ila.m.
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

United. 310 I rvari Ave.
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday Schaal
100.ln
Worship Serikes 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m.. 7:30
m.

Poplar Springs
11 a.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Grace baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10
Evening Worship
6
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 40a.M.
Evening Service
6pm
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.
Evening Worship
7 p.
Plesant Valley
•.
Morning Worship
'lank
Evening Worship
p.mi

4
4
414-

..••;44.w.49
.
11;4;4 .
,164,11;64;04.i.t
.
:roiii•
,
..4•04;11•4;41.A

Nazarene

Wing Creek
Morning Warship
Evening Worship

South lifteasM Grove
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening ~ship
6p.m.
GROB Sbeilherd United
Service
Worship
9:30• m.
Sunday School
10 30a m

W

e have loved this top hero story since childhood.
A boy from the country, unused to war, meets the giant
Philistine warrior. It is quiet faith arrayed

hand of might How unequal will be the combat!
But watch the deeper battle ... reverence
against evil. The giant is against all good

Blood River
Morning WOrship
Evening Worship

which civilisation must rest
Thus the story is a parable of human life,
in which the struggle between good and evil goes,

Memorial 011101111
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Warship
6:30P.m-

on forever in combat for the souls of us-all.
Evil has noise, power and wealth for support.
But back of the struggle is the faith that "Right
is right as God is God,and right the day must

New Mt. Cannel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 o.m.
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.

Liberty Cumberland
10a.
Sunday School
lie.
Worship Service
North Plesant Grove
10a.
Sunday School
11 amt.'
Worship Service
Oak Grove
10 a.nl.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a,m.,7 p.M. Plesant
Mount
11 a.ni.
Morning Worship
1p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30a.M.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 bra.

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
4th
and
SundaYs, 6:30 P•m• 2nd
Sunday, L 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Warship services at 7 p.m. 1st 1.
3rd Sundays, 11 cm- 2nd Sunday.
9:30 a.m. 4111 Sunday
Kimsey 1
0 12010
.
•
Morning Worship
11:008.m.
Evening Worship
7:00P.m•
Coldwater United
Church School
Worship Service

and is confident victory must go to the strong.
David stands for spirituality upon

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Presbyterian

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 930 a.m
IL 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m.
Sunday, Si 6 p.m. 4th Sunday

against arrogant boasting ... the rustic sling with a
stone in it against the great spear in the

Other
Denominations

Temple Hill United

win." Then reed God's word and support
His church with your means and your presence,and say with
Sir Galahad,"My strength is the strength

Church IN Jews alrist
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10a.

Mornino Worship
•
11 a.m
Sunday School
First Melltedist
Worship
8:4516 10:50a.m.

cot ten, because my
heart k Mae."

St. Leo Catholic church
Sunday Mass Sam
m
Saturday Mass
II:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
11 a .
Jehovah's Witnesses
10.30 a.m.
Watchtower
9 Kla.m.
Bible Lecture

Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.rr
Morning Worship
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. bid 8. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
8. 3rd Sundays. 11 a.m. 2nd 1 4Th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday

Be Faithful,

Salem Baptist
11 a.m
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship

Be Loyal,

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30a.m.
MOrning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School9 15 a m
10 30a m
Morning Worship

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd 8. 4th Sunday. 6:30 P.m.
1St •& 3rd & 4th Sunday

Reclaim Christ

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a.m., 7
pm

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services II a m,7pm

Seventh Day Adventist
10-00 a m
Sabbath School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

_Murray Christian
Worship Services 10 - 45 a.m , 7 p.m
*ow
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COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

s

Buildings

621 So. 4th

Phone 753-1675

American
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars Phone 753-6441
Five Points

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue - 1 1 Block E. of S. 1 ith - Phone 753-1419

Colonial House Smorgasbord
A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Hwy 641 North

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR rtOST
Steaks - Cps
- Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
ho
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 17th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Kentileky

SHEET METAL

of the Following Businesses:

AIR CONDITIONING

9th at Chestnut

Phone 753 4332

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts. Service Compete Boating Supplies

Tried Chau

SALES AND SERVICE
ADMIRAL TAPPAN WHIRLPOOL
PhOne 753 3037

Bel

Randy Thornton Service Co.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-11181

502 Chestnut

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
. OR MORE
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF $200

Phone 753-7992

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop -

Phone 753 7997

Repairs & inoillation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753 6160
501 N. 4th

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
7S3 5012

Branch Office So 12th & Story 753 6655

."-t

WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

e-

502 N 4th St

753-3251
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wiNQ,IUTER.IHEINEJIIS SERVICE
i- , Cholat
,
The gusinessr
403 Maple St
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Fine Printiri-7

Hurray, Kentucky
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.PARTS & RENTAL
Hwy.94.1 Mi. E. Murray. Ph. 753.6615

union
BERT. ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
Ph. 7534150
Hwy.641S. ( Hazel Hwy.)
ii'
,
.
Long John Silvcrs
si A,
4 CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs - Fish & Chips
_Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry ii-u-1
South 17th Murray Ph 753 5767

.0*
''f.Y.i-4011/b
•• .411
.

'!. r

Murray Auto Parts
REBUILT ENGINES

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
Ph. 7534/124

Pool Office Equipment & Suppliei
vit---nie-1
', f :---

SALES

SERVICE 8. RENTALS

:,\.,

Typewriters

-

h
(c44ts
I 1655:47r
C

Adding Machines and
753-1763

Sholar's Auto Repair

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Will
s1 ..

Mayfield
247-1487

Murray
753 1323

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. - Close 12:00

n

South 12th Street—Phone 753-9131

Bob's TV Service
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY
SINCE 19S0
—1-way Business Radio Installation & Service
—Aerotren Sales L Service
Dixieland Center Chestnut Si ph 753 5191

Lynhurst Resort

- FRONT END ALIGNMEAT
- MOTOR TUNE UPS
--AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE
709 So 7th

Phone 753-3924

Industrial Road

641 Super Shell

RADIATORS REPAIRED

605 maple St

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association,
SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1970

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

AiiP

....
-CLA
. . . .s. 430 ,..)

-ilw

B
F.T.O.
MEMER

x. A
.
V.

- •

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heafing and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales a Service

MR. IL MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
604 S 4th

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

%,,. . , D

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories
Ph. 753-7100
N. 12th Extended

RECAPPING

I

Hogs bought daily

,
stargre.ski

Innen'

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

Air Shopping Center

17th & Chestnut

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH. 753-5334

Wells Electric

4::::= Allied Radio Shack

Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd ) Ph 753 3164

Palace Drive-In

Shirley Florist

Central Shopping Center -- 753-6061

ph 753-8119

North 4th St.

Master Tire Service, Inc.

E. W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.
Phone 753-5220

Murray Livestock Co.

CHILI

MINOR REPAIR & WELDING

Storey's Food Giant

Air Conditioning-Heating-COmmotrcial Refrigeration

SOO Main - Phone 753-3231

15c

Open 24 Hrs. - 7 Days

Bed's

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE— MEMBER FDIC

HAMBURGERS

Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

GRAIN DIVISION

I,
'DP
C A P P

OA

.SALES . SERVICE

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries 8. Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky.-753-3571

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

MAYTAG

Mobile Homes
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan

Distributina Co.

Points

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Residentiai - Commercial. Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 7S3-7724
5111 W. Main
O•

Phone 753 3734

Dunn TV & Appliance
Ile South 17th

.:

Rudy Lovett

Five

753-3892

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

90 E at Murray Bait Co

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish. Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily . Banquet Room Facilities for'
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV.

Ph. 753-5709

Stadium Chili

Oil . /rf•••1
GO,,

Phone 753 1713

403 Maple

Southside Restaurant

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Phone 753 2207

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING

RCA VICTOR - FRIGIDARIRE -

153-1933

Put first things first,
Attend Church

FINE FOOD

1415 Main Street

Phone

Murray, Ky.

Ward-Elkins

Through The Courtesy

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
BOWLING AT ITS BEST

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

Hutson Chemical Co. ,Inc.

motors

Home Courts

Mayfield Hwy_ 121

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

MObtto

•

.
54gia.w.AS...Ftery.S
70.
44.
441.44.41-

.
Col and Mns Thomas Brown

753-1751
--

Owners

Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

•
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withcy has 386 million citizens
By JACK DAVIS
over 70 per
out education
i LUCKNOW. India cent of its population
(&P) - Puppet shows are
For 18 years the modest brick
b*ing staged to give India campus of Literacy House a! more literate. stronger de- designed by a British architect
to resemble an Indian village niocracy
:A spellbound village audience has been bursting with new
uats in the dirt watching live- techniques to make literacy the
modern folk tales on a port- basic weapon against the country's poverty, hunger, disease
able stage
'The plaster hero, a mous- and overpopulation
Literacy House workers
tachioed peasant farmer like
the village men, saves his star- grow angry at the traditional
ving family by planting a new notion that literacy consists of
high-yield variety of rice - merely reading an election balwhich he learned about in a lot and producing a signature
Every word they teach is in..
night-time literacy class
Puppet women - in shawls the language of birth control, or
and long skirts like the women improved farm production. or
in the audience - learn to es- nutrition and health
This is the concept of "funccape disease with inoculations,
stead of prayers to the red tional literacy "It was developed by the center's 91-year-old
ddess of smallpox
When the show is over, liter- founder, Mrs Welthy Fisher_
y workers answer eager an American missionary and
esuons and organize a read- educator who gave up an opera
g and writing course for the career in 2924 to marrv-theMethodist Bishop of Calcutta
dience
The puppeteers are front Lit- and Burma
At the urging of Mohandas
eracy House a small private
cknter in Lucknow leading the Gandhi she focused on imcampaign to reduce India's proving the life of the Indian
staggering number of illiter- villages - where 80 per cent of
the population lives
ates
She insisted literacy workers
(The world's largest democra-

1

i1

should not be mere "teachers
in the villages, but family planning counselors and agricultural advisers
..We can t teach a person in a
vacuum.- says Literacy
House's Indian director. E. C
Shaw. "While we are teaching.
we need to solve two fundamental problems - food and population
The basic texts in a literacy
course present vitally important information - how a village without irrigation can obtain a tube-well from the state
government, why one birth-control method is better than another
Adult education is an overwhelming task - in the face of
a 53 million increase in the
number of Indian illiterates in
the last 10 years.
Literacy House is not under
the illusion that it can singlehandedly convert Indians into
en-educated -caneel f.
has made literate only 165.000
adults since 1953
Even the illiteracy of its
home town - Lucknow city.
with a population of 655.673 - is
too big a problem for one small
institution with "meager resources adrnaS Shaw,

Badly Polluted Lake
Cleaned Up by Fish

•'Our job is primarily to produce techniques and material to
be used by government and other agencies.- he explains
Bs WERNER ‘tiLLMANN
tables To gain one kilogram of
Associated Press Writer
Most of Literacy Houge's
weight they need approximatebudget - 8227,000 last year.
VIENNA t AP) - Vien- ly 60 to 80 kilos of vegetables_
na's city fathers say the When they were set out in the
from American and Canadian
•
contributors, and the U. S. ."Old Danube-. a 1.5 square .Old Danube- they weighed
kilometer lake which was badly about a quarter of a kilogram
Agency for International Development - is devoted to testing
polluted last year. is clean and now some tip the scales at
2.5 kilos
pilot programs, training teachagain and they credit a fish with
Alter acclimatization they
ers, and publishing special texts
doing most of the clean-up job.
for the newly literate
Sonic 1.000 Chinese grass fish were first tried out in a small.
The open-air theatre for
- with the long-winded Greek - weed-invested pond in Styria
training puppeteers is part of
Latin name -Czeopharyngodon province After one season the
were placed into the fish had eaten all the weeds and
the search for new ways to
!della .
promote literacy courses in the
"Old Danube- after Viennese consequently had to be fed with
villages
feared their favorite recreation land-grown weeds
Acclimetization posed the
The puppets are effective
spot might have to be closed
'mass communication- in a
down because of increasing pol- biggest problem The city's
press office explained that
country with one television stalution
tion, which has only a 30-mile
The fish generally are known Austrian waters in summer
as • White Amur". after the were colder than the Amur rivbroadcasting radius. Some of
border river between the Soviet er and thus the fish refused to
the plays in the large repertoire
Union and Communist China. produce any off-spring. After
were developed by American
and where they reportedly orig- hormone treatment and a reapuppeteer Bill Baird, who has
served as advisee-to-Literacy-- inate-- They-were already val- sonabte acclimatization period
ued in Hungary and Russia as they finally began to multiply.
House
The "Old Danube- is a cutweed killers. and imported to
Literacy House restricts its
from Hungary
off branch of the Danube river
efforts to the Hindi language - Austria
Pollution of the "Old Dan- Originally it was part of the
spoken by less than half of all
was caused by a large Danube which passed through
ube
soon
Indians - and hopes that
fowl population and hu- Vienna with many branches
water
others will be able to apply
who neglected sanitary This caused a number of floods
mans
Literacy House techniques to
causing the lake's and in the last century, an artimeasures,
all 13 of India's national' lanweeds to grow by leaps and ficial bed was dug for the river.
guages_
lined by dams
bounds
The "Old Danube- remained
One of the first moves was to
Thirty days before he sighted
have the water birds shooed on the northern side of one dam.
the new world. Columbus en- away, humans were ordered to fed from the main river by wacountered the Sargasso, a great comply with sanitary regu- '
oter filtering under the dam
sea "covered thickly wi vegeit `...- z.e.axee Yaker'es, -NAT
lations. and the fish started to
tation resembling small
beach There are scores of
devour the weeds
branches "
They eat nothing but vege- swimming facilities along its

banks as well as boat and bath- thousands of swimmers and
ing houses On Sundays. the dotted by numerous sailing and
'Old Danube is populated by row boats

It you're fed up to here
with dealers who don't
4 care, we're with you. We
)
c-are- about
e.ar y'01./ drive
:
built to last And our
,erv
,ve
r•,.; doi so st,:,o ../v•tri our selling either.
.
::ith soeece after the sale
/want to on the Kind of dealer
tee,.e.ea.•
Americ.i w.iots Try uS dnd see

TAYLOR MOTORS
301 So. 4th St

Phone 753-1372

SAVE
ON
OVER 60
MAGNIFICENT
ENTERTAINMENT
VALUES

mils villages to give India a more
LITTLE SHOWS - Puppel shows are being stageo
a
literate society Here, two puppeteers at Literacy House in Lucknow. India. practice
wedding scene from a play aimed at promoting adult education

Magnavox, the world leades in sound reproduction makes sterslo any way you want it—magnificent consoles,- space-saving compacts, fine
performing component systems and take-any. and save on
where portables. Come in now
the great Magnavox sound!

Luxurious
Soirta'we
Diamond
"1",..1•'

.41, 4wc.

ROGERS
fabulous
Stardust.
DIAMONDS

PAY
INEEKLY

Luxurious Styling,
Affordable Prices!
Come in soon. select
from Lorch's complete
collection of fine dia•
moods in all price
Convenient
ranges.
credit terms can be
arranged to suit your
individual budget requirements

SOLITAIRE PAIR

Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phono System- model 9294 with 50-Watts EIA music
power, an Air-Suspension System with two High -Compliance 8" and two
3V speakers, plus deluxe Micromatic player with Cue Control and Stylu ,
Pressure Adjustment. Jacks for optionals (tape, headphone). Dust cover.

14K gold
bridal
ene•mbia.
$16915
WEEKLY
TOMS

%

3-DIAMOND BRIDAL SET
Lovely heart setting aglow
with 3 radiant diamond*.

$269.95
PAY
WEEKLY

..01#
6 DIAMONDS
Shimmering dia
mond% in ultramodern 141( gold
bridal sal. $219.95
WEEKLY
•
TERMS

Astro-Sonic Stereo FM/AM
Radio - Phono-model 3763,in
Spanish styling, has 50-Watts
EIA music power, an Air -Suspension Speaker System with
two High -Compliance 10"
Bass Woofers and two 1,000
Hz. Exponential Horns, plus
Micromatic player. Record
storage, too Early American,
Contemporary and French
Provincial styles available also.

Space-saving Stereo FM/AM RadioPhono-in Early American styling.
Model 3322, only 36" wide, has 10Watts EIA music power, four speakers
plus a precision Automatic Mark I record player. There's even record storage
Mediterranean and Contemporary
styles, too. Available less Stereo
FM/AM radio ..

SOLITAIRE
BRIDAL PAIR
Large flashing chi
mond sof la insisfall
Yea 4-10-ong ustr•
modern ensansbla

Yo.na

Modern"

THREESOME
VIEEKLY
TERMS 1°16935

See over 50 magnificent Magnavox sights and sounds all Holiday Special priced—
including Color TV consoles, portables and table models with Total Automatic
Color, Monochrome TV, radios, tape recorders, portable stereo and stereo accessories. All with famous Magnavox quality . . . all great to own or give!
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Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
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GOD FULFILS HIS PROMISE
Jesus Christ, the Saviour, came into the world in fulfillment of
God's promises recorded in the Old Testament. God always
keeps His promises.
Luke 1:68-79
'.
Filled with the Ho ,Spirit, Zacharias ProPh4d and praised
God. He rejoiced in
fact that his precious son4ohn, was to be
the forerunner of (theist, preparing the way for Him, and
removing the obstacles to the personal ministry of the Saviour.
Envisioning the coming Redeemer and the glorious possibility
of a redeemed people through Him, Zacharias gave thanks as
follows: -Blessed be the Lord God of Israel; for he hath visited
and redeemed his people, and hath raised up an horn of salvation
for us in the house of his servant David." He wanted the
Israelites to join him in giving thanks to God for the coming
Saviour. He rejoiced greatly at the prospect of His coming, in the
light of the wonderful blessings which He would bring to His
people.
Zacharias fully believed that Christ Jesus would rescue His
people from their bondage to Satan, and would enable them to
worship God in an acceptable manner. He was confident that
Christ would save His people from their sins, give them freedom
from fear, and grant unto them the strength which would be
necessary for them to live for Him.
In this beautiful song of thanksgiving which burst from the pentup feelings of his heart„like a fountain rushing from some hidden
cave into the sunlight, Zacharias praised the Saviour rather than
h'Neriatt son, John the Baptist. He only mentioned his own son
incidentally as the preparer of the way of that coming One Who
was to be infinitely greater than he. His striking name, "the
dayspring from on high," impressively suggests the deep
darkness of the world into which Christ came, along with the
heavenly light of knowledge, purity, comfort, and hope which He
brought with Him. When Christ was born the darkness of
paganism prevailed throughout Palestine. With the corning of
Christ there came an adequate light to dispel this darkness, to
scatter those who were given to cruelty, to relieve the oppressed
and the distressed, and to help the poor and the needy.
Prior to the coming of "the dayspring from on high," men were
ignorant of the moral character of God, the evil nature and the
terrible consequences of sin, the real source of tore happiness,
and the certainties of the future state. As the scource of life,
Christ brings salvation to those who are unsaved, rest to the
weary, and comfort to those who mourn. By "dayspring" is
meant the day-dawn, the coming of day after night, the herald of
the rising sun, the change from darkness to light, or the spring of
the day.
Christ's coming was like the dayspring in its beauty. He came
to this dark world with the beauty and hopefulness of a little child,
and taught all to see in His coming the hope of a new and better
day for the human race. His coming was like the dayspring in its
quietness. "He was in the world and the world knew it not." The
light shone for years before it was comprehended. His coming
was like the dayspring in its power.
Think of the vast transformation which Christ has effected in
the framework of society, in its sympathies, its charities, and its
labors. Through ..the tender ra.1.:x ogtr Gott".Christ Jags coie
to us,shed a heavenly tight upon our
t meet aril, whist ta ..W.
better, namely, diffused a great light upon God's attitude toward
us, and revealed to us His longing to forg.ve and to save us from
our sins. Christ revealed to us the love of God, revealed to us our
sinful condition and our need of Him, redeemed us from our sins,
and reconciled us to God.
Lake 2:29-32
According to the law of Moses, two things were required of
Mary, namely, a ceremony of dedication for the child and one of
purification for herself. While the law demanded a lamb as the
offering at the ceremony of purification, in the case of poverty it
was permissible to present a pair of turtledoves. Mary made the
latter offering simply because she, like the widow and her mite,
could give only what she had.
During the ceremonies at the temple an aged seer, Simeon,
came into the picture. He was Spirit-anointed, Spriit-enlightened,
and Spirit-led. Being a diligent and understanding student of the
scriptures, he was anxiously awaiting the coming of the One
Whom the prophets had declared would come to the earth. He had
been waiting for the appearance of the Messiah, having received
the assurance of the Holy Spirit that he would see the Christ
before he departed this life. When Mary and Joseph brought the
Lord Jesus into the temple, the Holy Spirit enabled Simeon to
recognize the Messiah. He promptly considered Christ to be the
fulfillment of God's promise which He had spoken through His
prophets.
Knowing that he was face to face with Christ, Simeon took Him
into his arms and blessed God. He quickly concluded that the
appearance of Him for Whom he had been commanded to watch
entitled him to be released from further duty. His life-long hope
having been realized fully, he was perfectly satisfied and ready to
depart this life. He had been faithful to his duty and God had been
faithful to His promise, so there was nothing else for which he
desired to live any longer. He prayed, "Lord, now lettest thou
they servant depart in peace, according to thy word." The
remainder of his prayer was given over to praising and thanking
(loci for providing the long-promised and long-looked-for salvation
for both the Jews and the Gentiles. The yearnings of any and all
are satisfied completely when they exercise faith in Christ.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m to 10 p m , 7 days a week
— J.C. GALLIMORE

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD Inc.
Murray. K
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT

5

"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Holiday recipes spell happy Yule
Holiday foods are a blending
of traditions from around the
globe. England clings to its
goose and plum puddings.
Scandinavians feature their
sweet breads. Germans have
their stollens and many varieties of cookies. And this country has its traditional turkey
with dressing and mince and
pumpkin pies.
But this country also encompasses the traditions of other
countries with its holiday
goodies.
The baked goods from Denmirk are mouthfuls, rather
than morsels. Few are of the
delicate tea-time type; most
are richly endowed with fruit,
nuts and spices. Sweet yeast
treads and buns are a national
specialty which take on even
greater glory during the holiday season.
"Glaedelig Jul" is Danish for
"Merry Christmas," and these
sweet yeast treats are the Danish way of saying "welcome" to
Christmas callers. Serve them
with coffee at any hour.
DANISH
CHERRY LOAVES
5 to 6 cups unsifted flour
/
1
2cup sugar
11
/
2teaspoon salt
3 packages active dry yeast
cup water
"
2 cup milk
1/4 cup '.2 stick margarine
2 eggs at room temperature
1 tablespoon almond extract
cup chopped
candied cherries
'4 cup chopped almonds,
toasted
2 cups sifted
confectioners'sugar
3 tablespoons light cream
'4 teaspoon almond extract
Red and green candied
cherries for garnish
In a large bowl thoroughly
mix 11
/
2 cups flour, sugar, salt
and undissolved active dry
yeast.
Combine water, milk and
margarine in a saucepan. Heat
over low heat until liquids are
warm. (Margarine does not
need to melt.) Gradually add to
dry fhgredients and beat for 2
minutes at medium speed of
electric mixer, scraping bowl
occasionally. Add eggs, 1 tablespoon almond extract and 1 cup
flour, or enough flour to make a
thick bilt.tej Beat at high speed
- scarping bowl
• ,saiis
occasionally. 'Stir in enough
additional flour to make a soft
dough. Turn out onto lightly
floured board; knead until
srnooth and elastic, about 8 to
10 minutes. Place in greased
bowl, turning to grease top.
Cover; let rise in warm place,
free from draft, until doubled in
bulk, about 1 hour.
Punch dough down and turn
out onto lightly floured board.
Knead in candied cherries and
toasted almonds. Divide dough
in half. Shape each half into a
loaf. Place each loaf into a
/
2 x 21 -inch loaf
/
2 x 41
greased 81
pan. Cover; let rise in warm
place, from draft, until doubled
in bulk, about 1 hour.
Bake in a moderate oven 350
degrees F.) 40 to 50 minutes, or
until done. Remove from pans
and place on wire racks to cool.
Combine confectioners'
sugar, light cream and remaining 14 teaspoon almond extract; beat until smooth. Frost
cooled loaves with frosting
mixture. If desired, garnish
with "flowers" with green
candied cherry halves for centers and slivers for steins,
quartered red candied cherries
for petals. Makes 2 loaves.
One of the nicest activities of
the Christmas holidays is trimming the tree with the family
gathered around you. This is
the perfect time to serve Egg
Nog in two versions: one for
you and one for the children.
SPICY APPLE EGG NOG
for the children
Ii quart
2 eggs,separated
1,2 cup heavy cream, whipped
kl cup sugar
11 teaspoon salt
J-2 teaspoon cinnamon
Dash nutmeg
Two-thirds cup apple juice
3 cups scalded milk
'ites with hand
Beat egg
Blender-whip
mixer until s
cream and set aside. Put egg
yolks, sager, salt, cinnamon,
nutmeg and apple juice into
blender; cover and process at
STIR until sugar is dissolved,
Remove Feeder Cap and add
scalded milk slowly. When well
blended, pour over egg whites
and quickly fold together.
Serve hot, topped with a mound
of whipped cream.
CHILLED EGG NOG
FOR TWO
1 egg
2 teaspoons powdered sugar
•
4 oz. milk
1 or, bourbon'
/
1
2cup crushed ice

a

,4 teaspoon vanilla
Blend all ingredients, strain
into glasses. Serve with a dash
of nutmeg,.
Making Egg Nog is such a
nice touch it could easily become an indispensable tradition at tree trimming time. If
you don't have a blender this
year, ask Santa to put one under the tree. Egg Nog is already a tradition for New
Year's Eve.
For a colorful pable decoration, make a Cranberry Tree.

k4 teaspoon pepper
'A teaspoon ground allspice
L4 teaspoon ground nutmeg
2 tablespoons butter
or margarine
Combine first three ingredients in saucepan; boil 5
minutes. Put mixture through
food mill or blender. Return to
saucepan. Stir in brown sugar
and next 5 ingredients. Simmer
3 minutes, stirring occasionally. Stir in butter. Chill. Serve as
a meat accompaniment for
poultry or meat. Makes about
3/
1
2 cups.

Cover a styrofoam ball with
fresh cranberries, attached
with toothpicks. A wooden
dowel may be used to form the
trunk. Set in a green velour or
festive flower pot.
CRANBERRY BUTTER
4 cups raw cranberries
11 pound )
Two-thirds cup water
"
2 cup apple cider vinegar
2 cups firmly packed
light brown sugar
k 7 teaspoon ground cinnamon
42 teaspoon salt

CRANBERRY RELISH
1 can ( 1 pound)jellied
whole cranberry sauce
"2 cup sweet relish
1,2 cup chopped walnuts

FRIDAY—DECEMBER 10, 1971
1-2 teaspoon ground einnanion
Combine ingredients lightly
but well. Chill several hours to
blend flavors Serve as a niea',
accompaniment for poultr)it
meat. Makes about 2 cups

OPEN EVERY
SUNDAY
Until Christmas
1:00 - 5:30

PRONTO FILES
Was

Now
$375

$575

Letter Size
Legal Size

$450

Liberty Storage Boxes

$1,00 La

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store

Ledger & Times
Office Supplies

Coat gq,uom
ikitutubag,

Good fortune tellers
GOOD FORTUNE TELLER?
Sounds like., sounds like...a fortune teller who predicts only good things for
your future? Right?
Here at the Extraordinary Bank our Good Fortune Tellers want you to tell
them what your future should hold.7hen they'll set the wheels in motion to make
your dreams cdme true.
We do extraordinary things for you daily here--like lining your clouds with
silver and crossing your palms with money.
Only the Extraordinary Bank has Good Fortune Tellers for you. Come in today
and tell a Good Fortune Teller what he or she can do for you.
It is extraordinary what we can do for you if you let us. TRY US!

The 141‘ini4)rilii1ar) Bank

PEOPLES
cii3
c ANK

ociTge
"
c.

MURRAY
Three Convenient
Main Branch
500 Main

'11!
1

KY.

Locations . . .

South Branch
12th & Story

sir

North Branch
12th & Chestnut
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Yule customs change little over the years

By PALL CORC0RA
Copley News Service

ago The enjoyment of the
pleasures of life no longer is
limited to a single season, but
in days gone by, particular
emphasis was placed on merrymaking on perhaps two or three
extended occasions each year.
Christznas was no one-day
holiday in the Middle Ages, any
more than it is now. The
celebration lasted for 12 days.
And because of transportation
problems and
primitive
storage facilities, extensive
preparations were made to be
sure there was sufficient food
and drink stored for the
feasting.
There is remarkably little
•, •
difference in traditional ob•
servances, decorations, and
other features of the Christmas
1. •
a`WIPP' 1L--holiday — despite national
L.. l• ik•
11111h1111.
10 •
differences and some religious
•••
.•••,••• ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
446
'.•11•111::
departures from the norm.
,ii:o.-1.4.4040;;;VANOtir.
\•
Christmas remains the one
\
• Noi,s.111110i,'
time of the year when national
customs are similar to those of
•
past centuries.
Gifts and decoratios, carol
singing, feasting and church
services — all are associated
prince
before
with Christmas and contribute
cumulate over the years. The German
to the memories that actraditional Christmas also has marriage. He introduced the
added some "new" touches in Christmas tree into England.
Although Christmas trees were
the last century.
The Christmas tree, so much not known previously in Great
a part of the holiday ob- Britain. their origin can be
servance in America, was not a traced to the Roman poet,
feature of either the English or Virgil, who refers in one of his
American observance until the poems to a pine tree on which
late
NEW YORK
19th Century, for exarnple. small objects were hung upon
UPI i—Short
Prince Albert, the husband of the branches.
term market rallies are created
The decision to celebrate
by institutional traders but Queen Victoria, had been a
Christmas in December was
longer terrn good markets must
be supported by individuals,
said Dean Witter & Co.
The firm said the drop in
margin requirements m,ay have
been an effort to encourage
individual investor support because the weak stock market
has been a drag on the
administration's plans for
recovery.

may be, it is relatively
Lame compared with the
Christmas is one time of the almost hedonistic celebrations
year when all persons, of centuries ago
regardless of religious faith,
In an age of speed and instant
can afford the luxury of hap- service, it is hard to imagine
what went Into the preparation
piness.
And however exuberant the for the Christmas feast arid
observation of Christmas in related festivities centuries
ITA

1972 CALENDARS NOW AVAILABLE
Come By or Call For Yours
SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
3rd & Maple

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

We've Go
It All
Together.
CHRISTMAS
TREES
THE BEST EVER!

Christmas
Hours:
ec. 6 thru
Dec. 23)
9 am to
.6 pm Mon.
thru Thurs.
9:00 am to
8:00 pm
Fri. & Sat
1-5 Sunday

Tagged -Premium Quality"
v BALSAM FIR
v SCOTCH PINE
Pick one and take it home, or leave it to be
flocked (white, blue. red, green. gold, pink or
orchid) to "your order".
WE ALSO HAVE

LIVE NORWAY SPRUCE
andCANADIAN HEMLOCK
* Use Them Now Inside, Then Add It
To Your Landscape *
/ GREEN or FROSTED ...

WREATHS
Balsam or Pine
v 12", 18", 24" or 36"
v Decorated with a Large Bow,
Pine Cone Clusters and Holly
Sprigs
ALSO ..

GARLAND
In Any Length

GREENERY
for DECORATING

Wall Street
Chatter

CHINA BLASTS U.S.
HONG KONG (UP!(—China
today accused South Korea and
the United States of "increasing
acts of war provocations"
against North Korea.
The People's Daily said that
the United States and South
Korea took a "serious" step to
"aggravate the tension in
Korea deliberately" on Monday
by proclaiming a "state of
national emergency" in South
Korea.
"It is very clear that the
perverse action of the Park
Chung Hee clique is aimed at
further tightening its fascist
military dictatorship over the
South
Korean
people
and
maintaining its tottering puppet
regime," the newspaper said in
a commentary broadcast by the
New China News Agency.

Solid green and varigated, both
with berries.

* CUT BALSAM
* CUT PINE
GIVE THE IDEAL HRISTMAS GIFT

GIFT
CERT
IFICATES
FROM MURRAY
NURSERY!!

BIDS MORE TWOS
WASHINGTON (UPI -Sen.
Glenn Beall Jr., R-Md., has
introduced legislation to authorize the treasury to resume
printing $2 bills with a portrait
of women's rights champion
Susan B. Anthony.
A similar bill was introduced
earlier in the House. The old $2
bill, which carried the portrait
of Thomas Jefferson, has not
been printed since 1966.

world to be no more than five
generations old

WALLIS DRUG
*
We- IlaNe

Phone '753-127z
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
It—We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had

altitigfilingif•MIUMNINAIMPUIRAM

BUY A NEW SUZUKI
from us
FOR CHRISTMAS ;
and get a FREE 124.95 Helmet ;
and FREE delivery Christmas Eve!

SUZUKI of PARIS
Parrs, Tennessee
E Vvood

642-0511
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Greatest
Holiday Savings Event

HABERDASHERY
PRINTS Special Purchase!
Regular $1.99 yd. Famous "Cohama"

THE PHAI

Unbelievable low price on these brand new
Holiday and Spring
patterns.
100% Acetate Foulard Prints ideal for
Blouses, Dresses,
Pant Tops, Ties, etc. All 45" wide, first quality, full
bolts. You must
see these to appreciate this tremendous value.
Famous COHAMA
Quality at savings of $1.22 on every yard you
buy!
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need "stimulus across the
board" if we are to obtain the
Isales, productivity and profits
, necessary to keep the economy
moving, said Fraser Management Associates.
If we don't get it, we will
have that wonderful American
invention of profitless prosperity, or high level stagnation,
the firm said.

STANWYCK RELEASED
SANTA
MONICA, Calif.
(UPI)—Barbara Stanwyck, 64,
was released Wednesday from
St. John's Hospital where she
underwent a kidney removal,
operation several weeks ago. '
A hospital spokesman said
Miss Stanwyck, stricken while l
filming a movie for television,
had fully recuperated and was
in excellent condition.

FRIDAY--DECEMBER 10,1971
alms brought for the church
offertories.
So serious was the situation
that under Oliver Cromwell,
many revels were halted
During the reign of Charles II,
however, they were revived
In later years, such custom.,
as electric candles and light.
gave a different dimension
Christmas.
Still, there is much that
remains of the early days of the
Christmas festival. More than
any single occasion, it
motivates peoples of all beliefs
to join together.

children in the hope she would
the infant Jesus
Mince
pie
became
a
Christmas standard at some
point in the 17th Century. It was
mentioned by Ben Janson, the
Elizabethan
poet
and
playwright, in one of his plays.
The Lord of Misrule was an
early Christmas custom, and
became notorious because of
drunkeness
and
other
misconduct. It was abandoned,
eventually, after rioters invaded churches with services
in progress and went so far as
to force people to hand them

PEANUT!

There still are many traders
and investors who missed the
recent advance, and this should
tend to limit the scope of any
decline, said E. F. Hutton & Co.
Trading in the short term
may see market leaders during
the post-Thanksgiving surge
consolidating their gains while
more play is given secondary
and laggard issues, the firm
said.

(Sold By The Pound)

* ENGLISH HOLLY

not a matter of chronological
accuracy, but did conform to
tradition.
pre-Christian
Hundreds of years before the
birth of Jesus Christ, the end of
the year was a time of feasting
and rejoicing. The leaders of
the early Roman Catholic
Church decided to make the
period of the winter feast a
Christian festival honoring the
birth of Christ, permitting the
people to continue some of what
originally were pagan customs.
Such traditions as the burnof the Yule log, use of
evergreen for decoration, and
the boar's head all appear to be
relics of antiquity, with no
connection
Christian
to
religion. Mistletoe also was
connected with winter solstice
rites before the coming of
Christ.
The Yule log — a product of
Scandinavia — had special
significance in early days. It
was another product of preChristian days, incorporated in
a feast called Juul from which
the word Yule was derived. The
Yule log was kept burning for
at least 24 hours starting
Christmas Eve.
Giving of gifts is a relatively
new feature of Christmas,
perhaps little more - than a
century old. The Germans, It is
theorized, may have borrowed
gift giving from Russia. It was
that country which originated
the legend of the woman who
failed to take adVantage of the
opportunity to go With the Wise
Men to offer a gift to Christ;
thereafter she traveled from
house to house to leave gifts for
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World News In Brief
By United Press International
Indian troops continue their
Dacca, the
toward
drive
East
capital of
encircled
military
Pakistan. Indian
spokesmen say the Pakistani
defenders are fortifying the
besieged city, but the spokesmen say the troops are
surrounded and cut off from
their compatriots in the West.
At last report, Indian troops
had advanced to within 22 miles
of Dacca.
Pakistani spokesmen have
denied reports that Indian
forces have captured key cities
in the East, but the spokesmen
admit the situation is "confused." The spokesmen also
said Pakistan air operations in
the east have been suspended
because of bomb damage to air
fields.

Crosby And Williams Annual Pre-Christmas Shows Top Fare
By JACK GAYER
mas Show" is on NBC from 9 Redd Foal are guests on Flip
NEW YORK (UPI) - Annual screens 1967's 'Hurry Sun- to 10.
The Lennon sisters appear Wilson's NBC show at 8 p.m.
pre - Christmas shows starring down," starring Michael Caine with
the many members of the CBS preempts "Bearcats!" at
and
Jane
Fonda
in
a story of
Bing Crosby and Andy Williams
Williams family.
8 repeating 1970's "The Great
feature NBC's programming for social and racial tensions in a NBC
at 10 again repeats its Santa Claus Swith," musical
the new week. Both are on Georgia town.
1960 special., "The Coming Of fantasy with Art Carney and the
MONDAY
Tuesday night.
Christ,"
telling the story Muppets about an evil magician
Bing Crosby and Janet Leigh
Otherwise, network entertainthrough painting masterpieces who kidnaps Santa and imperment consists mainly of regu- are cameo-role guests on NBC's
Of the Middle Ages and Renais- sonates him in a wholesale roblarly scheduled programs with "Rowan and Martin's laugh-in"
sance.
bery plot.
the exceptions of repeats of a at 8.
Ann Sothern and Patrick
"NFL Monday Night FootWEDNESDAY
few Christmas-oriented shows.
Highlights (all times FIST un- ball" on ABC sit 9 has the "NBC Mystery Movie" at O'Neill guest star in "EveryWashington-Los Angeles game. 8:30 offers a C,olumbo episode, thing Else You Can Steal" for
less noted):
NBC's movie at 9 screens the "Lady in Waiting." A family ABC's "Alias Smith and Jones"
SUNDAY
The CBS National Football concluding half of 1958's "The fight for control of a corpora- at 8. Heyes and Curry have to
find the real culprit when they
League schedule: Dallas - N.Y. Big Country," starring Gregory tion results in murder.
The CBS "Medical Center" are falsely accused of robbing
Giants, St. Louis-Philadelphia at Peck.
TUESDAY
episode at 9 involves a little a bank.
1; Chicago-Green Bay, AtlantaThe CBS movie at 9 screens
NBC at 7:30 repeats "The boy suspected of having a brain
San Francisco at 2.
NBC's pro football schedule: Little Drummer Boy," half-hour tumor as he is about to be 1966's "Arrivederci,
starring Tony Curtis as a man
Houston-Buffalo, New England- animated musical special about adopted.
N.Y., Jets, Pittsburgh - Cincin- a poor lad whose only gift for Two plays on NBC's "Rod whose way of life is to marry a
Serling's Night Gallery" at 10. succession of beautiful women.
nati at 1; Cleveland - New Or- the Christ child is a song.
FRIDAY
leans at 2; Denver-San Diego, "Big Crosby and the Sounds "The Messiah on Mott Street"
of Christmas" is an NBC one- is about a sick old man anxious ABC at 8 p.m. repeats the
Oakland-Kansas City at 4.
CBS at 5 repeats a one-hour hour special at 8. On the show to stay alive to look after his animated musical, "The Night
animated version of Dickens' are Mary Costa, Robert Goulet, little grandson. "The Painted the Animals Talked," story of
the Mitchell singing boys, Mrs. Mirror" deals with a gentle the Nativity as seen through
"A Christmas Carol."
NBC preempts its Disney Crosby and the Crosby chil- shop owner who takes on a the eyes of animals in the stable.
heartless partner.
Hour and the Jimmy Stewart, dren.
ABC' movie at 8:30 screens "The Girls in Truck 7" is on The CBS "O'Hara, United
Show," 7:30-9, to repeat the
"Hallmark Hall of Fame" mus- "The it Trackers," starring ABC's "The Man and the City" States Treasury" episode at
Sammy Davis Jr., Ernest at 10. The problem is illegal 8:30 involves stopping a flow of
ical, "The Littlest Angel."
The CBS movie at 7:30 Borgnine and Julie Adams in a cheap labor brought in from leacj-contaminated moonshine
whisky.
screens 1967's Will Penny," Western adventure about search Mexico.
NBC "world premiere" movie
for a kidnaped girl.
THURSDAY
starring Charlton Heston.
Petula Clark, Roy Clark and at 8:30 screens "They Call
The ABC movie at 9 re- "The Andy Williams Christ-

-1(61"IRAK rffi5 VIEIZY MOMENT
ALL OVER THE WORLD, SKATING
MOTHERS ARE WAKING UP THEIR
DAIA5HTERS 50 THE CAN BECOME
OLYMPIC SKA11N6 CHAMPIONS_

IOW DON'T UJE CANCEL
OLYMPICS, AND ALL
60 BACK TO BED?

-NE

Murder." Jim Hutton, Lloyd
Bochner, Jessica Walter, Carmen Mathews, Leslie Nielsen
and Nita Talbot are in the cast.
A swimming pool murder mystery.
The CBS movie at 9:30 has
"Dead Men Tell No Tales."
Christopher George and Judy
Came are starred in this story
about a man pursued by killers
who have mistaken him for
someone else.
SATURDAY
CBS at 1 telecasts the annual
Sun Bowl post-season college
football game, with Louisiana
State University meeting Iowa
State at El Paso, Texas.
St. Louis and Dallas play at
Irving, Texas in the National
Football League game telecast
by CBS at 4.

challenged the Communists to
confirm recent reports that
Communist negotiating proposals were "an offensive" to
bring the Americans and South
Vietnamese into a corner. The
reports emanated from Peking.
The U.S. also lambasted the
Communist performance at the
peace talks.

"ABC's
Wide
World
of
Sports" at 5 covers the Tournament of Thrills auto crash
championship at Tampa, Fla.,
and the U. S. Open Pocket BilliardsChampionship in Chicago.
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens
BELFAST, Northern Irelandi
"What's a Nice Girl Like
-The bloody sectarian fighting
You... " Brenda Vaccaro, Jack
in Northern Ireland continues. I,
Warden, Roddy McDowall and
British troops battled today
Jo Anne Worley head the cast
with gunmen and youth gangs ;
for this story about a poor girl
In Londonderry. Last night in V'
who is drawn into an elaborate
Belfast, a part-time militiaman
extortion plot in which she imwas shot to death as he .•
personates a rich socialite.
television at his home
watched
NBC's movie at 9 screens
1966's "The Singing Nun," starHouse ;
WASHINGTON-The
ring Debbie Reynolds, Ricardo
to approve today t
expected
was
Montalban and Greer Garson in
a compromise tax package that
a story based on the life of a
would slash corporate and
Belgian Dominican nun whose
Vietnamese individual taxes by $15.7 billion
SAIGON-South
talent for composing songs posforces, supported by allied over three years. The measure
es a problem about her future.
artillery and helicopter gun- was opposed by organized labor t
North as "a raid on the treasury- by
with
ships, battled
Vietnamese and Viet Cong big business.
forces today in the Cambodian
rubber producing country. Reports said the fight was one of A FINE FINE
the biggest in South Vietnam's GLASGOW, Scotland I UPI)17-day campaign to clear out Two motorists who paid their
Communist sanctuaries in Cam- fines in cash Wednesday at a
Canada's pioneering days were
Glasgow Traffic Court were male, those of more recent gen- bodia.
In other war news, the U.S. surprised wheq Judge Ewen
erations have been the women
racers who have captured gold command reported that four Stewart awarded them rebates.
medals in Olympic aJ4. World AMericans had died in combat "A person who pleads guilty
last week, bringing the U.S. and has money with him to pay
ski competition.
There are the skis worn by death toil for the .as to 45,017. his fine shows a sense of
Anne Heggtveit in garnering an
responsibility which I think we
Olympic gold medal in 1960 and
reward," said the judge.
should
the skis and poles of Betsy Clifford from her 1970 -world ski
gold medal performance at Val
Gardena. Italy.
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Skiing Highlights
Preserved in Canada
OTTAWA 1API A cramped. black and white
store within sight of Parliament Hill holds unusual reminders of epic moments in
Canadian history.
Around- the walls and in the
narrow storage areas of the
Canadian National Ski Museum
is the nucleus of an intended
history of skiing in Canada.
Its prizes date back nearly a
century when skiers were
hardy, one-pole enthusiasts using equipment which.seems as
rudimentary today as the 200year-old Scandinavian skis with
their loops of cane as bindings.
Some mementoes are as up to
date as international competitions of the last few years
when Nancy Greene. Anne
Heggtveit. Betsy Clifford and
Lucille Wheeler Vaughan carried the Canadian maple leaf to
ungrecedented victories.
Among the museum's collection are the rough brown skis
used by Dr. A E Porsild to
travel over hundreds of miles of
the Arctic in mapping the route
for a herd of 3.000 reindeer
brought from the Bering Sea to
4rItrttst=annliellteillft
tel attempts by the white man
to give his Eskimo wards a skill
in reindeer herding but descendants of the surviving 2.300
from the great trek still range
the tnritories.
Dr. Porsild. a Greenlandborn Arctic botanist. now in
semi-retirement here. spent 30
months with his brother. Robert, from 1926 until the fall of
1928 surveying the route followed in 1930-34 by the herd.
They traveled and mapped
parts of the Arctic not visited
since parties searching for the
ill-fated expedition of Sir John
Franklin in 1845.
But if the skiing heroes of

Crossword Puzzle

Amateur divers excavating
the wreck of what is thought to
be the Tudor warship Mary
Rose, part of Henry*
fleet, uncovered a substantial
length of upright timbers of the
vessel.
The Mary Rose sank off
Porbarnoutb im16.16 m its way
to battle against a French
squadron off the Isle of Wright.
If recovered, the ship will be
restored and displayed in
Portsmouth.
TREVINO PICKED
YORK (UPI)-Lee
NEW
Trevino has been picked by his
fellow pros as "Player of the
Year" and heads the eight man
1971 Golf magazine All America
team.
Rounding out the squad are
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer,
Gary Player, Gene Littler,
Charles C,00dy, Dave Eichelberger and Bobby Nichols.
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Friday Evening *
CH. 3
WSIL
6:30 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patridge
8:00 Room 222
8.30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12.00 Movie

CH. 4
WSM

CH 5
WLAC
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Teddy Bears
:30 O'Hara
:30 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

6:00 News
:30 Mayberr.,
7:000, A.
7:30 Movie
9:30 MOIltY Nash
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH. I
WPSD
6:30 Gr. Acres
7:00 D. A.
7:30 Movie
9:30 Felony Sq.
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

CH 8
WS1X
630 Your Life
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Partridge
8:00 Room 222
8:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am.
1000 TakesThief
11.00 News
11:30 Movie

CH 12
KFVS
6:30 Sports
7:00 Teddy
7:30 O'Hara
8:30 Miss
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
12:10 News

CH. 29
WDXR
5:30 Munsters
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Fi
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

er & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
7:00 Jerry
Lewis
7:30 Road Runner
8:00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 Film
Game
1:00 Bowl
4:00 Sports
S:30 Derby
6:30 Welk
7:30 Movie
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

-3
WSIL

WE'LL
4!-WE
GOTTA FiNDUNS START AT
HAIRLESS
SOME.
00E'S
INHOOM114
CAVEBEANS"-

OH,IF IT'S A Imo
ONE. 1O'IS AFTER,
FOLLN ME INTO TN'
RENT
DISTRICT-

7:30 Story
1:00 Phelps Bros.
15 Jerry Stoner
1:30 Oral Roberts
9:00 Reluc. Drag,
9:30 Dbl. Deck
10:00 Bullwinkle
Wish
10:30 Make
11:00 Sports
USBA
11:30
12:00 Directions
12:30 lss. & Ans.
1 00 Matinee
100 Wrestling
5 00 TBA
6 - 00 Wild King.
6.30 Your Life
7:00 FRI
11:00 News
11:15 Movie

6:25 Ag. USA
6:55 Farm Digest
:00 Doolittle
30 Woodpecker
rowg
:00 Dep.
8:30 Pink Pant
9:00 Barrier Reef
9:30 Giant Step
10:30 Bugaloos
11:00 AuditionS
12:00 Football
Reeves
1:00 Del
1:30 Wilburn Bros.
Porter
2:00
Wagoner
Music
2:30 Nash
3:00 Football
6:00 News
6:30 Rollin'
7:00 Partners
7:30 Good Life
8:00 Movies
10:00 News
10:30 Basketball
12:00 Avengers

WSM
7:05 Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomorrow
8.30 Discovery
9 00 Truth
9 30 The Life
10 00 Worship
10 30 Jetsons
11 .00 Special
11:30 Press
12:00 Football
3:00 Football
6:00 News
6'70 Hallmark
7:30 J. Stewart
8:00 Bonanza
9:00 Reid Ones
10:00 News
10.30 Tonight --

7:00 Bugs
Bunny
7:30 Scooby
Doo
:00 Globetrotters
Bunch
:30 Bear
:00 Pebbles
:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 iosie
11:00 Monkees
1:30 You
There
12:00 Football
3:00 J.'s Collie
3:30 Gillioan
:00 Big Show
5:00 Sports
5:30 T or C
:00 Flee Haw
:00 All In Fam.
Face
7:30 Funny
8:00 Van Dyke
Moore
:30 Mary
9:00 Mission:Imp.
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11-30 Movie

CH. 5
WLAC
:30 Sun. Sem.
Tipto
7:00 Carl
1:30 Jubilee
:00 Tom & Jerr
11:30 Goolies
Unt
9:00 Lamp
My Feet
1:30 Oral Robert
10:00 Compassion
10:30 Nation
11:00 Reports
11:30 Football
3:00 Skinner
3:30 Film
4:00 Xmas
carol
5:00 60 Minutes
6:00 News
6:30 Movie
:30 Cade
9:30 Bowl
10:30 News
10:45 Madam-Vtr
11:15 Film

7:00 RFD-TV
Fence
7:30 Atop
7:S5 News
Dawg
8:00 Dep.
8:30 Pk. Panther
Reef
Bar.
9:00
9:30 Take Step
10:30 Bugaloos
11:00 Wizard
11:30 Jetsons
12:00 Doolittle
12:30 Woodpecker
1:00 Insight
1:30 Close-Up
2:00 File 6
2:15 Phys. Mutual
2:30 Wilburn Bros.
Show
3:00 Football
7:00 The Partners
7:30 Good Life
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

WPSD

00 Stooges
8.00 Phantom
8:30 Jackson 5
9:00 Bewitched
9:30 Lidsville
10:00 Curiosity
11:00 Quest
11:30 Lancelot
12:00 Bandstand
12:30 Rice Bowl
4:00 Sports
5:30 Welk
6:30 Lassie
7:00 Together
7:30 Movie
9:00 Persuaders
10:00 Thief
11:00 News
11:30 Movie

WM(
6 30 Worship
7:00 Faith
7:00 Gospel
7:30 Jubilee
7:30 Tomorrow
8:30 Devotion
8:00 Bible
Class
9:15 Hamilton
8:30 Stooges
:30 Truth
9:30 Doubledeckets
10:00 Close-up
10:00 Bullwinkle
10:30 Pro. Ftbl.
II 30 Pet Set
11:30 Meet PPM. 12
00 News Conf.
12:00 File 6
12.30 Soul City
12:45 PhysMutual
1:00 ABC NBA
1:00 Football
1:30 USGA
3:00 Football
2:00 Wrestling
6:00 News
3:00 Anderson
6:30 Littlest A
Nanny& Prof.
3:30
7:30 J. Stewart
4 00 Movie
8:00 Bonanza
6 00 Munson
9:00 Bold One
630 Wrfq K inedorn
1140 News
7
00 FBI
10:30 Movies
8 00 Movie
10 00 Bill
Battle
11 00 News
Ii 30 M""'

:00 Sunrise
6:30 News
7:00 Bugs
Bunny
000
7:30 Scooby
Globetrotters
8:00
8:30 Hair Bear
1:00 Pebbles
1:30 Archie
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 Josue
11:00 Monkees
There
11:30 You
Game
12:00 NFL
3:30 Matinee
4:45 Report
5:00 News
6:00 Hee Haw
7:00 All in Farm
I.30 Fun. Face
11:00 Van Dyke
Moore
If:30 Mary
9:00 Mission:Imp
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

. 12
KFVS
6:00 Close-up
6:30 News
7:00 Answer
7:30 Truth
8:00 Tom & Jerry
8:30 Goolies
9:00 Special
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Camera 3
141:30 Nation
11:00 Lamp
Unto
11:30 Football
4:00 T. Island
5:00 60 Min.
6:00 Lassie
6 30 Movie
II 30 Cade's Co
9 - 30 Porum.
10-00 News
10 30 Griffin

10:30 Theater
12:00 Death Valley
Man
12:30 Ultra
12:57 News
1:00 Opry
2:30 Monroes
3:30 3 Lives
1:00 Theater
4:30 Wrestling
5:30 Music
6:00 Theater
7:00 Star Trek
7:57 News
COO Movie
9:40 News
10:00 Adults OW
10:30 Avengfer
11:30 Playboy
After Dark
12:27 Sports
12:30 CrPAt Feat

CH.
WDXR
7:30 Film
Music
COO Gos.
8:30-41ibie Bap.
Temp
9:00 Bap.
10:00 Consultation
10:30 Football
11:30 Movie
1:00 Outer Limits
2:00 Rodeo
3:00 Sea Hunt
3:30 Victory At Sea
1:00 High & Wild
4:30 World
World
5 DO saint
5 57 News
6 00 W C. Fields
7:77 Hews
"
7 30 Cinema
9 40 News
9 50 Sports
10.00 Showcase
it :57 Sports
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servation Department suggests
that trees be wired together
and sunk to the bottom of
lakes, where they make good
sticky, don't buy.
cover for fish.
favorite
your
get
Once you
The custom of indoor Christsaid,
Association
tree home,the
mas trees may have been introstand it in water or damp sand. duced in this country by
Add at least a pint of water
Hessian mercenaries during the
every day as long as the tree is
American Revolution. Ameriin the house.
can soldiers at Fort Dearborn,
that
hopes
The Association
III., decorated a Christmas tree
when the Holiday Season is in 1804, according to one acover, the traditional symbol of count.
Franklin Pierce was the first
joy will not be dumped on the
trash pile. Put it in the yard President to set up a tree in
where it will become a haven the White House, which he did
for birds, Ur growers sug- in 1856 for a group of Sunday
gested, or wie the branches as School children. Vermont farmer Riley Bostwick sent the
mulch.
Large bramilies will produce first tree for use on the Execua spicy fragrance when burned, tive Mansion lawn in 1923.
He decided at the time to
and lengths of trunk can be
send one more tree to the capiadded to the firewood pile.
In Michigan, an organiza- tal later and selected a small
tion known as Detroit Out- Balsam.fir for the honor. Bostdoormen collects and trans- wick tended the tree carefully
ports trees to the northern part until 1%7 when, at age 77, he
of the state where they are saw his 70-foot gift to the
dumped as browse and cover nation on the White House
for wildlife. The %moon eon- lawn.

A trunkful offacts on Christmas tree
By MARGUERITE DAVIS
WASHINGTON (UPI) '—
Americans are expected to
spend $210 million this year
to put 35 million Christmas
trees in their homes, churches,
schools and offices.
About two-thirds of the
buyers will choose the bushy,
blue-green Scotch Pine. It has
been the most popular for the
last six years, mostly because it
adapts well to growing conditions in the Midwest and East,
and retains its needles well.
The fragrant Douglas fir,
dark yellow-green or blue-green,
and the dark green Balsam,
which retains its scent equally
well indoors, rank second and
third in popularity.
Some purchasers prefer art
ficial trees. The Forest Service
estimated 5 million of them
were sold for $75 million last
year.

Egyptian Scientists
Battle Huge Rat Pack
biggest rat pack in memory,
perhaps 290 million strong
Experts have studied the
drive west of the Suez Caproblem for some two years
Egypof
group
nal, a small
and are ready to act
tian scientists are planning
According to an official reways to annihilate the enemy.
port, they found the rats live on
The enemy in this case iw cotton weeds and flowers, sugmore than double the size of the
arcane weeds and dirt
Egyptian army
The report pointed out Egypt
It already has destroyed 20
per cent of Egypt s major for- also is losing $46 million aneign income source and is de- nually as a result of various rat
nying food to the poor fright- attacks If the rats are left unerung the populace and spread- checked, the loss may be doubled in two years time, the reing disease
The strategists are experts in port warns.
The government sought
pesticides The enemy is the

World Health Organization
help. An expert visited Cairo.
He noticed, according to a report, that numbers of rats ran
about the basements of Cairo
Airport, customs stores, and inside electric power stations. He
suggested these places be
quickly cleaned
For years, rats have caused
power failures in the country
Certain type of rats nibble the
cable wires which cause the
failures, a report said.
Rats also pose a serious
threat to health One expert.
Shukry Ayub, said that a recent
survey in the Cairo suburb of
Imbaba showed 70 per cent of
the inhabitants were the victims of one of 15 types of diseases caused by rats The most
serious disease, according to
Ayub, is plague
Experts have decided to fight
the rats using chemical, mechanical and biological methods. Ayub says, "By using these

By ARMED SHAWL]
CAIRO CAP) — An hour's

t.r.Ar.Avmvmvmvx-kmvmv:x-x
'4
1 Give A Gift That
Will Last All Year!

Grio.er, understandably believe natural trees are best.
tention the seasonal
The
thrill of selecting the tree as a
famils project and the fresh
eiergreen odor they bring to
the house.
There are plenty of varieties.
In addition to the most popular
three, there are the Eastern and
tern White Pines that have
er, blue-green needles, soft
to the touch. Spruces are favored fps some buyers because
they are bushy and naturally
conical in shape. But they have
the disadvantage of shedding
their needles even when kept in

4

ja-

Criminal Justice,
CONFERENCE CONFAB—Several of the principal figures in the first regional
Murray State University Dec. 3 put their
Law Enforcement and Crime Prevention Conference at
Crime Commission,
heads together with Skip Dunford 'seated), grant administrator of the Kentucky
area probation
Moss,
Howard
are:
)
right
to
left
shown
Also
program.
KCC
the
of
to discuss a point
of psychology at Murray State
and parole supervisor for District I; Dr. Frank Kodman, Jr., professor
Miller; J. E. Baker, deputy comand a conference coordinator; Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
County Attorney Sid Easley;
C,alloway
Corrections;
of
Department
Kentucky
the
missioner of
coordinator;
Robert L. Whitten, assistant professor of sociology and anthropology and a conference
Six speakers appeared on the
and Dr. Charles Homra. chairman of the department of psychology.
program attended by about 200 students, faculty and communits people.
Photo by Wilson Woolley)

..., dangers."

to
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THE LEDGER & TIMES si
Call The Ledger & Times
•
and Place Your Order
"153-1916"
A Gift Card will be sent
to notify the receiver of the gift le

water, according to the AmenForest Institute.
\orway Spruce grows slowly
arid makes an attractive tablesize tree. White Spruce holds its
needles better but the odor of
its crushed needles is offensive
to SOME persons. The slow-

Panmed
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The first personal-size car with the ride of a big car.
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—Feel the cut stump of the
tree, if it is not moist and
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FREE DISHWASHER with each new home sold
Dec. 10, 11, & 13. OPEN Till 9P.M. each of these nights
for your shopping convenience.

If'
50555550

SOO ST SIKINTIIMIDOC

BETTER IDEAS
MAKE BETTER CARS

See and drive "The Car of the Year" today at:

HATCHER AUTO SALES
12th

trePt

Phone 153-4961

Srosr)

LINCOLN

NEW YORK (UPI)
to see the license of solicitorwho rattle a tin can Wider
your nose during Christma,
shopping. Usually, the solicitor
asks for funds on behalf it
needy children, according i.
the Better Business Bureau 4)1
Metropolitan New York. He
serve your donations for the
legitimate charities that
'Meth,thii [Taegu sraggeits.

,

60X12 — 2 BEDROOM WINSTON
With Carpet—Total Electric,
Plumbed for washer, fully
furnished.

ALL FOR

FREE DISHWASHER
65x12 MASTERCRAFT
2 B.R. -

_5arpet

2 Full baths—Sunken tub
thru-out. Tie Down Straps.

4 695
I

I

60x12 3 BR.LAKEHURST
wiring. Tie-Down Strap Strops
FREE DISHWASHER

$4,699w
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ACRES

IN PARIS & SAVE

MOWLE
HOMES
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SHOP EVERYWHERE
AND THEN COME TO

maL3 i

,.

1

Completely Furnished. Copper

®
__$5995
I
.

00

$

FREE DISHWASHER

NEW YORK (UPI)
The
Christmas tree had its beginning in one of the oldest
forms of worship known to
mankind, that of spirit worship. In the Black Forest of
Germany,tribesmen each winter
cut down and brought into
their homes an oak tree in
tribute to the god Odin, whose
spirit was believed to inhabit
the tree. In the 8th century
at the urging of St. Bonusesan English missionary tf,
Germany, the oak tree was
replaced by a fir tree in honor
of the Christ Child.

ASK FIRST

Available in
nine beautiful
models

1 c
t i-

'I

beautifu 61x12 2 B.R. Total electric Criterion Mobil* Heim . Loaded with
options, including, dishwasher, Christmas Tree IL
SPECIAL
decorations.

For relatives and friends who
have everything, -Give with
CARE" is the suggestion made
by the international aid agency.
It offers attractive holiday giftnotice cards to tell them you have
sent help in their names to people
in need.
The face of the cards are a;
vivid red with CARE imprinted in
green. Below is an inscription in
white: "joy peace happiness".
Inside, the message reads: "As a
holiday greeting to you CARE
has received a contribution in
your name from (your name, to
help needy people overseas
become self-supporting."
Gift contributions, with your
list of names and addresses,
should be sent immediately to:
Holiday Gift Plan, CARE, Inc., 8
E. Chestnut Street, Columbus,
Ohio 43215. In turn you will
receive enough cards and matching envelopes to slim :1T1 I
forward. Checks should be made
payable to CARE, Inc.
Minimtmi is $1.00 for each name
on your gift list.

* * *
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CARE Offers
Holiday Plan

"pa\ CAR OF THE YEAR AWARD!

Growers' advice
Many shoppers buy cut trees,
and the National Christmas
Tree Growers' Association offers them this advice:
—Bend a needle and if it
breaks, don't buy.
—Bounce the stump on the
Found and if needles fall, don't

GREEN ACRES MOBILE +10MES

The topic for this week's
Kentucky Educational Television
series,
health
Network's
Panmed", will be "Coronary
Artery Surgery in the Adult."
The half-hour program, to be
presented by the nursing
segment of the series' planners,
will be aired Wednesday,
December 15, 1971, at 11100 p.m.,
on the statewide network.
"Panmed" is a weekly
program developed by the health
schools of the University of
Kentucky and the University of
Louisville, along with various
state health societies. Each week
of the show features advances
and information from a different
health field—pharmacy, the
allied health professions, nursing, medicine, dentistry, and
.
hospital administration.
This week's program on
coronary artery surgery, while
especially geared to the state'
nurses, will also be relevant to
the work of all other health
professionals.
ill• This
The program may be seen
21, Murray.
KETV Channel

CITY OPERA PLANS
NEW YORK tAP1 — The
New York City Opera will appear at Kennedy Center in
Washington from May 3
through May 14. with 15 performances of five operas
In the spring season in New
York, there will be new productions of Donizetti's "Maria
Stuarda • and Lee Hoiby's
"Summer and Smoke." Next
fall there will be a new production of Offenbach's -The Tales
of Hoffmann" and in 1973,
Henze's "The Young Lord" and
Donizetti's "Anna Bolena." The
latter is the third m the threeopera cycle of Donizetti operas
dealing with English queens,
which was started by the company last year with -Roberto
Devereux "

IDATRHNEE D
J RRY!DmE0TNHTAETGE
ERTCHtE
CE
EXPEIENIA

growing Blue Niruce coats two
or three times as much as other
Spruces.
Retail prices for natural
trees range from $3 to $20.
The average is about $6, but
some command as much as $4
a foot. Guy Cockburn, a Garrison, N.Y., grower, charges that
much for his Douglas firs and
he said he has more customers
than trees. He said 350 persons
were turned away last year,and
he expects the number to be
about 800 this year.

earn
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DELIVERY
SET-UP

GREEN-ACRES is is a member of Tennessee
Mobile Housing—Institute and Midwest Tenn.

, Mobile Housing Institute. We recommend that
you
from
only
dealers that belong to these institutes.
buy
'
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NEW YORK (AP) —
What do you do if you're
riding high with a successful TV series for 7 1/2 years
and suddenly the whole thing
fizzles?
If you're Clint Eastwood
who was everybody's favorift
cowboy in "Rawhide," yob
don't stay down long.. You
out and star in a western movie
made in Spain, called "A Fistful of Dollars." You don't think
much about it since the film
only cost $200,000. And you
don't really believe it when it
grosses over $4,000,000.
And if you're Eastwood, you
go on to other films, like "For a
Few Dollars More," "The
Witches," "The Good, The Bad
and The Ugly," "The Beguiled"
and "Paint Your Wagon." And
then you form your own production company and turn yourself
into a director as well as an
actor — just what Eastwood
has gene in "Play Misty for
ple," his latest film.
Settling down on a sofa in his
hotel suite, Eastwood laughs
easily and talks easily, but he
seems to be incapable, unlike
many actors, of monopolizing a
eonversation.
Ask him about his early actyears, and about being on
• Rawhide," and you'll get a
'tort recap
"People say this business is
a alplow now: he begins
Ways been slow. I was working
digging swimming holes. I had
a small part in an eight-day
Alm. It was so bad I almost
quit I really hated that film. I
was visiting a friend at CBS
Who was a reader for "Playhouse 90." A guy comes up and
starts talking to me. She's bekind him waving her arms
-around. It turned out he was the
llieed of televised films. I went
in his office and a guy in a
sloppy shirt came in. I thought

CLINT EASTWOOD
he was going to sweep up. It
turned out he was the producer."
And it turned out they all
thought enough of Eastwood to
sign him as the star of the
forthcoming -Rawhide." Eastwood says the time he spent
With the show was pretty good.
"It's fashionable to put down
TV," he says. "I'm not one of
Chose guys who does that. But I
think every actor would rather
work in film. To this day I don't
know how TV runs itself The
show was pretty hectic because
the network kept changing producers, They wanted to change
the format but instead of just
calling the producer and telling
him to do it. they'd fire him."
Eastwood spent 22 weeks in
Baker, Ore., acting in "Paint
Your Wagon," a film he says
cost too much to make He was
determined his own film wasn't
going to be so expensive, but
says he really had to fight to
keep the costs down.

"Studios all have a lot of
departments, and each one
tacks on as much as they can,"
he explains. "I had to say, 'Just
chop it all.' We didn't have costumes. I walked to the store,
got a couple of pairs of pants,
some shirts, the girls got their
Llothes off the rack .ind did
their own hair. That was it.
"I didn't want a big crew
around. We had a small cast
and we got a spirit going. Everybody kind of got with it.
That's f.lit only way the film
industry can survive. They've
got to stop spending. The only
trouble is, they just don't know
how."
"Play Misty for Me" got
mixed reviews, but Eastwood
says there were more good ones
than he thought there would be.
"If it's a bad review, I just say,
'What does he know?' If it's a
good one, I say, 'There's a man
with exquisite taste.' You have
to kind of joke about it."

Modern Shop,
Old Equipment

Only at TV Service Center
Will You Find Merchandise
Like This . . .
8 TRACK 120 WATT PEAK POWER
WITH AIR SUSPENSION SPEAKERS

BOSTON OPERA PLANS
BOSTON (AP) — The Opera
Company of Boston has announced its upcoming season.
all operas to be directed and
OLD SHOP — Wally Jablonski styles tbie hair of a customer in
conducted by Sarah Caldwell.
his suburban Milwaukee barbershop Jiblonski has stocked the
The American premiere of
shop with antique equipment.
Berlioz's complete "The Trojans" will be presented on Feb.
MILWAUKEE, Wis., town on Vie border of Prussia
3 and 4. "The Sacking of Troy"
(AP) — The hair cutting and Poland before coming to
on the 3rd and "The Trojans in
the United States. My dad gradCarthage" on the 4th. Grace ahd styling can be modern uated from barber school in
or
mod,
but
the
atmosphere
at
Burnbry will sing Cassandra in
1929. He owned three shops of
"The Sacking of Troy." Ronald Your Father's Mustache is his own."
Down tenor from Covent Gar- strictly turn of the century.
The old fashioned aura of the
The little barber shop in sub- shop contrasts with the modern
den, will make his American
,urban Hales Corners faces an hair cutting and styling equipdebut as eseneas.
"Tosca" will be sung April 5 auto dealer and new hamburger ment and accessories Jablonski
and 9, with Maralin Niska of the stand, but its owner, Wally Jab- uses
New York City Opera as Tosca. lonski has stocked it with anThere are two hydraulic barNicolai Gedda singing his first tique equipment.
ber chairs, among the first of
Much
of
the
equipment
was their kind, dating from 1898.
CaVaradossi and Donald
Gramm singing his first bought from a retired Mineral Behind them is a hand carved,
Point, Wis.. barber.
Scarpia.
solid oak back bar with a
Jablonski said he chose the marble top. It was made in
Beverly Sills will star in "La
Traviata- on May 12 and 14 old fashioned theme because of 1889
Welsh tenor Stuart Burrows his family history
A walnut display cabinet is
"My great-grandfather was a only a year newer and the cuswill sing Alfredo and English
barber
in
Poland,he
said.
baritone Peter Glossop will be
tomer waiting chairs date from
"My grandfather barbered in a the same era.
the elder Clermont
Jablonski said he bought the
antique equipment from Robert
W. Engles, who retired at 80.
Antique collectors; -Jablonski
said, had offered Engle* three
times the amount Jablonski
paid, but Engles wanted the
equipment to continue to be
used.
very time I picked up an

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
IN Afsl AM/PM STEREO
RECEIVER AND 8 TRACK
TAPE PLAYER

Suggested Retai'
125900

Has all the features for which you would expect to pay much more \ew modern receiver.
delivers in watts peak power and features a sensitive 2.5 micro'. olt FM tuner. Features
black out slide rule tuning dial with automatic stereo indicator light Has modern slide
controls for bass, treble, balance and volume and push button mode selection. Has loudness
control and AFC defeat switch. Has front mounted stereo headphone jack and provisions
for record player input , and tape recorder output. Tape player
changes tracks
automatically or with mittnual selector switch and gives excellent reproduction of
prerecorded 8 track tapes;Cabinets are walnut finish and receiver measures 19"x12"x5"
Speakers are two way air suspension with 6Li" woofer and high efficiency tweeter with horn
dispersion system.

Come In and Shop for Your Car and Home Stereo

,Emirs would *Nut a

big leather chair there and reminisce about it," Jablonski said.
"He was pretty attached to his
things."
Jablonski then began visiting
antique dealers and attending
auctions in Wisconsin and Chicago to buy furnishings for the
shop
He found an ornate brass
cash register dating from 1902,
an old wall telephone and other
items to enhance the shop's
theme.
Jablonski, a trained hair stylist, said he wants his shop to
appeal to all ages

Why should our son
have a newspaper route?
ince

hotae, nice furnishings, another
The living is good. Plenty of money,
salary raise in sight; we've never had it no good. Why should our son
manage a newspaper route?
Most 3ny educator or businessman will tell you why in three simple words:
it builds character.
Oftentimes the youngster who grows up in comfortable circumstances and
who gets his weekly "handout" from dad never realizes the value of money.
or the efforts required to make it and manage it, until he's on his 'own.
By then attitudes and. habits are difficult to reverse.
But the newspaperboy quickly learns valuable lessons that stick. While
making money on a newspaper route is important, the experience of gettingthe-job-done-no-matter-what is more important. When through route
management, responsibility and self-confidence are acquired at this early
age, a newspaperboy has an advantage over other youngsters that no
amount of money can buy.
If you're still wondering whether your son would benefit from newspaper
route management, ask a community businessman or civic leader, or
better still, phone our Circulation Department.

But, he said, the shop has a
similar effect on many customers. Some of them sit and drift
into a state of near euphoria, he
said.
"I sell an awful lot of mustache wax." Jablonski said "I think it's because of the atmosphere
SISTERS OF MERCY
HALIFAX (AP) — Two Novo
Scotia nursing sisters will
spend the next six months looking after lepers, abandoned
children and people dying destitute in Calcutta.
Sister Margaret MacDonald
of Sydney and Sister Susan Duggan of East Dover, 1971 graduates of the Halifax Infirmary
School of Nursing, answered a
call for volunteers from Mother
Teresa of Calcutta
Mother Teresa, a Yugoslav
nun, won the 1971 Pope John
XXIII Peace prize for her 20
years of work among the sick
and poor in Northern India.
In Calcutta she operates a
hospital for the dying destitute.
a home for abandoned children
and a hospital for lepers
ONE FILM MISSING
DUNDALK, Md. (AP)
Merchants hoping to curb teen
age shoplifting arranged to
have a tmovie entitled.
"Caught," shown at local high
schools
Someone broke into a mes
senger service van parkeu a.
one of the high schools and stole
the film
SEGREGATING CLOTHS
BALTIMORE (API — Stanley D. Zemansky. city purchasing agent, has made segregation a matter of official policy.
In a memo concerning soiled
wiping cloths. Zemansky told
department heads.
"Prior to return, the cloths
should be segregated, white
wiping-cloths in one container
black wiping dolls in a sepa
rate container "

9061
Antigu• Car Transistor Radio
9 Volt Battery - comet complete in Styrofoam
pack Gilt Box. Battery Included.
SO.— 6" x 4.4"

Lorn„Yorky Doi Radio
Powerful 6 Transistor Radio • Operates
on 9 Volt Battery • Complete with Vinyl
See-thru carrying case.
Size — 12" x 10" x 6"

from $995 up

TVs from 5" to Full 25" Screens
price,
• quality
.and warranty.
We Appreciate Your Business
Service What We Sell!

TV SERVICE
CENTER

Central Shopping Center

753-5865

-Open Each Night Till Christmas
For Your Shopping Convenience"
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The Mighty Nile:
River- of History
tt:
•

Bs .41,Y MAHMOUD
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO J AP) - No more
sloes the River Nile enjoy
'its annual marriages Nor
noes it angrily flood and destroy
ousands of villages
In the past. the mighty river
,was so feared by Egyptians that
*.every year. in August they
hurled a live girl into it And the
river reacted with floods, en'riching the land and watering
. thirsty plantations
X,• The ancients called the
doomed girl the bride of the
r Nile and the flood reaction
"the faithfulness of the Nile
The practice was observed
for thousands of years. with
'colorful regattas. decorations
the river banks and day-long
merriment
This pagan practice was in
terrupted 14 centuries ago when
, the Moslem conqueror Amr Ibn
t.,El-aass declined to throw girls
into the river Instead El-aass
hurled a piece of clay on which
•. he wrote. "0 Nile. if you flood
with God's will. then I bid you
...to flood this- year But If you
•' flood with your own will, then
you may never flood again
' The words went into the waters and the river erupted a
. flood all the same
Nearly three centuries ago
the live brides were substituted
t- with effigy brides, and the river
floods continued
The ancients called the river

on

Father Happy and worshiped
it because it overfed them But
'the contemporaries dubbed it
'a tamed beast . partly because it underfed them and beeaur theA managed to control
the devastating floods with a
tziant darn at A swan

"Eg.vi t is the gift of the
Nile.- skid the Greek historian
Herodot s,24 centuries ago. The
saying was-unquestionably true
at the time, but it has become
vulnerable and contestible today
Egypt has changed since it
was called the granary for
Rome- and its wheat fed peoples between Alexandria and
the South Sudan
Today. Egypt imports wheat
from the United States. France.
Canada and the Soviet Union
Egypt s population grew 10 34
million this year and is expected to top the 80 million
mark by the close of the century The Nile provides waters
to irrigate nearly eight million
acres Experts say that the river may not be able to feed
Egypt a century from now
Before the High Dam was
built at Aswan streams were
dug to contain the devastating
floods, but to no' avail In th.
1930's the British built a small
dam also at Aswan. to tame
the river and to conserve the
waters, but the floods continued
to destroy thousands of villages
along the Nile Valley
!ri 1964 Egypt began the mas
sive Aswan High Dam. built
with Soviet help A 315-mile
long artificial lake reportedlt,
the largest in the world held up
Nile waters behind the dam and
the quenchless river was, at
last, under contrOl Floods
ceased and brides, live as well
as effigy. were hurled no more
Egypt s life is the life of the
Nile Valley. where more than
85 per cent of the population
lives Away from the river it is
hot. dry. lifeless desert
Except for the High Dam
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PARKER FORD, Inc.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

1971 HONDA -Model 750

POTTING SOIL

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Protect Your Home!

WEEKEND SPECIAL

25' each
at

Ledger &

Times
St.
4th
N.
103
Murray, Ky.
•

CALL TODAY

'2195'

PARKER FORD Inc.

WANTED TO RENT
WANT TO RENT furnished
apartment or house by December
18 or before 2nd semester, for
female student with two children..
Phone 753-9981 evenings.
D13C
NOTICE

Classified
Ads
NOTICE

•arraTimm IlltitgIannrArint
SUGGESTIONS for CHRISTMAS
* Cordless Electric Shears
* Large Planters
* Bird Feeders
* Poinsettias * Large Foliage Plants

SHIRLEY GARDEN CENTERram
500 N. 4th

FREE

Keltert Termite
Pest Control

WEIMARANER PUPPIES, AK(
litter. Phone 753-4647.
D11(

12'x60' CAPRICE mobile home,
three bedrooms, 141 baths, excellent condition. Phone 7538222.
DlIP

Murray, Ky
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

8-TRACK TAPES
12.95 up
LEACH'S MUSIC & P/
Dixieland Center

EIGHT PIECE ladies left hand
golf clubs in red vinyl bag. Used
only twice. Like new. $70.00.
Phone 753-7374.
DI1P
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

1971 DATSUb
green, air co
wheels. 7,000
8045 after 4:0

OLDSMOBILI
four door harc
factory air.
Fairlane. Phu
1966 OPEL C.
condition. Si
wheels. Prici
Johnson's Art
call 753-8124.

1964 DODGE
6 cylinder, e:
$500.00. Phone

Christmas
Trees

•
and
SANTA CLAUS will be in Murray BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
again this year. He has asked the for rent or sale. Rent applies to
Regular
Gamma Gamma chapter of Beta purchase, I onardo Piano comSigma Phi to make appointments pany, across from Post Office,
Trees
for him to visit the children Paris,Tennessee.
DUX'
CALL ...
between
homes
in their
December 13 and 23. To receive
753-6350
your choice of time and day,
ORDER
please call 753-2591 after 5:00
NOW!!
If You
and the distractions of modern p.m. weekdays and all day
Glindel Reaves
Cairo and Alexandria. the Saturday.
DIIC
scenes along the Nile are much
42 Mile on Lynn
Call...
like those seen by river travFIVE-YEAR DELAY
elers more than 2.000 years ago
Grove Highway
BALTIMORE (API - John
Peasants still till the fields
with simple tools Feluccas. the Marron finally got paid for refBetween 6:00 p.m.
ancient river craft with collaps- ereeing a soccer game five
ible masts and three corner years ago
and 7:00 p.m. In the KEEP CARPETS beautiful
A check for $7 arrived at his
sails creep toward Alexandria
despite footsteps of a busy
Evening
with cotton and clay, passing home in a correctly addressed
family. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
If you know your route
gently nodding palm trees envelop postmarked Nov 9,
electric shampooer $1. Murray
1966
which shade the river banks
boy's number, please call
D11C
llome& Auto Store.
Marron couldn't explain the
him first. If you get no
delay hut added -'Now I'm
results then call John
paid $13 a game "
GROUP DRIVE HELPS
Pasco , Jr at the above
MARX ELECTRIC dune buggy,
The
iAP)
NEW YORK
number during the hours
rechargeable, like new. $15.00.
Corporate
1970-71 Consolidated
listed
Good iron bedstead, $3.00 Phone
SOME RECORDS HURT
Fund Drive for support of the
753-5145.
016C
NEW
YORK
i
API
Startperforming arts at Lincoln Cening with the 1973 edition. the
ter raised 11,244.757.
Guiness Book of Records will
Hoyt Ammidon, chairman of
no longer list outlandish drinkthe drive, said that it was an
ing and eating feats because
increase of 43 per cent over the
people have been hurt trying to
amount raised in 1969 70
better them
Organizations that benefit
One man caused his ulcer to
are the Metropolitan Opera.
2-Door Local low mileage car. Dark green with
New York Philharmonic, perforate in Bristol, England.
by
trying
to
break
the
record
Juilliard School, New York City
vinyl roof. Power steering, power bfakesand
Ballet. New York City Opera. for beer drinking while standing
tuzad
on
his
factory air.
Repertory Theater of Lincoln
Center, Film Society of Lincoln
Since snakes grow steadily.
Center. Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center and Lincoln they are obliged to change their
Phone 7.53-5213
tight and.hampermg skin
Center.
Corner of 7th & Main
• .

AUTOS

1969 VOLKSV
condition. $1,f
at Sears, in 5.
Center or ph
6:00p.m

•I•St

•
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1960 FORD
condition. See
phone 753.3450

1965 FORD,
transmission.
Phone 753-6785
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T
4.7
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1
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1971 CHEVRC
long wheel bs
Good tires. P
McReynolds,'
tucky.
WANT
WANT TO
standing timt
sale !umbel
Murray Saw 11
Phone 753-4141
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ROLLS - TIC_S

WANT TO BI.
753-8132.
WANT TO
clarinet. Phc
WANT TO I
home. Phone
p.m.

rtalvt Alamo Lac

1970 PONTIAC Tempest

PARKER FORD, Inc.

-

Auer

1969 MACH I

753-7278

23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out
mice or rats.
Call

NOTICE

1970 TOYOTA Corona Mark

Miss Your Paper

Aluminum
Plates

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

PAGE nr

Call
753-1916

BOY'S and one girl's 26" FOR ALL your home additions,
-i ONE
I
bicycle, reconditioned, alterations, remodeling, etc.
, Food to go Hof and quick 0
Are you looking for an
,
Or
line
cafeteria
our
, from
Reasonable. Phone 436-2155. D11C Free Estimates. Phone 753our ,
4 cooked to order from
original or creative gift
I
TFC
6123.
4 kitchen
II
•
0
LOFTY
PILE,
free
from
soil
that
is
is really different?
INN
'
4-Door Sedan. Red with automatic transmission
t
i TRIANGLE
the carpet cleaned with Blue BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
753 4953
,..)
L
Visit
and factory air. Local low mileage car.
Lustre. Rent new electric also bank gravel, fW dirt and
shampooer
$1.
Western
Auto,
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or
Like new
:.-cco IN storage. Beautiful
11695"
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
spinet-console stored locally. Home of -The Wishing
D11C
Reported like new. Responsible Well."
party can take at big saving on
PIANO STUDENTS needed next Open Sunday Afternoon'
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273
low payment balance. Write
semester. M.S.U. music major,
Till Christmas
Joplin Piano Inc., Joplin, 0 Country Ham Dinner
Marietta O'Bryan instructor; has
$1.85, Large $2.95
Missouri 64801.
D1OP
4Ixperience. $2.50 per half hour.
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids THE IDEAL Christmas present,
SERVICES OFFERED
Phone 767-4709.
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft miniature brown AKC registered LARGEST VARIETY of pistols ' TRIANGLE INN
D1OC
753 4953
and lofty. Rent electric sham- POodles. One male, one female. in Kentucky. No increase in
JI
WILL SIT with young or elderly
pooer $1. Begley's Drug
WW be available for Christmas. prices. Country Boy Stores,
CARROLL'S PLUMBING 8c
you have free time out.
Store.
D11C Phone 753-9263.
D20C Army Surplus, 9 miles from BE GENTLE, be kind, to that Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone while
phone 7534570.
D11C
Hopkinsville, Junction 117 and expensive carpet,clean with Blue 489-2395.
J12C
mum AND chair, recently Kentucky 164. Open Sundays until
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
WILL DO house painting, interior
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY
D11C $1. Big K.
reupholstered.
Like
D11C
new. 4:00pIn•
PARTY WITH US NOW
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back or exterior, professional exReasonable. Phone 753-6097, DlOC.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Perience. Fully equipped to do.
TRIANGLE INN
5933.
TFC any job. Guaranteed satisfaction.
489-2287.
753-4953
D15C
DITCHING MACHINE; small
four wheel drive, will dig 3' deep.
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
D13C
1,000 GALLON PROPANE gas $960.00. Phone 753-9807.
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
tank. Price $125.00. Phone 753mile machine. Crash bars
2000,
753-9807.
TFC
1343.
D1OC ELECTRIC RANGE, Frigidaire
11250'
sissy bars, and all the extras
compact 30", $40.00. Phone 753Shirley
TWO HIGH school girls will
COMMERCIAL SWEEPER, 9807.
Garden Center
D13C
babysit
in
your
home.
Phone 753tenruud power sweeper model 75.
500 N. 4th
=0.
D1OC
Ideal for shopping center and
Corner of 7th & Main
parking lots. $550.00. Phone 753Reserve one of our backi
9807.
D13C 4 dining rooms for your
Phone 753-5273
4, holiday party Morning, noon
TIRAUTIIS
SPIOCR S
CHRISTMAS PUPPIES! Choose ; or night or in between
Cat Yair Home
A rt. P0110,,
yours now, will hold. Registered
TRIANGLE INN
1967 TWO BEDROOM 12'x60' CAR TAPE player, speakers,
St. Bernards. Great with
753 4953
mobile home, lived in Pos years. tapes, tape box. Best offer. Also
children. Reasonable, terms.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- Tachometer, best offer. Phone
I
I
*
1•:;
1 1vj
li
Melody-Ayre
Kennels, HOOVER
D15NC 474-2343 after 6:30 p.m.
DlOP
PORTABLE washing 7484 after 4:30 p.m.
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901machine, two years old. Phone
247-3345.
D13C 753-9948.
NEW TECUMSEH 3 H.P. mini 1969 TRIUMPH TlOOR
D1OC
bike. If interested phone 753motorcycle. Good condition,
5870.
D11C modified. $450.00. Phone 753AKC
REGISTERED
Poodle
THREE MONTH old Schnauzer
7770.
D14C
pup, male, real nice Christmas puppies, 12 weeks old. Dewor- FOUR NEW electric
stoves, table
med.Phone 753-6379
DlOC
gift. Phone 436-5366.
D1OC
top models. Copper boilers and
The Lynnville Shoe Store has
two copper kettles. Phone 753- done it again. They are over9917.
D11C stocked with ladies boots. They
have the latest suede granny
boots in navy, brown and black.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
Dark green with power
They also have the latest stretch
Home Made Ice Cream
a day the year round
Winter and Summer
boots. They have the latest
Qt. $.79
$.20 & $.30
steering, power brakes and factory air. A sharp
holiday
silver
gold
boot
and
in
Gallon $2.99
FOR
INSPECTION
and tin. MU* Oars
%Mot in,
11: TRIANGLE INN
one. sold new by Parker Ford
any color, Lynnville Shoe Store,
753 4953
Sam Perry owner. Open five days
and
per,week 8.30 till 6:00, Saturday
AKC REGISTERED white Toy 8:30 till 5:00, Sunday 1•00 p.m. till
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone 753-5273
Poodle, male, 10 weeks old. 8:00.
D21C
Phone 753-6015.
D11C
100 S 13th Street
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AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR RENT

SHARE MY HOME
IN THE COUNTRY

Want good natured,
honest people
Reasonable Rates
Call
Mrs. Connie Lampe
436-2173

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
for someone who would like to go
in business for himself. Grocery
store with living quarters. Has
good volume of business, still
growing. Situated in the south
part of Graves County. Owner is
leaving the state. For more information phone Boyd Majors
Real Estate, Mayfield, Kentucky
D13C
247-7979.

AUCTION SALE, Saturday, AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
December 11, 1:00 p.m. rain or December 11th,10:00 a.m. rain or
SMALL FARM: good location;
shine at the Howard Kline home shine in block east of Baptist
business or future investment
in New Concord. Due to bad Church in Hazel, Kentucky.
One mile East Murray, apMrs, Ellen Hodges sold her
health Mr. and Mrs. Howard
proximately 10 acres pasture
ROOM WITH private entrance,
Kline have sold their grocery home and wW sell all furniture in
wire fencing, stables, water.
within walking distance of Hog
7 room house,
store and will sell household large home and garage apartolder
Cozy
university. Phone 753-1387. DlOC
goods, hand tools, antiques, boat ment,such as nice bed and dining
modern. For appointment call
room furniture, china cabinet,
TFC
and motor.
436-2173.
Selling electric cook stove, short pretty couch, large old time FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
electric roaster, breakfast set, piano, cane bottom chairs, and living room, kitchen, bathroom THREE BEDROOM home with
dining room suite, vacuum sewing chair ( real nice) desk, with shower and bath. One or two thermostat control heat, two
conditioner, odd beds, springs and mat- bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- bedrooms carpeted and apair
cleaner,
automatic washer and dryer, tresses, wood cabinet, electric ments, South 16th Street, phone proximately 1½.acres on black
D14C
DIOC
desk, two bedroom suites, stoves and refrigerators, deep 753-6609.
top Phone 489-2627.
contents, fans,
oscilating fan; antiques are freeze and
heaters, rotary tiller, power saw, TWO BEDROOM furnished
HELP WANTED
dinner bell, kettles, etc.
100 cans fruit, vegetables, jams. trailer at University Heights
boat,
aluminum
Crestliner
14'
20 H.P. Johnson motor and tanks, Outbuilding full of skillets, tea Mobile Homes. Carpirted, color
Silver Trol trolling motor, like kettles, irons, picture frame, oil television, electric heat, deposit
new Dilley boat trailer, all kinds lamps, lantern gas and oil, and references required. Phone
of hand tools, 24' aluminum churns, quilts, blankets, small C53-5191 days or 753-7358 after
FEMALE CASHIER
TFC
ladder, wheel barrow, sledge braided rugs, other rugs. Two old 5:00p.m.
and WAITRESS
hammer and wedges. 7" heavy machines, power mower, potato
lot
a
and
things
many
so
and
oven
unfurnished
BEDROOM
THREE
Day Shift
duty Miller Falls skill saw. 6-12-18
house at 204 North 12th Street.
boat battery charger, like new. of junk to browse through.
10:30-5:00
Remington chain saw, like new. Dress for the winter and spend Phone Robert H. Hopkins, 753Douglas
drinks.
and
eats
day,
the
D1OP
In Person
Apply
753-5833.
or
5422
Lots and lots more. Come be with
Shoemaker in charge of
us. Terry Shoemaker AucLong John Silvers
D1OC TWO APARTMENTS, furnished
DlOC sale.
tioneer.
for four boys or four girls. Water
So.12th Street
imAvailable
furnished.
D16C
753-9741.
mediately. Phone
WANTED BABYSTrTER for one
ROOM
furnished child beginning January 4. 11:30
THREE
carpeting, to 4:30. Must furnish own tranapartment with
lots of sportation. Phone 753-5977 after
and
disposal
garbage
D23C
4-Door Hardtop. Gold with black vinyl root. A
closets. Can be seen at Owen's 4:30 p.m.
power
Food Market, 1407 West Main.
local one owner, low mileage car with
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
D11C
steering, power brakes and factory air.'1895'
Mechanic. Apply in person to
and Purdom, 1406 West
Sanders
bedroom
one
EXTRA NICE
D1OC
furnished apartment, kt block Main.
No
only.
Couples
college.
from
Main
753-5273
Phone
Corner' of 7th &
pets. Electric heat and air con- TEXAS OIL Company has
ditioner. Phone 753-9135 or 753- opening in Murray area. No
DISC experience necessary. Age not
4478.
NOTICE
AUTOS FOR SALE
important. Good character a
THREE ROOM unfurnished must. We train. Air mad A. F.
12th
North
109
WHY
located
apartment.
,c9iHISS7•Vt1U
not *1
Dickerson, Pres., Southwest...ea
W71 DATSUN, L200 coupe, dark
green, air conditioner and mag Shapernakers Gift Certificate. I Street to widowed lady or settled Petroleum Corp., Ft. Worth,
D3ONC couple. Very reasonable rent to Tex.
D11C
wheels. 7,000 miles. Phone 753- Phone 753-2962.
right person. Phone 753-5842 or
8045 after 4:00 p.m.
D11C
753-1302.
D20C
Joe Doran & Co.
PLANNED
playing in St. Louis, Fri.
90' x 50' BUILDING with air
1962
OLDSMOBILE: CLEAN
PROMOTIONAL
Triangle
back at the
compressor and auto hoist.
four door hardtop. All power and
Saturday, beginning 5:30
OPPORTUNITY
Located at 4th and Pine. Extra
1104
fine.
Runs
air.
factory
p.m.
DISC
large lot. Phone 753-3018.
This position offers a
Fairlane. Phone 753-3460. DI1P
TRIANGLE INN
career opportunity through
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex
planned ads ancement to
1966 OPEL CADEI 1E, excellent
management levels and
condition. Six good tires and SHOP DOWNTOWN Murray with air conditioning, electric
higher earnings. Apwheels. Price $625.00. See at Saturday, while your children see heat, ceramic tile bath with
Capri.
Phone
shower.$100.00 per month.
plicants should have some
Johnson's Arco, Five Points, or the FREE movie at the
DISC
D11C Tickets are Free from par- 753-6931.
college training or a high
call 753-8124.
D1OC
ticipating stores.
with
school diploma
TO COUPLE or with one child, 7
1969 VOLKSWAGEN. Excellent
business experience
condition. $1,000.00. Can be seen H & R USED Furniture Store has month old two bedroom furnished
Applicants must have good
at Sears, in Southside Shopping got two new loads of old antique house with carport. Also two
driving record
home.
mobile
furnished
or
us
bedroom
Center or phone 753-3501 after furniture. Come by and see
We offer a good starting
D11C
DIIC Phone 480-2595.
D1OC call 753-6676 or 753-4716.
6:00p.m.
salary, plus liberal employee benefits.
1984 DODGE DART convertible, BURNT CYLINDER oil, ap- NICE TWO bedroom mobile
For an interview ap6 cylinder, excellent condition. proximately 200 gallons. Free for home on 641, two miles south of
pointment, call or write to:
D14C the asking. Western Kentucky Murray. Electric heat. Water
$500.00. Phone 436-2261.
C.P. WILLIAMS
MR.
Walnut.
after
and
753-4645
Phone
furnished.
8th
Stages busline,
C.I.T. FINANCIAL
1960 FORD FALCON, good Murray,Kentucky.
DIIC 4:00 p.m.or anytime Saturcondition. See Herman Wicker or
D13C
day.
SERVICES
D13P
phone 753-3450.
Southside Shopping
Tired Blood? Run down or
N;EW TWO bedroom duplex, wall
want something delicious?
CU%
753-6702
to wall carpet with central heat
Chicken Livers-Order, S 69
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone
Dinner with french fries 8.
1965 FORD, 2 door, standard
Equal
Opportunity
An
TFC
753-7850.
transmission. Reasonable price. Cole slaw, S1.19. Here or to go
Employer
D13C
Phone 753-6785.
TRIANGLE INN
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
4
truck,
pickup
CHEVROLET
1971
apartment, two bedrooms, WANTED: AFTERNOON dishlong wheel base, good condition. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank central air and heat. Fully washer from 1:00 p.m. to 8:00
Good tires. Priced to sell. E. J. installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC carpeted. Phone 753-4331. D11C p.m. Rudy's Restaurant, 753DI1C
1632.
McReynolds,Dexter,KenDIOP
tucky.
WILL HAVE one to three trailers
ELEXTROLUX SALES di Ser- for rent January 1st. Apply only
NOTICE
vices,Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. in person to Brandon Dill at Dill's WANT TO BUY
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. any
Plate,
TFC afternoon. No phone calls please. Wenn& Vegetable
WANT TO BUY; logs and mington,Kentucky.
•ants
standing timber. Also have for
Located at Murray Drive In
Mere or go
(2 veg.)
sale lumber and sawdust.
D11C
Theater entrance.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
Take Along A Sack Full
TRIANGLE INN
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
THREE BEDROOM unfurnished
Country Ham On A Biscuit
house, close to University. Phone
$.25 or 4 for 3.89
WANT TO BUY firewood. Phone
DlOC MF'A INSURANCE Company has
753-5541.
TRIANGLE INN
D13C
an insurance policy for your
753-8132.
TWO BEDROOM duplex with every need, Auto, homeowner,
WANT TO BUY goou used
stove, refrigerator, air con- renters, homeowners, fire,
clarinet. Phone 7534409.D13C ATTRACTIVE PROPOSITION ditioner, washer and dryer. $90.00 mobile homeowners, life, morfor married couple to live in
per month, with $50.00 deposit. tgage protection, hospitalization
house with elderly gentleman
mobile
WANT TO BUY used
D1OC and auto financing. Why not call
care for Phone 753-5792.
or see Doug Willoughby at 506
home. Phone 753-2234 after 6:00 who is still able to
DI1P
D13C himself. Phone 7534118
Main Street. Phone 753-1222 I)13P
p.m.
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment, carpeted, electric heat, air
conditioned. Available January
Our Fish Dinners are
4th. $100.00 per month. Phone 753strictly Winners
8425 days or 753-5962 nights. D13C
Reg. Fish Dinners FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 or 5 Catfish Dinners - $2.00
Light green with power steering, power brakes
college students. 320 Woodlawn Male broiled flounder $2 iO
D13P Fish & Chips - $.95
Ave. Phone 753-3040.
and factory air. A local one owner car.$119500
True Chips-Not Free, !-]
SEVEN ROOM furnished house,
fries
Here or go
available now. Near University.
Main
Corner 017th &
Carpeted and air conditioned.
6125.00 per month. Phone 753-6425
Phone 53-5273
753-4953
D13C
days or 753-5962 nights.
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

1961 DODGE Monaco 4-Door

PARKER FORD, Inc.

TRIANGLE INN

••••••-•••-••-•-•-•
Due to our many recent Sales we need new
listings on all types of property.
AT 520 SOUTH 7TH ST. IS A LOVELY home for a couple.
This house is newly painted, fully carpeted and with air
conditioner, gas heat, TV antenna and priced Waal- $8,500.

GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5
furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
two bath carpeted home with family room and carport. A
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
for income. Call for details and to see.

THIS IS A LOVELY 3 BEDROOM brick home In Meadow
Green Acres. Carpet, built-ins, electric wall heat, air conditioner, family room. Available immediately and only
$20,000.
THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.

ON LOCUST GROVE ROAD Por MILES south of Highway
121. A nearly new brick 3 bedroom home. 7 closets, electric
heat, draperies, carport. On lot 125 x 428. Priced at only
$19,000.

THE CLAUDE ROWLAND FARM on Utterback Road, 28
acres, 3 bedroom frame house. Less than a mile from city
limits. Fine for developing. This won't last long at $32,000.

THERE IS A BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT west of the girl
scout hut on Sharpe Street, waiting to have an equally lovely
house built and for only $11,950.00.

LOOKING FOR A CLEAN UP SHOP? A two car shop located
on a 100'x250' lot on South 4th Street with all necessary
equipment. Priced right. $18,500.00.

ON FAXON ROAD 11
2 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
/
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acreA of land.
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.

ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.

3 ACRES, 4 BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house with built.
ins galore, 2 baths, carpet and draperies, located on Cedar
Point Road near Aurora and approximately 300 feet from
year round water. Don't fail to see-635,000.

30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY with 4 bedroom brick
veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at
$48,500.

SIXTY ACRE FARM WITH NICE BRICK home, 8 miles
south on 121 highway. Here is a bargain. Call for appointment
to see. Priced to sell.

REDUCED IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of 641
2 acres. Has 2 baths, 2 car garage
/
North. City water and on 11
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets
$26,500.

2
,
ON CATALINA, A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick with 1'
baths, carpeted, large utility room and carport. Central heat
and air. Low price of $20,000.

TWO AND ONE-HALF MILES SOUTH OF Lynn Grove on
Hwy. 893 is a beautiful new 3 bedroom brick veneer house on
a 1201250 lot. This exceptionally nice house is immediately
available for only $21,000.

84 ACRE FARM,70 ACRES TENDABLE WITH a 3 bedroom
frame house, several out buildings. Two and one half miles
Northwest of Kirksey. A real fine buy at $26,500.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE in Lynn
Grove on 120'1322' size lot. Also a large storage building in
back of lot. A lovely place,4 years old and priced to sell Now $20,500.

IMAGINE!! FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, 3 bedroom brick
veneer on 110'x300' size lot. Well constructed and practically
new. Priced to sell at $20,000.

ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the aiurch.
2 acres
/
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 11
Reduced to $19,950.00.
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house at 1702 College
Farm Road. This house is completely redecorated on the
inside with fenced in backyard. Must see this house to appreciate. Has been reduced to $20,000.00.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 304 Woodlawn . Draperies,
storm windows and doors, carport and 80's160' lot. Carpeted
living room. TV Tower, air conditioner A good buy at
$19,000.
AT 1014 PAYNE IS A THREE BEDROOM BRICK Veneer
house priced to sell 115,750 This is a perfect location Must
see.

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new carpet. $24,000.

NICE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1013 Story Ave.
2baths,garage,range, refrigerator, washer and dryer and
/
11
drapes included. Also 2 air conditioners.
Reduced to $23,0u0.00.

LARGE COMMERCIAL IAT ON 641 South across the street
from Holiday Inn, 150 feet street frontage. Ideal for most any
kind of business.

A LOVELY TWO BEDROOM BRICK Veneer house on large
lot, 112'1143', with plenty of built-ins.
Located on 1399
Johnson Mid. Priced at $25,500.

159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of Highway 94. 80 acres tendable, BO acres timber, 2 acres Dark
Fired base, 1300 No. Burley, some corn base. Three good
tobacco barns,good stock barn,sheds, crib,fenced for cattle,
year round creek. Good 5 room frame house with two
bedrooms. *27,500.
HERE 15 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
location to fit your needs.

FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
and air,carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
rented. $30,500.00.

KINGSWOOD SUBDIVISION-3 BEDROOM brick veneer
house with central heat and air, plenty of built-ins, perfect
location, fine buy-S25,500.
WE HAVE THE GLENDEL FtEAVES HOME place on Lynn
Grove Highway, 1,2 mile from city limits. Lot size 200'x373'
House has eleven rooms and central heat. Stock barn and
three car garage.White fence. This is a beautiful home. Call
us for an appointment and look this place over.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES - Three bedroom brick veneer
house on 80':175' lot, four years old, one and half bath and
carpets throughout. $28,500.00.

806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well
located near University. $21,000.

THIS LOVELY HOME IS REALLY A DUPLEX but it keeps
its secret very well. The owners side has 3 Bedrooms and 2
tiled baths, central heat and air, all built-ins and carpeted
and with a double garage. Apartment is entirely separate
and has 2 bedrooms and tiled bath, built-ins in kitchen,
electric heat and air conditioner, all carpeted. One of the
nicest duplexes we have seen S34,000.00

TEN ACRES JUST SOUTH of Uncle Jeff Store on 641 So.
Real fine piece of property adjoining City limits.
PERFECT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $72,500.

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot included
$31,500.00.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
•••••••••••••••
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DON C.ANR

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - DECEMBER 5
1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10-

NEBRASKA
ALABAMA
OKLAHOMA
MICHIGAN
AUBURN
GEORGIA
COLORADO
TENNESSEE
L. S. U.
TEXAS

- 118.8
118.1
- 115.4
110.7
106.8
107.0
106.4
• 106.3
104.5
104.2

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

-

1971 -

ARIZONA STATE
PENN STATE.
NOIRE DAME
HOUSTON
STANFORD
ARKANSAS
FLORIDA STATE
MISSISSIPPI
IOWA STATE
TOLEDO

- 104.0
103.8
102.3
• 102.0
•101.6
• 100,8
100.1
• 100.0
98.9
98.5

Puryear Man Permits Needed For New Draft Quotes
From The
Dies, Wreck Mobile Home Courts Laws Take
News
Effect Today

Anyone planning to construct a disposal and proper spacing of
A Puryear, Tennessee, man,
home park or enlarge an trailers."
mobile
Jack Sturdivant, was killed in a
existing park in Calloway County Enforcement of the 1954 trailer
car-truck collision Wednesday
must first obtain a permit from coach park law is primarily the
night near Demopolis, Ala.
State Department of Health responsibility of the local health
the
Sturdivant, 39, was declared
Frankfort, according to R. L. department.
dead on arrival at a hospital in m
Cooper, Health Program Coor- Anyone planning to construct
Demopolis.
dinator, for the Calloway County or alter a trailer park should
Funeral services are scheduled
Health Department.
consult the Calloway County
for 1 p.m. Saturday with burial in
the rapid increase in Health Department or the
-With
the Shady Grove Cemetery in
mobile home parks in Kentucky Division of Environmental
Henry County. The place of the
during the past four years, the Services, State Department of
service will be announced later;
public needs to be reminded of Health, Frankfort, Ky. 40601, for
the body arrived at Ridgeway
state's trailer coach park law a construction application form
the
Morticians in Paris Wednesday
and regulations," Cooper said. and for assistance in preparing
afternoon.
"Some parks have been plans, Cooper said
A spokesman for the Paris unlawfully established and are
funeral home said a state trooper operating without a permit."
in Alabama told them the A "trailer coach park" is
collision occurred on U.S. High- defined by Kentucky Revised
way 80 near Prairieville, Ala. Statute 219.130 as an area of land
Continued from Page 1)
Sturdivant was reported on his on which two or more trailers
tornado warnings are in
The
are parked, either free of charge
way to visit relatives.
effect until 4 p.m. CST.
or for a fee.
His car was said to be
The law states that a con- The greatest threat of tordestroyed. Other details of the
struction permit must be ob- nadoes and severe thunaccident were not available.
tained from the Department of derstorms in the five state area
A native of Henry County,
Health's Division of En- covered by the tornado watch is
Sturdivant was born March 9, vironmental Services prior to in an area along and 70 miles
1932, a son of James Porter and
construction of a new park or either side of a line from HuntLillian Nored Sturdivant, who
alteration of an existing park. sville, Ala., to 30 miles northeast
survive. He was a former emPermits are issued when actual afeendianapolis, Ind.
ploye of the Chrysler Corp.
plans are submitted, along with United Press International
In addition ot his parents, he an application and then required reported that Mrs. Garry Prince
leaves two daughters, Jo Anna $25 fee to cover the cost of and her three small children of
and Jackie Sturdivant, both of processing and reviewing plans. near Sturgis, were treated at a
Detroit; three sisters, Mrs. Sybil The law' also requires all Morganfield hospital today for
Love Wilson of Detroit, Mrs. Jack mobile home parks to have an minor injuries suffered when
King of Paris and Mrs. Canoe operating permit, which expires winds of tornadic velocity
Henderson of Shady Grove; and June 30 following the date of overturned their mobVe home in
Union County.
two brothers, Horace of Detroit issuance.
"The purpose of the law is to The high winds also blew the
and Charlie B. Sturdivant of
insure healthy living conditions steeple down on the Uniontown
Puryear.
for the mobile home resident and Methodist Church.
for the community as a whole,"
Cooper said. "For this reason,
parks must have approved water
and sewage systems, solid waste

By United Press International
WASHINGTON - Presidential Press Secretary Ronald
Ziegler, explaining why President Nixon vetoed a plan to
provide governmental care for
poor children:
"The American people have
not in any way indicated a
concensus desire for the federal
government to get involved on
this scale in raising the nation's
children."

WASHINGTON (UPI) -This
is the. day men who have
completed their military obligations
under
the
Selective
Service System get to throw
COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - DECIWER 5 1971
their draft cards away.
79.6
11 - WEBER STATE
• 86.9
TENNESSEE STATE
1
79.4
- 86.4
12 - ssieesss TECH
Mu N EESE STATE
2
Several new draft regulations
79.3
TEXAS
TRINITY
13
3 - DELAWARE
were formally issued today by
79.2
14 - LONG BEACH STATE
- Bet. 3
WESTERN KEN11JCKY
4
78.4 ,
Selective Service officials.
- 84.0
15 - L I VI NGS TON ALABAMA
5
LOU ISIAEA TECH
78.1
16 - NORTH DAKOTA STATE
- 83,0
EASTERN MICHIGAN
6
One major change dropped
77.6
WALLACE.
BALDWIN
17
GRAMBL
INC
7
the requirement that persons
76.9
18 - TENNESSEE TECH
- 82.3
11 - SOUTHWEST TEXAS
76.5
born after Aug. 30, 1922, were
19 - N. W. LOUISIANA
82.1
9 - AKRON
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Sheriff
76.4
20 - HOWARD PAYNE
- 81.9
10 TAMPA
required to have both their Roy C. Nixon, speaking about
orreuer
MARGIN
MUM
OrPOKENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
draft card and their classifica- law officers while nine policeNCAA PIONEER BOWL - 12-11-71 .
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12-11-71:
tion card in their possession at men were bailed out of jail on
MICHIGAN
EASTERN
1
LOUISIANA TECH
MIAMI
1
BALTIMORE
all times, regardless of their charges connected with the
DETROIT
3
MINNESOTA
SUN BOW. - 1 2-18- 71 .
age.
PRO FOOTBALL OF 12-1 2- 71'
death of a black teen-ager:
IOWA STATE
7
L. S. U.
HOUSTON
3
Under the new rules, regis- "I am satisfied that the
BUFFALO
PASADENA BOWL - 1 2-18 - 71
GREEN
BAY
3
CHICAGO
trants are required to keep citizens of Memphis and Shelby
1
MEMPHIS STATE
SAN JOSE STATE
PITTSBURGH
7
CINCINNATI
their cards in their possession County are fully aware that the
LIBERTY BOWL - 12-20-71•
DATI 4s
NEW YORK GIANTS
7
OAKLAND
only until the end of their members of
3
KANSAS CITY
7
ARKANSAS
TENNESSEE
the
sheriff's
CLEVELAND
1
NEW ORLEANS
liability for military service. department and members of
FIESTA BOWL - 1 2- 27 - 71 .
14
NEW ENGLAND
NEW YORK JETS
7
FLORIDA STATE
ARIZONA STATE
This is age 26 for those who the Memphis police department
ST. LOUIS
I
PHILADELPHIA
DENVER
TANGERINE BOWL - 1 2- 28 - 71.:
1
never received deferments and are dedicated, God-fearing men
SAN DIEGO
ATLANTA
14
SAN FRANCISCO
TOLEDO
28
RICHMOND
age 35 for others.
whose principal aim in life is
PRO FOOTBALL OF 22-13-71.
PEACH BOWL - 12-30-71:
Other major changes that the protection of all of us."
WASHINGTON
3
LOS ANGELES
1
GEORGIA TECH
MISSISSIPPI
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